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CITIZENS' PERSPECTIVES ON FEDERAL LAND
USE POLICIES

TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1996

House of Representatives,
Committee on Resources,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 2:04 p.m., in room 1324,

Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Don Young (Chairman of

the Committee) presiding.

STATEMENT OF HON. DON YOUNG, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM ALASKA; AND CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON RESOURCES
The Chairman. The Committee will come to order. Today the

Committee will listen to people from outside the Washington Belt-

way who daily deal with Federal land management agencies. These
people will tell us their personal experiences dealing with Federal
agencies, most of which can do a better job working with private

landowners, resource dependent communities, and local govern-
ments. All too often Federal officials in Washington, DC, mandate
a one-size-fits-all solution for all parts of this diverse nation.

I particularly want to thank Jack Phelps of the Alaska Forest
Association, who along with many other Alaskans are in Washing-
ton this week to educate Congress about the Tongass National For-

est. Certain people in Congress, the Administration, and the na-

tional environmental community, all who live thousands of miles

away from Alaska, and in some cases have never set foot there,

have worked night and day to stop timber harvesting in this 17-

million-acre forest.

I note that Speaker Mel Brown of the Utah House of Representa-
tives will testify today, as well as State Senator Fred King from
rural northern New Hampshire. Now there is a good combination.
This shows that we have a cross-section of this nation. Their pres-

ence before this Committee proves that the principles of private

property and multiple-use management of natural resources are

important to all parts of America.
I also look forward to hearing from all our diverse witnesses

today and welcome you to Washington this sultry June day.

Because I may be forced to leave the hearing room because of an
important negotiation involving an Interior appropriations bill, I

will ask Ms. Chenoweth of Idaho or Mr. Hansen to chair the hear-

ing at some point.

Mr. Hansen, you would like to have the honor of introducing, I

believe, our first witness, is that correct?
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STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES V. HANSEN, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM UTAH

Mr. Hansen. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I consider it an
honor. We have with us today Mel Brown. Melvin Brown is Speak-
er of the Utah House of Representatives. I guess I have a soft spot
in my heart for that because I was the Speaker of the House 120
years ago, it seems like, and enjoyed that position very much. Mel
has had kind of an enviable record as the Speaker, and his brother
Glen also was the Speaker of the House, and Glen was a freshman
when I was the Speaker.
Mel comes from the State that is known by Money Magazine to

be the best managed State in America and one of the fastest grow-
ing states. And what I have great respect for Mel Brown is those
fellows live within their income. They have a surplus and they use
it well. And I think we could all—we ought to turn this thing
around and have some of the State legislative bodies who do such
a great job explain to us how they do it. We should emulate them
rather than the other way around.
But it is a great pleasure to have you with us, Mel, and we ap-

preciate you being here. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me
to say a word about my good friend from Utah.
The Chairman. Thank the good gentleman from Utah. May I

suggest also that if we have our way, eventually the states will get
their rights back and we will quit trying to socialize the form of

government which has been perpetuated upon the states in the
past years.

At this time I would like to call Panel One, of course the Honor-
able Melvin R. Brown; Mr. Perry Pendley, the President of the
Mountain States Legal Foundation, Denver Colorado; Clark Col-
lins, Executive Director, Blue Ribbon Coalition, Incorporated; Sen-
ator Frederick W. King, Sr., State of New Hampshire; and David
Guernsey, Maine Conservation Rights Institute. Would you please
take your seats at the table.

I see we have been joined also by the gentleman from California,

Mr. Pombo. Mr. Pombo and I have the distinguished honor of being
classified as villainous by the Atlantic Journal. I don't know what
Atlanta had to do with California or Alaska, but we have now on
the scorecard been rated some of the sinister souls of America. Mr.
Pombo, would you like to respond?
Mr. Pombo. If the Chairman would yield for just a minute, I be-

lieve we also made New Jersey and Connecticut and the New York
Times in the process, so

The Chairman. We are laying the groundwork for a nationwide
campaign. I can see it happening right now.
And we also have been joined by Mrs. Chenoweth from the great

State of Idaho. Glad to have you aboard.
Now we will start out with the Honorable Melvin R. Brown, the

Speaker of the Utah House of Representatives. Mr. Brown, you are
up, Mr. Speaker.

STATEMENT OF HON. MELVIN R. BROWN, SPEAKER, UTAH
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Brown. Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, it is

a pleasure and indeed an honor as the Speaker of the Utah House



of Representatives and as a citizen of Utah to appear at this hear-

ing and share with you our real world experience of living and la-

boring under Federal land use policies as articulated by the current
administration. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity.

During the 1970's a term was coined describing what we in the
West felt was a heavy-handed approach used by the Federal Gov-
ernment in its relationship to western states, especially in land-use
policy. It was the "War on the West". It was a catchy phrase which
caught the media's attention for a time; and then like other stories,

it faded away as a media event. Yet for many years the war has
silently continued.

I would like to introduce to you a different metaphor describing
our experience with Federal policies and agencies. Like the bull

rider in the western rodeo, citizens and local government entities

have been strapped to the back of a strident and arrogant Brahma
bull with both hands tethered to the inconsistent and at times inco-

herent government policies and regulations. Twisting and turning
violently, the bull exhibits seemingly limitless energy in trying to

dislodge its rider. The whistle never blows and the rider can never
dismount successfully. The contest has no end. Should the bull ever
show signs of weakness or exhaustion, pseudo preservationists

stand on the sidelines ready with their prods of tunnel vision and
self-interest to electrify the bull into another level of convulsive er-

ratic frenzy.

Time will only permit two brief examples to illustrate challenges
we face daily. A Garfield County official relates the following: An
egregious example of Federal agency mishandling of a management
issue traditionally handled by local governments can be seen in the
case of the Boulder to Bullfrog Road. Utah's pioneers began build-

ing this road, commonly referred to as the Burr Trail, across Fed-
eral public lands before the turn of the century. Garfield County
has maintained the road for decades, and today it is the county
highway and one of the only five major collective roads in Garfield
County. It provides the only east-west access across Garfield Coun-
ty. The road provides the only direct access to the southern portion
of Capital Reef National Park. It has been and continues to be used
for transportation by county residents to go about their day-to-day
business, transportation by county officials and others, providing
necessary law enforcement, search and rescue, and resource man-
agement services to the area of the county made accessible by this

route, driving livestock, oil, water and mineral development and ac-

cess for tourists to this area, including the Bullfrog Marina on
Lake Powell.

Garfield County has conducted the business of maintaining and
improving this road to meet the needs of the traveling public in ac-

cordance with the accepted practices of public road management.
However, beginning in the 1980's, environmental groups targeted
the road, testing their ability to use Federal statutes to begin to

control and limit access to the rural West, which is dominated by
lands held in Federal ownership. The Sierra Club and other groups
sued to stop the county from improving the road to maintain safety
standards. They lost on all issues, except the technical application
of the National Environmental Policy Act.



The courts found that the county has a legal right to maintain
and improve the road across Federal lands to meet current safety

standards in accordance with State law. However, because the ap-

plication of NEPA provides an opportunity for open-ended bureau-
cratic wrangling and nitpicking, Federal agencies can use the
NEPA process to stop or slow down activities which they oppose.
Once the Clinton Administration took office and Bruce Babbitt

was appointed Secretary of Interior, the very position which the Si-

erra Club had promoted, but which the Federal courts had rejected,

became a policy of the Department of Interior. Thus began a pat-

tern of Federal harassment which continues to this day.

On numerous occasions when Garfield County has undertaken
road activity well within the normal course of its prior practice.

Federal agents have accosted the county, demanding that the coun-
ty cease work and threatening administrative or legal action

against the county. Now, Garfield County has a private land use
base of about two percent of the lands within its boundaries. Can
you imagine living in a county where two percent of the land is

taxable to provide services for local government. Over 90 percent
of the county is owned by the Federal Government. Needless to

say, the county does not have a large budget to pursue or defend
administrative or legal action. Furthermore, the county has histori-

cally sought to work cooperatively with Federal agencies rather
than in an adversarial position, therefore the Federal agents de-

mand compliance. The county often gives in.

It has been our experience that the Department of Interior acting

through the National Park Service is unwilling to recognize any
meaningful local authority. To that end, it has asserted that Gar-
field County cannot perform any work, even routine maintenance,
without first obtaining permission from the Federal Government.
However, the Federal agencies claim that they cannot authorize
any action on the county's right of way without undergoing expen-
sive and wasteful administrative procedures under NEPA.

In the past, the Park Service has taken three years to complete
NEPA review while promising a six-month process. Now the Park
Service asserts that it will take one year to review just a portion

of the same work. Given the prior expansion from promised comple-
tion date to actual completion date, the NEPA review could take
six years to complete.
Meanwhile, Garfield County has a road to maintain, a road that

is used by average Americans who rely on the responsible authori-

ties to carry out their duties in a responsible manner. When deal-

ing with public roads, the responsible thing to do is keep them safe.

But when Garfield County steepened an existing cut-slope to re-

duce a blind turn at the boundary of Capitol Reef National Park,
the United States filed suit demanding that the county be pre-

vented from managing its right of way except by permission.
Keep in mind that if the work on the road performed is deemed

not acceptable to the Department of Interior, then safety must be
deemed unacceptable to the Department. Keep in mind that the
impact on park resources from this road cut is similar in nature
to the innumerable road cuts within national parks in southern
Utah.



The courts will decide whether local government like Garfield

County will be allowed to exercise their rights in a responsible

manner or whether they will be hampered by extensive bureau-
cratic interference. If the Department of Interior has its way, safety

will be cast aside and Federal tax dollars will be spent paying the

Federal bureaucrats to micro manage public road systems to meet
the goals of special interest groups who have not been elected or

charged to carry out the public interest.

I see that light.

The Chairman. Mr. Speaker, I am going to let you go ahead. You
traveled a long way, as well as the rest of you. I would like to have
you try to keep within five minutes, but would you finish your tes-

timony, please.

Mr. Brown. Thank you very much. The other incident is much
shorter.

The Dixie National Forest officials announced in August 1995 a

reduction of as much as 46 percent on grazing permits on 125,000
acres of Boulder Mountain, citing a 1990 study which concluded
that a grazing capacity error had been made for the area in Wayne
and Garfield counties and that such a reduction was necessary to

correct what was thought to be an overgrazing problem. Ranchers
and local government officials immediately cried foul. They pulled

from their files copies of the 1990 analysis, which clearly indicated

that Boulder Mountain allotments were not grazed to capacity.

When confronted with the obvious inconsistency in the report,

government officials lapsed into a defensive posture and responded
in their boiler plate bureaucratese by saying they, the ranchers and
local government officials, may have misunderstood the technical

methodology of the rangeland data. Ranchers and local officials

pressed for an independent investigation of the controversial re-

port. To the credit of the local Forest Service personnel, and I em-
phasize the word local, an independent investigation was launched
with their support and promise that the grazing policy would be
nullified if the allegation were proven true.

The three-member investigating panel concluded in February of

this year that the credibility of the data had been undermined. A
few days following the publication of these findings, the Associated
Press reported that the U.S. Forest Service was investigating how
Dixie National Forest rangeland data was tainted. Insofar as I am
aware, the investigation has not been completed.
Other examples could be cited that would illustrate the dysfunc-

tional, unproductive relationship between our citizens and local of-

ficials in the Federal Government. One local official asked, how-
ever, that some perceived problems not be brought to light in this

environment because of the delicate relationship with local Federal
officials that are being forged in an effort to find resolution. Imag-
ine how open, frank debate being stifled because of the fear of bu-
reaucratic reprisal in a country called America.
As you undoubtedly know, Mr. Chairman, Utah is celebrating

100 years of statehood this year. For more than 100 years we have
nurtured the land. We have been sensitive to the delicate environ-

mental balance, knowing that abuse would mean economic catas-

trophe. We love our State and recognize its unique beauty. We are
committed to its preservation. We feel, however, embattled, locked



out and held hostage: embattled because our heritage and lifestyle

are under assault; locked out because we are factored out of the
public policy decisionmaking equation; and held hostage by dehu-
manizing public policy developed in a political environment driven
by special interests and where conclusions are reached before ques-
tions are formulated.
Mr. Chairman, I remind the Committee that government close to

the people governs best. I would urge this Committee to support
that core policy stance and do all within its legislative power to

rein in abusive and unwarranted Federal bureaucratic intrusion
into what should logically be local policy-making responsibilities.

Thank you very much for this opportunity.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. When all the witnesses

have given their testimony, there will be some questions, but I

want to thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Pendley, welcome to the Committee and the Committee room

again. Mr. Pendley, for you who do not know, used to work many
hours in this room.

STATEMENT OF PERRY PENDLEY, PRESIDENT, MOUNTAIN
STATES LEGAL FOUNDATION

Mr. Pendley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good to be here. I am
President of Mountain States Legal Foundation. I am also the au-
thor of the book War on the West: Government Tyranny on Ameri-
ca's Great Frontier. And with all deference to the speaker, I liked

his title better.

War on the West, with hundreds of footnotes, lays out in graphic
detail the stories that you will hear today. You will hear a small
part of them today—but they are all laid out in the book, and I

think conclusively demonstrate what all of us in the west know,
that there is a war on the west in an effort to achieve what Vice
President Al Gore calls a "wrenching transformation of society."

But it is not just a war on the American West. It is a war on west-
ern civilization throughout the country, especially in the rural

areas. And you will hear from many of these men and women from
rural America today, and particularly from areas where there are
Federal lands.

Let me give you a couple of examples of what is going on. John
Shuler of Dubois, Montana, killed a grizzly bear in his yard late

one night when he went outside. He feared for his life and reason-
ably concluded he was about to die. He killed the bear. The Fish
and Wildlife Service fined him $4000 for illegally killing an endan-
gered species. We claimed self defense on his behalf. An Adminis-
trative Law Judge ruled he could not claim self-defense because he
had "introduced himself into the zone of imminent danger," his own
yard. The case is on appeal.

Larry Squires of Hobbs, New Mexico, used his land to dispose of

waters produced in oil and gas operations. The EPA concluded that
his dry desert lands were "waters of the United States" because
every 200 years water would collect there, rainfall, and until it

evaporated it formed ponds in which birds might land. He was
given a cease and desist order, which as you know carries with it

a $25,000-a-day fine for a violation. He observed the order and



then sued the government, contending that the designation of his

land was improper.
A district court held he could not sue the government to chal-

lenge the order until he had violated the cease and desist order.

The 10th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled as follows: "While [Moun-
tain States Legal Foundation] brings up a good point, that it

doesn't seem to make much sense to be required to violate in order
to sue on it; nevertheless we do not wish to undercut the enforce-

ment authority of the EPA."
You are familiar with, I am sure, the recent efforts by the United

States Government to close Federal lands throughout the West in

deference to Indian religious rights. One is at Devil's Tower. An-
other is in the Santa Fe ski area near Santa Fe, New Mexico.
There is also the decision to bring the wolf into Montana, Idaho
and Wyoming; the decision to bring the condor into the four-State

region in the Southwest; and the decision by this administration to

bring the United Nations to Wyoming, Montana and Idaho to de-
termine our future, not just with regard to mining, but timber,
tourism and wildlife policies.

All of these, I think, demonstrate conclusively that there is a war
on the West, but it is not about protecting the environment. We all

at this table, and all the people I have ever represented, are com-
mitted to environmental protection. We want clean air, clean water
and safe lands. It is a battle over aesthetics, the point of view, for

example, that takes the position that it is better to have wildfires

burn in the western forest than to have loggers cut them when
they are ready for harvest. It is a battle not about safety, surviv-

ability and sustainability, but about power and control, the ability

of a handful of Americans to run the lives of the rest of us.

What is most distressing to Americans is the fact that this is a
battle, a war being waged by their own government. In fact, one
of the greatest battles that I face is getting people to understand
that they can and should sue their own government. This is a gen-
eration of "your country right or wrong," and they have found their
country very wrong with its attitude to them.

Also very distressing is the position taken by Federal lawyers,
government lawyers, in Federal courts. I want to explore that a lit-

tle bit, because I think an excellent oversight hearing by this Com-
mittee might be to bring up some attorneys from the Justice De-
partment and inquire as to the position the government is taking
regarding laws this body passes.

I come here today from Cincinnati, Ohio, where I appeared be-
fore the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 6th Circuit regarding a case
in the upper peninsula of Michigan regarding a piece of property
called Crooked Lake. Crooked Lake is owned by private citizens.

One of the owners happens to be the U.S. Forest Service, and the
U.S. Forest Service land that is owned in that situation is des-

ignated as wilderness. Michigan law says all landowners around
the lake have equal access to the entire lake. Yet the Forest Serv-
ice has taken the position that it can restrict the access to the en-
tire lake by the landowners around the lake. The Forest Service
has taken this position notwithstanding, that Congress said only
Federal land will be designated as wilderness, only lands we des-
ignate will be wilderness, no private property will become wilder-
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ness unless the property owner agrees, no buffer zones will be cre-

ated and finally valid existing rights will be protected.

The Forest Service has ignored every single one of those provi-

sions. And in fact, before the U.S. Court of Appeals last week, the
Department of Justice attorney actually said the term "valid exist-

ing rights" had no meaning when it was adopted by Congress. Con-
gress didn't know what it meant, and so our interpretation is as
good as any." Now what is the government's interpretation of "valid

existing rights"? The right to drink the water from the lake, that
is it.

We have challenged the Brady Act in Wyoming. That will soon
be before the U.S. Supreme Court. Remarkably enough, the govern-
ment took the position in Federal court that the Brady Act would
not permit action to be taken against local sheriffs. You will re-

member when that law was before this Congress, Congressman
Schiff actually introduced legislation to exempt sheriffs from legal

action. That was not adopted. The government now, in an at-

tempt—a vain attempt, I think, to save the law's constitutional-

ity—took the reverse position.

In Lincoln County, Montana—^you will hear from Bruce Vincent
today, who comes from Lincoln County—we are representing Lin-

coln County, Montana, in a lawsuit against the U.S. Forest Service
for decreasing timber harvesting by 43 percent to achieve a one
percent increase in grizzly bear habitat.

The Forest Service takes the position that counties have no legal

standing to come to court to challenge decisions of the Forest Serv-
ice. This is a remarkable position because 25 percent of the reve-

nues from timber harvesting come back to the counties. To take the
position that everybody else in the world has standing to come to

court except local counties is absurd.
Finally, let me give one example of what I call the Goldilocks ap-

proach to constitutional standing. You remember Goldilocks saying
too hot, too cold and just right. We are representing a man by the
name of Andy Petefish, who has filed an action because he has
been prevented from climbing Devils Tower in the month of June
out of deference to Indian religious rights. Remarkably enough, the
United States Government took the position that Andy Petefish did
not have constitutional standing because he had chosen a lifestyle

that required him to earn most of his living in the month of June
by climbing on Devils Tower.

In another case where we challenged the constitutionality of Fed-
eral action, a case involving affirmative action, the government
takes the position that our client is making plenty of money even
though he has been discriminated against on the basis of race.

Therefore he doesn't have legal standing. So we have a "too much"
and "too little" approach.
The Chairman. Perry, I don't want to do this to you, but go

ahead if you have one more, and that is it.

Mr. Pendley. Let me close by just simply saying that what I see

and what the people at this table see in case after case, instance

after instance, is an approach by Federal lawyers that ignores the

meaning of statute and ignores the express provision of statute. I

know how difficult it is when wilderness statutes are passed or

Federal land statutes are passed, the compromises that are made.



the agreements that are made, and yet Federal lawyers go into

court and pretend that those agreements never happened.
If there is one thing I would urge upon the Committee in addi-

tion to the hearings, it would be that the losers in these battles be
as tough on Justice Department lawyers who are attempting to

give them victory as the winners are. And if there is that sort of

comity here on the Hill, to demand that the Executive Branch im-
plement the law as it was adopted, a lot of us out in the hinter-

lands would feel a lot better about the things that are happening.
Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you very much. I am confident we will be

able to have some questions for you, too.

Clark Collins, you are up next.

STATEMENT OF CLARK COLLINS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
BLUE RIBBON COALITION

Mr. Collins. Chairman Young, members of the Committee on
Resources, thank you for the opportunity to testify on the issue of

Federal land use policies. The Blue Ribbon Coalition represents off

highway recreationists.

And I brought a poster today that I would like to ask unanimous
consent that I be allowed to distribute to members of the Commit-
tee, even those members of the Committee that aren't here if they
would like one. And I can assure you that there will be no question
of ethics, because these cost about 65 cents a piece, so I don't think
they will get you in any trouble. But this illustrates who we are.

We represent not only motorized recreationists, but non-motorized
trail users as well, because even some non-motorized recreation
groups are starting to suffer under the heavy hand of overregula-
tion by Federal bureaucrats. So if that could be distributed to the
Committee.
The Chairman. Without objection the staff will take one of these

and distribute each one to a member. I have little concern. There
is a Jeep there instead of a Suburban, but that is all right.

Mr. Collins. OK. Now I would like to show you another picture,

and this is a picture of the Park Service. This is the picture of the
Park Service ranger that appeared in our local papers in the spring
of 1994. And this is a park ranger welcoming recreationists to our
public lands. And as you might not be able to see from there, he
is heavily armed. There is a barricade behind him and this ranger
was out there preventing recreationists from accessing a recreation
area that had been used for over 30 years near our home base of
Pocatello, Idaho.

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt had ordered 14 armed National
Park Service rangers from all over the country to American Falls,

Idaho, to kick us out of that area. That is right, 14 armed rangers.
Can you imagine what that cost American taxpayers? This is just

one more example of Secretary Babbitt's attitude that the Amer-
ican public has unlimited resources to pay for his gestapo-like
methods of dealing with land users he and his Green Advocacy
Group (GAG) friends don't approve of.

Now we support enforcement of reasonable regulations. We have
never objected to enforcement of OHV regulations, but we have
been opposing this closure, because it is in an area that we had
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used for years. We had helped maintain the area. In fact, we told

the BOR, the Bureau of Reclamation, who has management respon-
sibility, in 1993 that if they insisted on closing the area, they
should actively enforce that closure right away. We feared they
were deliberately setting up a situation where they could cite evi-

dence of violators to justify their plans for a permanent total clo-

sure. The irony is that they didn't have any violators, but went
ahead with their strategy anyway, because the rangers that came
to the area discovered that there weren't any violators.

This harassment by Interior Secretary Babbitt may have been in

retaliation for our involvement, with other wise use groups, in at-

tempts to have him replaced. We felt it was important to show our
concern for the environment by asking President Clinton to replace
Bruce Babbitt with someone who will work with public land users
instead of wasting taxpayers' money on a personal vendetta.
We have always shown respect for this area's natural resources

and scenic beauty. We have conducted litter cleanups and informed
our members of the need to respect local wildlife and other users.

In fact, we have even built and installed cattle guards to eliminate
any possibility of conflict with grazers who also use the area. Un-
fortunately, they have been kicked out of the area, too.

It is interesting that when this incident occurred, we had
planned to put this cover on the May 1994 issue of Blue Ribbon
Magazine. And this is a picture of one of our members in Califor-

nia, might even be in Congressman Pombo's district for all I know,
that was involved in a tree planting project, an off-highway motor-
cyclist and his son, their faces all black. They had spent all day
planting trees, real environmental work.

Several important facts are relevant to this issue.

Fact number one: Most users assumed it was Bureau of Land
Management, BLM, open land. It was only through meetings with
the BLM initiated by me several years ago that we were told that
the land was in fact BOR land.

Fact number two: We offered to work with the BOR on a plan
to manage recreation access. We indicated our willingness to assist

in the enforcement of reasonable regulations to manage the rec-

reational use of the area. The BOR said at that time, which was
much prior to this incident, that they would defer management of
the area to the BLM, who managed the BOR grazing allotments
and much of the surrounding area. Now this should have been a
local issue and easily resolved, but it seemed that the BOR's atti-

tude changed dramatically following the 1992 election. Babbitt's ex-

treme environmental fingerprints are all over this incident.

Contrast this with a letter that my local off-highway motorcycle
group received from President Reagan in 1987. The letter says,

"My good friend. Senator Jim McClure, tells me that you're a can-
do outfit. He says that you not only travel the trails but clear them,
too, keeping them fit for yourselves and others to enjoy. And you
look for no other recompense than the joy of a job well done. Volun-
teer efforts like yours are the American way, and I'm sure your
good example will move others to make the great outdoors a great
place for everyone. God bless you all, Ronald Reagan."

In conclusion, the hate mongering and contrived user conflicts of

the GAGs shouldn't be rewarded. Secretary Babbitt, the Sierra
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Club and Earth First do not represent the environmental con-

science of this country. We shouldn't call the GAGs environmental-
ists and passively allow them to refer to us wise users as anti-envi-

ronmentalists. Neither should the League of Conservation Voters
Index be the litmus test for Congressional environmental respon-
sibility. In fact, in my view the Private Property Congressional
Vote Index should be the litmus test for environmental responsibil-

ity, because these are the folks, the heroes that are recognized. And
those are the ones that are the real environmentalists in my view.

Just who are the real environmentalists? Pushing to eliminate
everyone's impact on the environment but your own doesn't make
you an environmentalist. The GAGs and their friends in Congress
and land management agencies are no longer for the environment.
They are just against every else's use of it.

Chairman Young and members of the Committee, recreationists

shouldn't be discriminated against by our land management agen-
cies and treated like criminals. The cooperation and volunteerism
of our members should be recognized and rewarded. On issues of

environmental protection we should be innocent unless proven
guilty instead of the other way around. We can use our natural re-

sources wisely and preserve our natural resources for the public in-

stead of from the public.

Thank you.
[Statement of Clark L. Collins may be found at end of hearing.]

The Chairman. Thank you, Clark. I believe Senator King, you
are next. I don't know how that got switched around, but Senator
King, you are next. Involved on the board you have got three west-
erners there and two easterners and you all have mutual problems,
and I certainly like to hear from this side of the aisle, too. Senator,
you are up.

STATEMENT OF HON. FREDERICK W. KING, SR., A STATE
SENATOR IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Mr. King. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the Commit-
tee, for allowing me to testify before your Committee. I am the
State Senator from New Hampshire's Senate District One, which
consists of 19 towns, the city of Berlin and 23 unincorporated
places in Coos County, the State's northernmost county. I also rep-

resent the citizens of five towns in Grafton County. My district con-

sists of small rujal communities and is bordered by Canada on the
north, Maine on the east and Vermont on the west. Our economy
is closely tied to the timber and paper making industries along
with tourist related businesses.

Before I was elected Senator, I was employed as Coos County ad-
ministrator. Coos County has a land mass of 1800 square miles and
a population of 36,000. I continue to work for the county part time
as administrator for the 23 unincorporated places. I have also

served 12 years as a selectman in my town and I know I have a
good sense of what is important to my constituents.

I appear before your Committee to express the concerns that my
county has relative to Federal land use policies and the potential

impact of proposed legislation on the citizens of Coos County. I

refer in particular to Senate Bill 1163 and H.R. 2421, The North-
ern Forest Stewardship Act. If these bills become law, the economy
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of my county is in jeopardy and the historical multiple use of our
timber resources will be seriously threatened. These bills have the
support of 28 of the most powerful, taxpayer-supported environ-
mental organizations in the country. They have joined together in

a formal organization known as the Northern Forest Alliance.

Their plan targets ten specific areas in northern Vermont and New
Hampshire and areas in adjacent Maine. They propose that these
lands would remain in the "natural state" and the funding process
for these purchases will be available through S. 1163 and H.R.
2421.
Today three out of every ten acres of land in Coos County is pub-

licly owned. A substantial part of the 750,000 acre White Mountain
National Forest lies within my Senate District. Currently the
White Mountain National Forest is severely cutting back on timber
harvesting activities within its boundaries. In fact, beginning in

1994 a reduction in available harvest took place. The White Moun-
tain National Forest grows 30 million board feet per year on a sus-

tainable basis on the 60 percent of the land where harvesting can
legally take place. In 1994 the government proposed to reduce the
cut to 9.6 million board feet. At that time one local sawmill opera-
tor was quoted as sajdng we saw into lumber 5 million board feet

a year. If they cut back 20 million board feet, four mills like ours
won't have any wood.

Recently, it was reported that one of the most respected national
environmental organizations in the country, the Sierra Club, adopt-
ed a policy that will fight to ban all timber harvesting on national
forests coast to coast. In 1996 Congress authorized the purchase of

an additional 480 acres, which will be added to the White Moun-
tain National Forest, for a staggering price of 1.9 million, or $3950
per acre for woodland.
Attached to my statement is a map which contains the details of

the Northern Forest Alliance master plan for the northern forests,

including the lands in Coos County, New Hampshire. These lands,

that are labeled 5, 6 and 7 on the map, surround the town that I

live in. They contain property on the headwaters of the
Androscoggin River, the county fish and wildlife refuge which was
adopted in 1991, and an area in Vermont.
Any change from the historical pattern of use will devastate the

lives of my neighbors. With known patterns of timber harvesting
on Federal lands in the White Mountain National Forest, the pro-

posed ban on all future harvesting on Federal lands and the pro-

posed land grab of the organizations that form the Northern Forest
Alliance, I truly believe that those of us who inhabit northern New
Hampshire, the northeast end of Vermont, and western Maine have
justification to fear for the future of our children and grand-
children. Our heritage, earned over generations, is at stake.

A few years ago when the James River Corporation paper mills

were threatened with closing, it was projected that overnight the

unemployment in Coos County would reach 35 to 40 percent. That
crisis was averted and today the mills are viable operations. They
need timber fiber to operate and we must protect the source of that

timber supply.
It makes no sense to spend dollars which the Federal Govern-

ment does not have to purchase more land which it cannot manage
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and on which no trees will be cut. Your Committee knows better
than I do about the great need for more funding to rebuild the in-

frastructure in the Federal parks and forests. A 1991 GAO docu-
ment called Federal Land Improvements Needed in Managing Con-
cessionaires stated that the Park Service had a deferred mainte-
nance funding shortfall in 1988 of $1.9 billion and the recreational
resources for the Forest Service was short $650 million.

I can't speak for the rest of the property owners throughout the
State and the landowners, but I will tell you that in Coos County,
New Hampshire private landowners have left their lands open to

the public for generations. We don't need the Federal Government
to come in and buy more land.

Senate Bill 1163 and H.R. 2421 are similar bills. A clause in both
of the bills provided for 80 future land purchases by the Federal
Government would require local approval. In our case, that would
mean a local town meeting would have to approve the purchase of
that land. That language has been changed in the Senate version.
It remains in the House version that I have. The issue of whether
land should be bought and paid for with Federal dollars only from
willing buyers to willing sellers is not appropriate in this case be-
cause we all know that Federal lands—the prices that the govern-
ment pays for Federal lands takes any inclination for people not to
sell. It makes no sense for the government to buy land at nearly
$4000 an acre in my State when the going price is about $300 to

$350 an acre.

So I ask that this language cannot be retained in these bills to
allow any future acquisition to require the local citizens—and I am
not talking about the State. I am talking about the local govern-
ments. If they can't have a veto power on that like they have in
the White Mountain National Forest outside the proclamation
boundary, then I would ask these bills be killed.

Thank you.
[Statement of Hon. Frederick King, Sr. may be found at end of

hearing.]

The Chairman. Thank you, Senator. Last but not least, David
Guernsey.
Mr. Guernsey. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. From Maine.
Mr. Guernsey. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. All right.

STATEMENT OF DAVID GUERNSEY, MAINE CONSERVATION
RIGHTS INSTITUTE

Mr. Guernsey. I am here today representing the Maine Con-
servation Rights Institute, which is an organization dedicated to

conservation through private landownership. Last year I testified

before your property rights subcommittee as to how the Appalach-
ian Mountain Club and its relationship with the U.S. Forest Serv-
ice allowed the AMC to lobby, and this is a direct quote, "for fund-
ing for forest needs as identified by the Forest Service staff, for
whom lobbying is prohibited."

In return the Forest Service has allowed the AMC to expand a
small string of nonprofit huts into a $3-1/2 million operation in di-

rect violation of its permit, which charged no fee for use of public
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lands. This funding allowed the Appalachian Mountain Club to

form some very powerful relationships with other groups and with
other Federal agencies, which seriously threatened many of the
rural communities across northern New England.
One particular example, in the city of Millinocket a great north-

ern dam relicensing project led the city of Millinocket to complain,
again a quote, "we are appalled that an agency of our government
repeatedly ignores our year-round environmental and economic in-

terests to push an agenda that will radically change our lives for

the worst. We watch Interior representatives actively conspire with
relicensing opponents to defeat relicensing. This is not how govern-
ment is supposed to work." Now these are not my words. These are
the words of the city of Millinocket. It is a paper making town. It

is a labor town. It is a largely Democratic town. This is not a par-

tisan issue.

The Maine Governor's Office said much the same thing. And
again, we have an independent governor in the State of Maine. He
used to be general counsel for the Natural Resources Council of

Maine. This is again not a partisan issue.

A similar situation happened in Saddleback Mountain Ski Area
across which the Appalachian Trail runs. They have been fighting

with the Department of Interior for 11 years. At issue is the De-
partment of Interior's desire to take 3000 acres for a viewshed, al-

though law only requires a 1000 foot corridor along the trail.

Saddleback has offered to give the corridor to the government at

no cost. The government will not take it. Finally this last session

the Maine legislature passed a resolution which I have attached
urging the Forest Service to accept free land. They still have not

resolved that issue.

The AMC uses its hut system on free National Forest land for

much of its advocacy and it justifies these by calling them public

education. In one particular instance this public education involved

inviting school children to produce skits on "what the world would
be like if people keep abusing the planet." Now I can just imagine
what would happen if we used Forest Service land and had kids

producing skits on what our communities would be like if our envi-

ronmental regulations kept abusing our economies. There is no
oversight of these so-called educational programs, and they really

are nothing short of propaganda for their extreme environmental
agenda. And we don't believe it is appropriate that this be done on
public lands.

The AMC's position is, again a quote, "every goal and objective

toward which we work is for the public benefit and every dollar of

our revenues is circulated back for the public good." This is like

what is good for the AMC is good for the country. Their permit to

operate their hut system on National Forest land expired last Octo-

ber, and we had hoped that things would change with the

repermitting. Unfortunately, they have not—the Appalachian
Mountain Club submitted a master plan which was little more
than a promotional document. It contained no financial data. It

made no reference to the restrictive terms of the previous lease.

They basically were asking that our proposal recommends that the

Forest Service include all of our current operations and programs
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in the new permit. What they were doing they wanted made legal

with no questions.

Rather than rejecting it, the Forest Service joined the Appalach-
ian Mountain Club in sponsoring a joint series of promotional open
houses and listening sessions. And after these are over, they simply
are going to determine whether they accept the master develop-
ment as submitted or they ask the AMC to revise it. There is no
attempt to see what this hut system is really worth and whether
the public's getting its money's worth.

All we are asking in this is a fair process. We are asking that
the AMC be treated the same as other permittees on public land.

This land is our land. We don't believe it should be given to special

interest and then used against our own communities.
The final issue in this, though, is symptomatically a much larger

problem. These are very wealthy, elitist, environmental organiza-
tions. They have an enormous amount of power over Federal Gov-
ernment, it appears. The AMC boasted 74 percent of its 68,000
members earn $40,000 or more per year. This is hardly a rep-

resentative slice of our country. They have huge tax exempt privi-

leges. We believe these privileges are unwarranted and we believe
that groups like the Appalachian Mountain Club and their support-
ers should be made to pay their fair share of maintaining this

country.

Thank you.
[Statement of David Guernsey may be found at end of hearing.]
The Chairman. I want to thank the panel. I think every musi-

cian ought to be able to listen to his own music once in awhile, and
my one question, I guess, I have for all of you here. This Commit-
tee, as it is made up now, especially this side of the aisle—I want
to stress this, because I am going to be partisan—other than two
members, agree with everyone on this panel. And we have been
villainized by the media as being anti-environmental, as against
the environment, as rapers of the planet, as that which is trying
to destroy good sound law. It gets very, very discouraging for many
of the members, not myself because my head is too hard, to have
that constant bombardment of mistruths, untruths, outright lies

about where we are headed.
Now my question to the panel, if we do nothing and the govern-

ment continues its activities, what is going to happen to the com-
munities and what relationship do you think your communities will

have on the Federal Government? Anybody can answer that. What
is the feeling about the Federal Government, is what I am trying
to say, in your districts now by the average person in the commu-
nity? Anybody want to tackle that? Perry will, because he wrote a
book, but, I mean, the Senator is there. I have got a Senator. I

have got a Speaker of the House. Do you have anybody happy with
the Federal Government right now?
Mr. Pendley. No, I think the answer is no. The answer is no be-

cause there is an adversarial process. I was wondering as I was
standing out in the hall, Mr. Chairman, when it switched over,

when all of a sudden the government began to take sides and vilify

real Americans as bad people. And that is what we see in case
after case after case, that the government is taking this position.
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In the canon of ethics that we lawyers observe there is a canon
called

The Chairman. Be careful when you say ethics within the legal

field.

Mr. Pendley. I know. I didn't want to open a can of worms. You
are going to jump me here. But there is Canon 7, which says an
attorney will represent his client zealously within the bounds of the
law, which means basically for lawyers an all-systems-go attempt
to protect your client, except for government lawyers. And there is

a specific ethical consideration with regard to government lawyers
that tells government lawyers you are supposed to "seek justice."

You are not supposed to win. You are supposed to seek justice. And
I want to tell you in the situations in which I go into court on be-
half of clients, I don't see that. I see my clients, even though they
are citizens, even though they are county commissioners, even
though they, in many cases, represent the State or the will of the
State, they are evil people and they are vilified by government law-
yers.

The Chairman. They are not seeking justice. They are seeking
to win.
Mr. Pendley. They are seeking
The Chairman. And they are taxpayer paid lawyers.
Mr. Pendley. Exactly, they are seeking to win and they are—let

me give you a good example.
The Chairman. Don't take too long, Perry, because I have got a

couple more questions.
Mr. Pendley. Give me one minute here. In the Devils Tower

case, as to our client Andy Petefish who climbs for a living, who
guides people on Devils Tower, the government took the position

that he did not suffer irreparable harm because he could always
get money back from the government if was kept off the mountain
improperly. He was kept off the mountain for seven days in the
month of June. I will tell you what will happen. We will file a claim
for those seven days and I will bet you dollars to donuts the gov-
ernment will take the position that he isn't entitled to the money.
I mean, this is what we see consistently, the government taking
both sides of an issue regardless of the law and regardless of what
you adopt.
The Chairman. Senator King, your worry about the two pieces

of legislation, have you communicated this with the Senator and
with the Congressman, that this would hurt your districts?

Mr. King. They know very well how I feel about that, yes.

The Chairman. Good, because I am not terribly impressed with
either piece of legislation, I can tell you that right now. And I can
assure you that the local people are going to be terribly involved
if those bills were to move. You know, I have introduced a bill to

turn land back to the states. See, I am the radical in many cases,

but I don't believe the Federal Government should own land. I

think it should be owned by the states and the private individuals

primarily. That gives us our strength. This idea of socialized land-

ownership is just absolutely against anything we ever set up our
country for, so we will be looking at that legislation.

Mr. King. I believe at a very minimum that the Federal Govern-
ment should adopt a policy that as they buy an acre of land they
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should sell an acre of land. There may be some land that was
bought years ago that they don't need and there may be some at-

tractive parcels that they might need now. But there is no reason
for them to continue to buy land and not sell some of the land.

The Chairman. You are absolutely right. And my biggest concern
in my 23 years on this Committee, and Mr. Hansen has been here
just about as long as I have, is that we have acquired land, mas-
sive acreages of land, about 15 million acres we have acquired

—

taken off the tax roll. We own 637 million acres of land, more land
than any free country today that owns under the leadership. Now
a few years ago it was a partnership relationship between the
State, the private sector, and the agencies. That has changed, and
Perry is absolutely correct and the Senator is absolutely correct. It

has changed now to where the agency with the park uniform with
the pistol on his hip now is enforcing his interpretation of the law.
And, Clark, before I run out of time I would suggest one thing.

You represent a huge, huge voting block, and they have not become
really active. Their rights are taken away and they have got to be
able to respond to the Sierra Club, but I don't think they are a na-
tionally recognized great environmental group. I know exactly what
they are.

Mr. Collins. Yes.
The Chairman. But you have a very large group of people that

they have to understand that these groups are trying to put Fed-
eral lands off limits. There is where the power comes in. The same
thing with the Senator and the Speaker.
We are doing the best we can in this Committee. We have just

been in charge less than two years. You give us two more years so
we can start investigating and reviewing what has occurred in the
past by these agencies without even jurisdiction being given to

them. This is a justice system being given to them by this Con-
gress. They have done it on their own. We start bringing them in

and reviewing them, which this Committee is starting to do now,
but we won't be able to finish it. We are going to get to the root
of this. They are not elected officials. They are in fact supposed to

be servants of the people. They are not right now. They believe
with their little M16 rifles and their little airplanes in my State
landing and harassing my legitimate landowners. They believe they
are right. They are the government. Don't you ever question them.
And there is where the breakdown comes. That is why I asked

that first question. I can't find anybody today—and I will challenge
anybody in this room to walk down the street. I will pay you a dol-

lar for everybody that says they are happy with the Federal Gov-
ernment if you give me ten cents for everyone who says they are
unhappy with it, and I will be a rich man and you would be dead
broke. And I am not Italian, Mr. Hansen.
And by the way, I have to—I hate to do this, but Madam

Chenoweth, would you take the chair for a while while I go attend
one more meeting? You heard my lecture, so go ahead.
Mr. Hansen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me comment on

some of the things that this Committee said—that this panel said,

if I may. I think what people don't realize is when Mr. Babbitt took
the position as Secretary of Interior, he came in as Chairman of the
League of Conservation Voters, and much of the agenda that was
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in that particular organization has been put into the Department
of Interior. Anybody that doesn't beUeve that just has to see what
all these people are saying and doing. For example, we passed
many pieces of legislation which did not really change much, it just
built upon what has been done. We have tried not to go out and
change things around. We have just tried to make it better.

I agree with the statement that Perry brought out that there was
nobody on the panel, nobody in this room that wants to hurt the
environment. We want to do it right. We want to do it with science.

We want to do it with understanding. We don't want to do it just
because someone has a burning in the bosom and they happen to

feel that is the way it is but they don't understand it.

Somebody brought out—I think Mr. Guernsey brought up the
idea of the tax exempt privileges that some of these organizations
have. It is interesting for me to see the propaganda that they put
out and actually put out brochures bragging about being able to

come up here and lobby Congress. Somebody doesn't understand.
They don't get the right to lobby Congress if they are tax exempt.
Yet they seem to do this on a regular basis, and it is of great con-
cern to many of us.

On our moderate position on things I think that private property
rights are something. You see it destroyed in the Endangered Spe-
cies Act in the wetlands. You see it destroyed in many of the bills

that have been drawn up for this particular area, which is of basic
concern as the constitution, I think, gives it to our people in those
areas.

I appreciate my friend Mel Brown bringing up the idea of Burr
Trail. When I was a kid I used to drive a Jeep down there. My dad
had mines in that particular area. It is a road. I took Bill Mott
down there years ago, ten, eleven years ago, and he wanted to see

it. We flew in in the governor's airplane to Escalante, Utah. We put
down in that area. We went down to the area and he said I want
to walk. We got out and started walking down the road. For those
of you who don't realize who Bill Mott was, he was Director of

Parks. Bill made the statement, he said, "Hell, Jim, this is just a
road." I said what did you expect. Bill. He said I thought it was
like the Bright Angel Trail and the Kaibab Trail across the Grand
Canyon. I said no, it is just a road, that is all it has ever been. And
for the people in Garfield County, that is 90-some percent owned
by the Federal Government, these people are constantly harassed
over something that should have been paved a long time ago, and
I think the environmental community has picked the wrong fight

to get involved in in the Burr Trail.

Also in that particular area we have lost most of our timber com-
panies. The little town of Escalante, Utah, had 268 people working
at Escalante Sawmill. One challenge after another after the ex-

treme group eventually drove them out of business. Now we are

losing Kaibab Industries that was in Fredonia and Panguitch.
Those are going under at the same time. At the same time we are

seeing our forests destroyed by the pine beetle. And the best people

on management of the forest come in and say we should do this

cutting to stop this. But the extremists come in who have no back-

ground, no science, no understanding of it, but they have—they
hold their little meetings and they get all jazzed up and they say
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oh, however, we want to keep these forests just the way they are.

I can't understand if these people really want to help America why
they don't get into the science part of it. Why don't they really un-
derstand it rather than just stand up and have hell and hallelujah

meetings, which we see all over the place in that area?
I appreciate the Congressman brought up—I personally have

never seen in my 36 years as an elected official, I have never seen
an organization like the current administration—I don't care if you
are an R or a D—who is doing so much to try to stop America and
the practice of America. I think we can have things environ-

mentally sound and at the same time not ruin the economy of the
west, which I see some people dedicated to do.

In my State today Steve Peterson had a debate at the University
of Utah with a fellow by the name of Ken Rake of the Southern
Utah Wilderness Association, who made the statement that the
West had better draw on the idea that we can no longer have the
economy we have had, the grazing, the agriculture, the timber, the
mining are a thing of the past. Pray tell where are we going to get

the things when we fly in airplanes and we fight wars, when we
put on our shoes, when we eat at the table? Where is all this going
to come from? It just amazes me that attitude that I constantly see

from this group. Why don't they just wake up and join the rest of

us and let us work toward improving the environment but doing
it in a way we don't completely obliterate the people from our
areas, which they are trying to do.

Incidentally, most of you from the Southern Utah Wilderness As-
sociation come from New York.
Thank you. Madam Chairman. Thank you for letting me get that

off my chest.

Mrs. Chenoweth. [presidingl Thank you. Chairman Hansen. I

would like to call on Mr. Pickett next for the minority side.

Mr. Pickett. Thank you. Madam Chairman. I came in a little bit

late. I didn't hear all the witnesses' testimony, so I am going to

pass at this time. If I have any questions after the other members
speak, then I will ask them then. Thank you.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Pickett. I would like to call

next Mr. Calvert.
Mr. Calvert. Thank you, Madam Chairman. All I would like to

say is that I think at least on this side that we are very encouraged
by your attendance today and that we are certainly in favor of the
responsible use of resources in this country and the utilization of

public lands for more than the elite purposes of some organizations
and that we should utilize and conserve those resources to help our
economy, there is nothing wrong with that, and provide jobs and
opportunities for all Americans. And I think we are working toward
that goal and with your help we can continue. Thank you very
much, Madam Chairman.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Calvert. Mr. Pombo.
Mr. Pombo. Thank you. Mr. Collins, in your statement you

talked about the fact that you felt that our recreational opportuni-
ties were being impeded upon in some way. And I find that inter-

esting because in my brief time that I have been in Congress we
have locked up millions of acres of land, and one of the arguments
for locking up the land has always been that increased recreation
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in these areas will replace the loss of timber jobs, farming jobs,

mining jobs. Are you not seeing all the benefits from all this in-

creased recreation?
Mr. Collins. Exactly the opposite as a matter of fact. And in

fact, that is a false argument totally. These so-called environmental
groups certainly don't represent the recreation interests that we
are involved with. And in fact increasingly their ideology is at odds
with any kind of recreational activity. That is why I wanted you
folks to have that poster to see that we represent a broad recre-

ation constituency that is willing to share and work together. The
environmental extremist groups may have started out as rec-

reational representatives. In fact, that is where they recruit a lot

of their new members; they say that they have these recreational
outings and come with us. Then they convince them that in order
to enjoy this recreation activity they have got to kick out the cattle

ranchers that have been involved in keeping the cow trails open all

these years. It is a false argument that annoys the very daylights
out of me, because we represent recreationists that they are trying
to kick out, too.

So I would urge members of this Committee whenever that argu-
ment is used, challenge it, because those folks do not represent
recreation. We represent recreation interests that work coopera-
tively with the natural resource industries and with one another.
And so we would like to have you at every turn point to the Blue
Ribbon Coalition as a recreation organization that doesn't share
their viewpoint.
Mr. Pendley. Mr. Pombo, could I be heard
Mr. Pombo. Yes, go ahead.
Mr. Pendley. [continuing]—on that? In your own State of Cali-

fornia, as an example, it doesn't work. The creation of the Redwood
National Park and the expansion of the Redwood National Park
were held out as a wonderful opportunity to dramatically increase
tourism and replace the timber jobs. It just hasn't happened. The
unemployment is very high there. The dependent children number
there is very high.

Another excellent example just across the border from Congress-
man Helen Chenoweth's district is in Lincoln County, Montana.
Timber cutbacks have lost the timber jobs. Environmentalist efforts

to prevent a mine from going into business has prevented the min-
ing jobs. And they are told, the community is told yeah, but tour-

ism will be your future up here. Bruce Vincent on the next panel
talks about tourism being our future. They have a lake up there
called Koocanusa. Lake Koocanusa was supposed to be where ev-

erybody would come to recreate. It is now being drained to "save
the salmon" and the locals now call it Lake Who Can Use It. This
is the evidence of the absence of tourism as the future.

Mr. Pombo. The two specific examples, one was the Redwood Na-
tional Park, and we have had testimony on two previous occasions

in this Committee, one from a social worker from the area and one
time from a local elected official about the devastating impact that

has had on their community and that they were promised that

tourism would be the—would replace all the jobs that were lost.

Another one is the California Desert Protection Act. It was well

known at the time that that went through Congress that it would
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cost thousands of jobs, but the argument was that tourism would
make up for the loss of those jobs, that the increased numbers of

people coming into the area, because we changed the name of the
desert, would make up for the difference. But in the same bill they
also closed down all of the access points and all of the roads in the
desert. And so I don't understand how one thing leads to the other.

When they lock it up, they lock it up.

Mr. Collins. They are selling snake oil, Congressman, plain and
simple, because their agenda does not promote recreation access.

And there is example after example of that. Voyagers National
Park they are trying to kick the snowmobilers out. Yellowstone Na-
tional Park the same thing. Boundary Waters Canoe Area, they
have restricted access in that area. They don't want youth groups.
Boy Scout groups, because they are too large. They don't want to

allow them in the Boundary Waters Canoe area. It is a false argu-
ment and should be challenged at every turn.

Mr. POMBO. Mr. King, just before my time runs out, I have intro-

duced since I got here a bill that would require if the Federal Gov-
ernment wants to buy something they have to sell something. And
I believe very strongly that the Federal Government owns too much
property, and if we can at least stop this expansion of property
where the Federal Government continues to go out and buy up
more and more land. In fact, this year there has been at least two
occasions where we have been able to get written into bill language
and passed by the House and Senate and signed by the President
language which required a land swap where if they wanted to buy
something they had to sell something and use the money to buy en-
vironmentally sensitive lands in those two cases. In your part of
the country do you find that there would be widespread support for

that type of initiative?

M~. King. I think that the—there is no need for the Federal Gov-
ernment to own more land where I live. The reason they want to

save our land is because the landowners have done such a good job
of maintaining it for the last umpteen years. There is no benefit
to be gained other than to satisfy somebody's desire for the govern-
ment to own more and more land. So it just simply makes no sense.
We all know that when the government owns land the taxes for the
local communities disappear, the property taxes are reduced. The
payment due tax law did not limit what they agreed to do when
they raised it. My county, instead of getting an increase in their
check, when the payment went from 75 cents an acre to 93 cents
an acre was because the government only funded it 77 percent.
Now when I sent out a tax bill in my town, it gets paid 100 per-
cent. We don't allow people to pay 77 percent of the tax bill. So we
lose our tax dollars, we lose our jobs. And the fact is the govern-
ment can't maintain their land. They simply cannot maintain what
they already own, and so it seems to me it is a very simple thing
for Congress to do, don't give them any money. That is what we
do in my State. If we don't give them money, then they can't buy
it. So I would suggest that is all you have to do.

Mr. POMBO. Well, we thought that was real simple.
Mr. King. When you have extra money, let them fix those build-

ings in the parks and let—those facilities that are run down and
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falling apart, spend it on that. That is what we have to do back
home.
Mr. POMBO. I am sure all of us thought it was simple just not

to give them money, and we found out that it wasn't that simple.
But I do understand what you are saying. Thank you.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Pombo. Mr. Duncan.
Mr. Duncan. Madam Chairman, I am sorry that I was not here

to hear the testimony of the witnesses, but I will just simply say
that I would like to add a strong second to ever3rthing that Chair-
man Young said and also that Mr. Pombo mentioned about the fact

that we feel very strongly that the Federal Government owns far
too much land in this country today. I understand the Federal Gov-
ernment owns approximately 30 percent of the land and the State
and local government own another ten percent and then quasi gov-
ernmental units own or control almost another ten percent. And
when you think of all the restrictions we are putting on private
property in this country, we are really slowly doing away with pri-

vate property. And when we do that, in every country where that
has been done, prosperity has been done away with, too, and people
have ended up living starvation type existences. You can look at
the Soviet Union and many other places, Cuba and many other
places.

Senator King has raised, I think, some good points just in the
short time I have been here. And number one, I think that, as he
said, private property owners almost always take better care of
property than do public owners. But Mr. Pombo talked about lock-

ing up the land. I can tell you that almost always these organiza-
tions that want to lock up the land are almost—almost their entire

membership seems to be real wealthy people who live in big cities

and have high enough incomes to be insulated from the harm that
they do. And if they don't live in big cities, they are people who
have come from urban areas and move to—newly moved into these
areas and they really don't understand the feelings and the con-

cerns and the needs particularly of the lower income people in

these areas for jobs and security and even money simply to put
food on their tables.

And so I am pleased that these witnesses have been here today
and I—Senator King mentioned that we should have the Federal
Government give up an acre of land for every acre that they pur-
chase. That is a good idea, but I can tell you getting the Federal
Government to give up even one acre of land is almost a small mir-
acle. It just doesn't happen. I will yield back to counsel.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Duncan. Mr. Longley from
Maine.
Mr. Longley. Thank you. Madam Chairwoman. Mr. Guernsey, I

am sorry I missed your testimony. My flight was a little bit delayed
getting back from Maine, of all places. I would like to ask a ques-
tion. Could you elaborate on the two examples that you gave, first

the Saddleback situation and secondly the problem with the dam
relicensing in Millinocket. Could you tell me specifically what the

—

in the case of Saddleback, what is the National Park Service look-

ing for versus what Saddleback is prepared to give up?
Mr. Guernsey. Well, it is—I guess I would have to say it is not

only what the Park Service is looking for, it is what their environ-
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mentalist constituencies are looking for. The Appalachian Trail

Conference has sat in on every meeting, and as I understand it

—

I have not gone to these—but have virtually talked in one ear of

the Interior Department and told them what they want. And this

has been the Park Service's position. As I understand it, the law
requires a thousand-foot buffer area along the Appalachian Trail.

Saddleback is prepared to donate this to the Federal Government
at no cost. The Interior Department
Mr. LONGLEY. Now you are saying fee simple or as conservation

easement?
Mr. Guernsey. I believe in an easement in that, but I think they

would probably donate it in fee, but I couldn't speak for them.
Mr. LONGLEY. OK.
Mr. Guernsey. But I know they have offered to donate every-

thing that the law requires. At issue is that the Forest Service
wants to condemn about 3000 acres for viewsheds and what not
and has threatened the ski area with condemnation. Under this

threat, the ski area is unable to go forward with any development
plans. They have been held hostage for 11 years by this, so the
local community, who is looking forward to this development, again
a recreation development which environmentalists say they want,
has been stopped for 11 years. So they can't do anything.
Mr. LONGLEY. Now you said they were looking for a fuel shed?
Mr. Guernsey. Viewshed. Viewshed.
Mr. POMBO. Would the gentleman yield for just a minute
Mr. LONGLEY. Yes.
Mr. PoMBO. [continuing]—on that point right there? And I think

you need to explain to everybody what a viewshed is, because I

have got these out in my area, too, and I think people need to un-
derstand what that is.

Mr. Guernsey. Well, I think it is—if you consider a watershed,
that is everywhere water flows down. Viewshed basically is every-
thing you can see. From the top of Saddleback they want this view
preserved. They do not want to see any sign of human habitation.
Mr. PoMBO. So if the gentleman would continue to yield, what

you are saying is that from their property they want to be able to

control everjrthing they see from their property, even if they don't
own it, if they have no interest in it. If they can see it from their
property, they want to be able to control it.

Mr. Guernsey. If they can see it from the Appalachian Trail,

they are saying forget what the law requires just a thousand foot

buffer area, we want—that is of no significance, we want to control
everything we can see.

Mr. Longley. OK, a little difference.

Mr. Guernsey. I think they would prefer a fuel shed.
Mr. Longley. Well, I think the gentleman's questions—I appre-

ciate him intervening, because this is a big part of the problem.
You were using a term that frankly a lot of people in this room
may not even have understood. And I am trying to understand ex-

actly what it is that they are looking for and what the implications
of that are. But go on, if you could elaborate some more.
Mr. Guernsey. Well, I think that probably pretty much covers

the Saddleback situation.
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The issue on the dam relicensing, as I understand it, is that the
applicants—and this is an existing project. They are not talking
about building anything new. They have already spent over a mil-

lion dollars on just relicensing an existing dam that has been oper-

ated for—dam system that has been operated for, I believe, 50 or

60 years.

And the main issue here is that I understand the FERC process
requires only State environmental approval. All the State environ-
mental agencies, which are, you know, very competent in Maine as
I am sure they are in most states, have given a green light on this.

It is—the project is entirely within the confines of one State and
yet now the—at the urging of environmental groups, the Depart-
ment of Interior has intervened in the process and is putting forth

all kinds of additional requirements.
So the process continually gets delayed. And this is what sparked

the town of Millinocket's complaint and the complaint from the
governor's office, a direct complaint that the Federal agencies were
doing the bidding of environmental groups rather than the bidding
of the public interest. And I find those, you know, extremely strong
words from a governmental agency. Again, this isn't a private
group making these charges. This is one government, the State and
the local governments charging the Federal Government with this

type of—I consider it nothing short of malfeasance.
Mr. LONGLEY. Thank you, Mr. Guernsey. I yield the balance of

my time.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Longley. I would like to ask

some questions. Speaker Brown
Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mrs. Chenoweth. I found your testimony fascinating, especially

about the trail, the road, the Burr Trail, right?

Mr. Brown. That is correct.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Is that a road that could be classified as a
2477 roadway?
Mr. Brown. Yes, it is.

Mrs. Chenoweth. You know, I would love it if somebody could
just sue those lawyers for bringing some frivolous lawsuits. They
keep coming back at you. It just wears local units of governments
and State government, especially county governments, down, this

kind of harassment. And they have so much money to do that type
of thing.

Mr. Brown. The safety issue that was addressed in the testi-

mony, I had the privilege of visiting here about two months ago.

It is quite a ways south of the capitol city, but it is a very much
improved road. The county has maintained it for nearly 100 years
now, and there is an area where there is a blind curve. And around
that blind curve, with as much traffic that is now developing, it is

very dangerous, especially if the roads are slick after a rainstorm
or in the winter. They just sought to remove one of the cut slope

banks to widen the curve, to take away the blind spot, just a mere
few feet. And immediately it was challenged by the Park Service.

In fact, the last I heard on it, the Park Service had served notice

on the county of their intent to sue over this issue. And so the bot-

tom line is in the view of public safety they are trying to stop the
process. It is too bad.
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Mrs. Chenoweth. Mr. Pendley, do you have a comment on that?
Mr. Pendley. Yes, Madam Chairman, thank you very much. You

commented on the abiUty of these organizations to file lawsuits.

And of course it is all statutory. All of these environmental laws
provide citizens the right to sue. I think a long-term objective
ought to be to remove the power to sue, the right to sue by private
citizens. I mean, for a long time we have left that up to prosecu-
torial discretion. You confirm with the advice and consent of the
Senate the appointees to Federal agencies. This body is perfectly

capable of conducting oversight and bringing before it Federal offi-

cials who fail to enforce the law. I think that that is where the
power to sue ought to lie, and not with private bodies. The problem
becomes worse when you look at what may come on down the road
in the interpretation of who a "citizen" is, under these environ-
mental statutes that says a "person" may sue.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled under the Endan-
gered Species Act that a "person" only means someone who agrees
with the purposes of the statute and that someone who disagrees
with the purposes of the Endangered Species Act is not really a
"person" under the statute. In the words of the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals, the case involved a suckerfish, "the plaintiff in this case
has demonstrated no commonality of interest with the sucker."
When you see the future of this provision, that it can only be used
by those who support these environmental laws in their most ex-
treme application, I really think Congress ought to think seriously
about removing these provisions and going aggressively with Fed-
eral agencies doing their job.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Pendley. Having worked in

this body, is that the number one statutory change that you would
recommend to this Congress in order to improve management and
statutory authority or management on the Federal lands?
Mr. Pendley. That is certainly at the top of the list. Madam

Chairman, simply because there is no finality. When I give talks
throughout the country, I have people who are unfamiliar with
these issues come up to me and say can't we work this out, isn't

there some middle ground. And I will tell you that on behalf of all

the communities that I work for and work with, Bruce Vincent,
who will speak later, and others, I mean, that is what they want.
They want to work it out. They want to compromise. But every
time throughout the country that people have tried to compromise,
whether it is in Colorado with the Colorado Round Table over graz-
ing or California with the Quincy Library Group or Montana up in

Libby, every time they have tried to reach a local compromise, they
have been advised by the national environmental organizations,
"you had better not try to go forward with this, we will file a law-
suit."

And in fact there is a memo I was recently provided by the head
of the Sierra Club indicating that this idea of local control should
be opposed at all costs because that is not a reasonable objective.

So the power the citizen lawsuit provision gives the people outside
the local communities to prevent compromise, to prevent reason-
able solutions is an awesome power.

I would also add the ability of the Federal Government to buy
land. Congressman Pombo was talking about the Redwood Forest,
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the hundreds and hundreds of million dollars that have been spent
purchasing private property to bring it into Federal land. I mean,
we are talking about how Yellowstone National Park needs money
today to stay open. There is a great source for money: the money
spent unwisely to buy private property. And it is not just with the
authority given by this Congress.

I will give you another good example out of Lincoln County, right

across the border from your district. They want to open a mine up
there, employ 250 people making $35,000 a year. The Fish and
Wildlife Service has told the mining company, "if you try to put
that mine in, you must engage in $8 million worth of mitigation
to protect the grizzly bear." What does that mean? 'Tou need to

buy $8 million worth of private property and turn it over to the
Federal Government." This, Madam Chairman, in a county where
78 percent of the land is already federally owned.
Mrs. Chenoweth. In most other cases you would call that extor-

tion, wouldn't you?
Mr. Pendley. Or worse.
Mrs. Chenoweth. I am going to take advantage of being in the

chair and extend my time just a little bit because I want to ask
Mr. Collins a question. I have just learned that the Park Service,

in spite of the fact that this Congress increased their funding by
one percent, is closing down certain parks. One of those parks is

in my district. It is no surprise to me that one of those parks is

in my district, because we have been pretty specific about some of

the questions that we have asked the Park Service. But it is my
understanding that your organization and other trail machines or-

ganizations have the capability to voluntarily maintain trails,

which the Park Service won't do in the Clearwater Park this year.

They are shutting it down. What kind of capability and desire do
organizations like yours have in maintaining trails?

Mr. Collins. Well, our member organizations have a longstand-
ing record of volunteer work on our public lands. And as an exam-
ple, June—well, the first Saturday in June, whatever day that was,
June 3, I believe, our members nationwide were involved in Na-
tional Trails Day activities where, as an example, I happened to be
home this time, which I have to travel a lot and sometimes I am
not. But this weekend I was home and I have got a carrier on the
front of my motorcycle that I can strap a chain saw on the front

of my bike. We went out and cleared downfall off of the trails. We
have got a group in my hometown called CORE, the Coalition of

Outdoor Recreation Enthusiasts, that involves not only the motor-
ized constituency like I said we primarily represent, but it involves

hikers and cross country skiers and everybody working together.

And on National Trails Day, we all went out together and worked
on the trails together. And these are trails that we share. And an
organization like that, I think, is so important because it builds ca-

maraderie between the different trail interest groups.

But, you know, talking about trail funding, and I was itching to

respond to Chairman Young's comment about the relationship be-

tween the local residents and the Federal agencies. You know, this

particular incident that I reported in my testimony, the Bureau of

Reclamation went to the county commissioners when they deter-

mined that they were going to close this area and asked the county
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commissioners if they would authorize the local sheriff to patrol
that area to make sure that nobody violated that closure. And the
county commissioner said yeah, we would be willing to do that if

you will give us the money to do it. Now the county was not very
supportive of that closure, because in this area the off highway ve-

hicle recreationists buy gas in the service stations and food in the
stores and eat in the restaurants and it is a little tourism industry
for this small community. So they weren't anxious to enforce this

closure, but they said sure, you know, if you will pay for our deputy
to go out there and enforce that closure, we will do it. We don't like

it, but, you know, we are darn sure not going to do it for nothing.
But the Bureau of Reclamation would not pay to have a deputy, a
single deputy, go out to do that from the community, which is all

that would have been required, and instead called 14 armed Park
Service rangers from all over the blinking country and spent hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars, wasted hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars of money that they say is sorely needed for repair in our parks.
It is absurd and created a real tense atmosphere in all of south-
eastern Idaho over this issue.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Mr. Collins, I seriously doubt that there is ju-

risdictional or statutory authority for the Park Service to engage in

this kind of heavy handed law enforcement activity in the first

place.

Mr. Collins. I think it should be investigated by this Commit-
tee, Congressman, and I would sure like to see it done.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you. And, Mr. Collins, I would like to

ask if you and your compatriots in other states would like to work
with us in making sure that our parks stay open. It makes abso-
lutely no sense when an agency has an increase in funding that
they shut parks down in the West in order to try to justify a false

argriment against Mr. Hansen. You know, Bruce Babbitt has been
trying to say that parks have been closed because of Mr. Hansen's
bill. Mr. Hansen's bill does not require that parks be closed. Not
one park was recommended for closure in his bill, and yet somehow
this administration doesn't understand the difference between
truth and fantasy. And yet they are going ahead on their own with-
out this Committee's oversight and closing parks. So if they don't
want to keep them open, I think we do. And I would like to ask
for your cooperation.

Mr. Collins. We would be glad to help. And in fact, it is inter-

esting that we are more anxious to—our members are more anx-
ious to help maintain trails that they have access to, but there
have been a lot of instances where our members have volunteered
to help maintain trails that they don't have access to. In Rhode Is-

land one of our member organizations, the Roady Rovers, got in-

volved in a Sjrmms grant application to do work on a hiking trail

in Rhode Island. And the Symms Fund is, you know, the National
Recreational Trail Fund that we were involved in helping to pass.
And here is an example of a motorized recreation group that frank-
ly don't have many opportunities in Rhode Island, but they were
more than happy to help another trail recreation group on a project
that would benefit them. And that is what we need more of.
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And to answer your question, yes, Congresswoman, we would
be—Congressman, I understand that you prefer that term but I for-

got for a minute. We would be happy to help.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Collins. And, Mr. Pendley, I

would like for us to be able to work with you on specific language
according to your recommendation. Before we excuse this panel, I

would again like to ask Mr. Pickett if he has any questions.
Mr. Pickett. I just have a general question for Mr. Pendley after

listening to some of the comments here. Do you feel like the citi-

zens and private property owners have an adequate opportunity for

redress in the courts the way that the rules are applied today?
Mr. Pendley. Congressman, they don't. They are dealing with

the biggest law firm in the world. They are dealing with the Fed-
eral Government. And the United States government will bring up
every possible claim, even claims that they improperly bring up, to

challenge the property owner. And it is a long, long fight. I tell peo-
ple who come to me and say I want to file a lawsuit, I tell them
to forget it. It is a tough darn battle and it is very, very, very dif-

ficult.

A good example is the Hobbs, New Mexico, case that I brought
to your attention in my testimony where a property owner was told

he couldn't use the property because it was "waters of the United
States." He gave up the use of his property, then we sued to have
a Federal judge rule about whether or not that was a proper deci-

sion. The government opposed the landowner's very ability to ask
that question of a judge: "Judge, is this a right decision, can a bu-
reaucrat say these lands are waters of the United States?" The gov-

ernment fought successfully the landowner's ability to do that and
now we are before the U.S. Federal Court of Claims saying that his

property has been taken in violation of the 5th Amendment's state-

ment that "private property" will not be taken for "public use"
without "just compensation." And I know the government will fight

on down the line saying that he has not been denied all use of his

property; he still can use it to graze or to look at or whatever. I

mean, this is a ten-year battle and most people don't have the abil-

ity to engage in that kind of battle.

And look at what happens to the provision Congress adopts for

landowners protections. Those protections are ignored, I gave the
example of Crooked Lake, where five specific provisions this Con-
gress put into Federal law to keep private property from being
taken into the wilderness were ignored. The Forest Service ignored
all five provisions and simply said Congress didn't know what it

was doing; we can do what we want. That is very scary for the
American people, sir.

Mr. Pickett. I would agree with you that it is. Do you have a
suggested remedy for this?

Mr. Pendley. Well, one remedy, number one, is Congressional
oversight. I suggest a very interesting set of hearings. Bring up the
Attorney General and her aides and explore in some detail the
really contrary, ridiculous positions the government takes in litiga-

tion. For example, just the Crooked Lake example. In the Wilder-
ness Act of 1964 and the Michigan Wilderness Act, very specific

provisions were adopted to protect private property, very specific

provisions to protect "valid existing rights." As sure as I am sitting
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here, the attorney for the United States government stood before

the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeal, all 14 judges, and said when
Congress passed the language "valid existing rights" it really didn't

know what it meant and therefore the interpretation the Forest

Service is applying is a reasonable interpretation. I think this Con-
gress knew what "valid existing rights" meant. I think Congress
knew very well what it meant when it said protect "valid existing

rights." I think it wanted "valid existing rights" protected. The For-

est Service says, "it meant nothing, so when we interpret it as only

protecting drinking water, the right to drink out of the lake, that

is OK."
So I think oversight to start with and I mean from both sides of

the aisle. One of the frustrating things is when the Executive
Branch comes up and gives someone who lost on a legislative item
victory with the regulation. And I think the loser in that situation

ought to say to the Federal regulator, "I am not going to let you
give me that victory. That is an improper interpretation of what
this body did." And demonstrate that sort of comity with your col-

leagues.

Mr. Pickett. It seems implicit, at least partially, to what you are

saying in your remarks here today that perhaps the Federal judi-

cial system is not even handed in the way it applies the law and
the Federal Government is one of the parties to the action.

Mr. Pendley. Well, we are talking about attorneys after all, who
are zealous advocates who want more than anything else to win.

And they go in and they operate with that objective. But I suggest
that that is not the proper approach for a government attorney.

The proper approach for the government attorney is to say this is

a citizen, this is a United States citizen who is entitled to some re-

spect and some deference here. This is not the enemy. And what
I hear frequently from Federal lawyers when they speak candidly
with me is well, look, I know this is the wrong way to go, but
frankly the clients demand it. Who are the clients? The Forest

Service, the BLM. I think that is a ridiculous position. The client

demands it? What about what the law provides? What about what
Congress has provided? I think that should be the proper approach
and I am not seeing it.

Mr. Pickett. Thank you very much.
Mr. Pendley. Thank you, sir.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Pickett. Mr. Pendley, I just

want to say that we are going to be dropping a bill entitled the

Citizens' Fair Hearing Act of 1996, because as you alluded to and
I want to be more specific, the Endangered Species Act grants
broad regulatory authority to various agencies to take action to

protect, preserve and recover species of plants and animals which
are determined to be threatened or endangered, yet the, you know,
private property owners and groups of individuals or associations

which have been adversely impacted by Federal agency actions

under the Endangered Species Act have brought citizen suits under
this statutory provision. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit has consistently rejected cases brought by the citizens to

the provision, which involves property rights, economic impacts and
other issues stemming from regulations issued under the Endan-
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gered Species Act. The Federal courts declared these concerns did

not fall under, as you said, the zone of interest within the law.

So we are working, Mr. Pendley, to bring standing to human
beings.

Mr. Pendley. Thank you.
Mrs. Chenoweth. So I just wanted to encourage you there. I

want to call again on Mr. Calvert from California.

Mr. Calvert. Thank you. Madam Chairman. I apologize. I need
to go back to my office for an appointment, but before I left I want-
ed to bring up a point. It was brought up who is a better manager
of the land. And in the California instance, as Mr. Pombo brought
up earlier, we had the Desert Protection Act in the last Congress,
and the advocates of that act claimed that the National Park Serv-

ice would be better managers of the land than the Bureau of Land
Management working with various landowners and inholdings that

have been there for many years. One of the incidents that occurred
just last summer, hopefully not repeated this summer, is the water
guzzlers in the desert area were not maintained by the Park Serv-

ice. The people, volunteers, people who had off road vehicles who
went into the desert to fix those water guzzlers were unable to do
so and we had a tragic loss of large numbers of bighorn sheep in

this last year. And interestingly enough, this species is being
brought forward by some as a potential candidate to be put on the
endangered species list. And I see that as an interesting situation

where the National Park Service is probably guilty of killing more
of the bighorn sheep in this last year than any other group I can
think of. So it is a tragedy and I think that makes a case that the

government is not necessarily the best managers of the land.

Thank you.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Calvert. And with that I

would like to excuse this panel with my thanks and the thanks of

the Committee for your testimony, which was 100 percent instruc-

tive to us.

I would like to call for the second panel the following individuals:

Bruce Vincent from the Communities for a Great Northwest from
Libby, Montana; Don Fife of the American Land Rights Association

from Lucerne Valley, California; Robert Sanregret, Executive Direc-

tor, National Association of Mining Districts in Tustin, California;

and Jack Phelps, Alaska Forest Association from Ketchikan, Alas-

ka.

Mr. Vincent, welcome to the panel. We would like to start with
your testimony.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE VINCENT, COMMUNITIES FOR A
GREAT NORTHWEST

Mr. Vincent. Thank you. Representative Chenoweth and the

rest of the members. My name is Bruce Vincent. I am a fourth gen-

eration logger from Libby, Montana, and the Director of Commu-
nities for a Great Northwest, a non-profit grass roots group. As you
heard from the previous panel, my community is a study of failed

Federal land use policy. It is a microcosm of what is happening ev-

erywhere, but I am going to stick with one issue. It is the issue

that first got me started in discussing the future of our community
as it sits in the middle of Federal land.
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In early 1988 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service announced to

our small town that the grizzly bear was going to be recovered

through augmentation in the Cabinet/Yaak ecosystem. At a series

of public meetings, the local people expressed their concern over

the proposed augmentation. The concern centered on several por-

tions of the plan, including the proposed cross fostering of cubs.

Grizzly cubs had been purchased from a zoo in Michigan. The cubs

were going to be transported to our area, placed in a den with a

black bear mother and they would wait till spring and see who
came out. The proposed embryo implanting process where grizzly

embryos would be implanted in black bear mothers, they would
wait till spring and see what came out.

We were concerned about the lack of data on past and current

grizzly populations. We were told that the existing population

would have to be increased to at least 90 bears, but the agency ad-

mitted it had no idea how many bears had historically used the

area nor did they know how many were actually currently inhabit-

ing the area or how many bears would be required to reach a via-

ble population.
We were concerned about the potential socio-economic impact of

the single species, human exclusive language in the grizzly bear re-

covery guidelines when they indicated that all future forest man-
agement decisions and grizzly habitat would be made with the pri-

mary goal of recovering grizzly bears at all other resource values

expense.
Our community and several others in the area mounted a cam-

paign to have the human voice in the area represented in the de-

bate. And after a great deal of heated debate, a local involvement
team of habitat managers, biologists and local elected and opinion

leaders from a broad cross section of our public was formed. We
wanted to maintain the grizzly population because we aren't op-

posed to having grizzly bears but we didn't like their augmentation
plan. The community involvement team has now been meeting reg-

ularly for the last eight years. We have had some spirited discus-

sion over our future with the grizzly bear. We believe that we can
protect our economic values and our cultural values and raise griz-

zly bears. The detractors of the plan, for awhile, turned down their

heat while we waited to see if the Federal agencies were going to

play in good faith. In fact, our local county commissioner. Chamber
of Commerce, grass roots groups and others wrote to Congress for

several years begging for money to continue our studies of the pop-

ulation of the bears in our area. We didn't want the job to be half

done. We wanted solutions.

I would love to tell you that right now that is a success story in

Libby, Montana, but it is not. We had a few early successes. Cross
fostering was dropped. The scientists were laughing at them. Em-
bryo implants was dropped. The scientists were laughing at that.

Instead we are catching and transporting bears from British Co-
lumbia, putting monitors on them, dropping them in our back yard
and watching. We have done that with four bears now. One is

dead. The monitors have dropped off the other ones, but we believe

that that might be a process that would work.
The list of gross failures that this recovery attempt has yielded

is daunting. One of the first undertakings of our involvement
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group, and I am on that group, was an education campaign. That
education campaign included answering the tough questions society

was asking about the future they had with the grizzly bear. We put
out a pamphlet to every boxholder in two counties telling them that
the grizzly bear was not going to significantly impact their future

in our area. Page 18 of the manual, in fact, answered the most
often asked question, are we going to be able to log and do our
other recreation activities in grizzly area like we had been doing.

And the answer was flatly yes, we are going to be, there is going
to be no impact on grizzly habitat because our existing forest plan
already managed as if we had a recovered population. We simply
didn't have the bears yet. So when we did get the bears, there
would be no impact.
A few months after the pamphlet was mailed, however, the

Kootenai Forest released its monitoring report for the year 1990.

On the third page of the report—and there is an attachment to my
testimony. On the third page of the report, the Forest Service stat-

ed that increases in the habitat area and changes in standards for

the recovery of the grizzly bear since the forest plan was written
in 1988, two years prior, have restricted timber sales in many
areas. That year there was a 30 percent drop in timber sales, not
due solely to the grizzly bear, but the grizzly bear was listed as one
of the two major factors.

In February of '92 the forest gave another monitoring report and
indicated that in grizzly habitat they were achieving 42 percent of

their target for timber sales and in other areas they were reaching
80 percent. They also said that they had increased the grizzly habi-

tat by nearly a quarter million acres without any public involve-

ment.
Fifteen percent of the roads have been gated in our forest. 1800

gates have been placed on forest access roads, locking people out
of their berry picking areas or firewood gathering areas or hunting
areas or pleasure driving areas. Some of the roads gated were in

grizzly habitat outlined in the forest plan. Some were in the new
areas that the Fish and Wildlife said had merely been clarified as
grizzly habitat during their consultation process.

The Forest Service announced the settlement of a court suit on
the Upper Yaak drainage based on the grizzly bear that signifi-

cantly decreased the harvest of dead and dying loggable pine in

that area. And you can imagine that the community response to

this information when they had already been given a pamphlet was
outrage.
A community meeting was scheduled with the Forest Service and

the Fish and Wildlife Service. We wanted to ask the two agencies

what was going on. At that meeting, the Fish and Wildlife Service

said there had been no impact on grizzly bears. The Forest Service

continued to claim that there was significant impact. At the conclu-

sion of the meeting, we had gotten no answers, but we had gotten

an education in bureaucratic doublespeak. At the public meeting
our mayor, by the way, Fred Brown, asked Dr. Servheen what
proof they had that we needed the gate roads to protect grizzly

bears. Dr. Servheen admitted they never studied the situation.

They had studied the elk in the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon
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in the mid 70's and were using that information to gate the roads

on grizzly bears in Montana.
Mter many citizens meetings and letter writing campaigns to

elected officials, we are now many years into the process and our

answers are still yet to come. We have gotten nothing back from
the bureaucracies except more doublespeak. It is now 1996. The
grizzly population studies that we begged for have slowed and then

stopped. And in fact the only admission we have gotten from the

Fish and Wildlife Service is a public statement to the media after

years of study by their biologists in our area that they had learned

one thing about grizzly bears, they couldn't count them.

Our roads are continuing to be gated. Our timber sale program
continues to drop. Mining proposals have been met without out-

landish grizzly bear habitat mitigations requirements. Our saw-

mills have seen a 70 percent reduction in employment. Our town
is trying to keep our hospital open, our schools funded and our un-

employed fed.

By the way, the question on tourism earlier, we need $100 mil-

lion of additional tourism this summer in Libby, Montana, to make
up for the basic industries job losses of the last year. That is a mil-

lion people coming to Libby, each one spending 100 bucks. We don't

think it is going to happen. We aren't laying there, though. We are

fighting back. As Perry indicated, we filed suit, suit for failure to

manage for a healthy ecosystem because we are managing for a

single species instead of a variety of values from the forest.

I am almost done. The people of the Cabinet/Yaak are now ask-

ing why the agency is pursuing with vigor the recovery of grizzly

bear in two other areas, ecosystems if they don't have enough
money to complete the job in the Cabinet/Yaak. People of the Cabi-

net/Yaak wonder why the agency can't study the impact of their re-

covery plan before moving to new areas and proclaiming to the citi-

zens of these new areas that there will be no impact from recovery.

The people of the Cabinet/Yaak read with frustration the Fish and
Wildlife reports that the Cabinet/Yaak ecosystem recovery has gone
well. People of the Cabinet/Yaak read in disgust the agency claims

that the citizen involvement group format has worked in the

Kootenai Forest, not to be repeated elsewhere. The people of the

Cabinet/Yaak act in good faith in the recovery plan, but instead we
got information that was either withheld or flat lies.

The Grizzly Bear Compendium and the old and new Grizzly Bear
Guidelines indicate that the single most important factor in bring-

ing grizzly bears back is the human element. We have to accept the

plan for it to work. This agency has done a dismal job of dealing

with the single most important element in grizzly bear recovery.

There is room on the Kootenai for grizzly bears and people. As a

matter of fact, since grizzly bears are adaptive and don't eat trees,

there is a lot of room for people, logging, mining, recreating.

The Forest Service, the State of Montana and large private in-

dustrial landowners of the local area have proven to be good neigh-

bors. They are straight shooting in their efforts to work with the

local population to achieve the goal of grizzly recovery. What a

tragedy for the bear and the people that such a solution seems to

be beyond the abilities of the command and control, switch and bait
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tacticians currently in charge of this species for the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

I urge you to allow our success story to be revisited or visited

upon any other areas of grizzly recovery of our friends. Thank you.
[Statement of Bruce Vincent may be found at end of hearing.]

Mrs. Chenoweth. Mr. Vincent, thank you for that very fine tes-

timony. I would like now to call on Don Fife from the American
Land Rights Association.

STATEMENT OF DON FIFE, AMERICAN LAND RIGHTS
ASSOCIATION

Mr. Fife. Thank you, Madam Chairman, members. Today I am
representing American Land Rights, and I have been asked to talk

about my own situation in the Bighorn Mountain wilderness where
I and my neighbors have suffered the slings and arrows of out-

rageous Federal land use planning. The title of my presentation is

basically the Bighorn Mountain Wilderness, California, a Case
Study in Federal Land Use Planning, Abuse of Authority, Fraud,
Waste, Violation of the Public Trust to "Manufacture" Wilderness
and Deceive Congress as to the Wilderness Suitability of the Area.
As I sat in this room, I wondered, if the Committee members and

people in the audience and the press were in my situation what
they would do, because the things that have happened to make the
Bighorn Mountain Wilderness are literally unbelievable. When I

talked to the press in the past, people feel like well, this fellow just

saw a spaceship, you know, we are not going to talk to him. But
I have been keeping name, rank and serial number.

., It started back in the 70's when the Bighorn Mountain Wilder-
hess was authorized under FLPMA in 1976. Wilderness planners
intentionally used 15-minute quadrangles that were 30 years out
of date, didn't have newer roads, cabins, mines on them, when in

fact in the same building there were brand new 7-1/2-minute quad-
rangles, one inch to 2000 feet. So various cultural features were
left off of the wilderness map, including several mines, including
one large mine. And as a result, that mine is not operating today.

One of the other things was they declared back in the 70's that

"a road was not a road." This Committee in 1976—I have a letter

that was circulated by James Santini and sent to the Interior De-
partment. Every member of this Committee on both sides of the

aisle signed this letter. It was not the intent of the Congress to

make a road not a road. Basically the U.S. Geological Survey has
five classifications of road. They eliminated the fourth and fifth

classification of unmaintained roads, therefore declaring millions of

acres of the western United States as roadless so it could be de-

clared wilderness, and the Bighorn Mountain Wilderness was one
of those.

This area that I know happens to be in the national forest, but
in the California Wilderness Act or Desert Closure Act, S. 21/H.R.

580; that is that we call it, Desert Protection Congress calls it, in-

cluded 100,000 acres or more of national forest, all of which had
been declared unsuitable for wilderness in the 1983/84 California

Wilderness Act. The area that I am in was called the Granite Peak
RARE II Area. It was declared unsuitable. I worked with Senator
Cranston and Senator Wilson and their staffs because the area was
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full of mines or cabins, high mineral potential, roads. It is and was
unsuitable, yet it is now wilderness.

The Forest Service, working with environmental groups, were
bound and determined to make this wilderness. They came in and
they used the Marines—in fact I contend they lied to the Marines
that they were interdicting drug traffickers. What they were really

up to was they blew up the oldest historic cabin in the area, which
is now in wilderness. They packed it with ammonium nitrate and
C4 explosives and detonated it. They went to the root cellar at the

old mine, which goes back 100 years or more, at a spring, packed
it full of explosives and blew up the root cellar. Then they came
up onto my family's property where we had permits to operate and
do exploration and they blew up the road in four places, ten to 40
tons were blown out of the road. In my testimony that is the small-

est blast I show there in a photograph of the road. That is the

smaller one. The last blast sprayed shrapnel out into the National
Forest and the Marines and the forest rangers went home and
went to bed, the marines back to Camp Pendleton.

All night that molten hot shrapnel started little fires in the for-

est over an area of five or six acres. Now mind you, there had been
a drought for six years. It was at the height of the fire season in

September. In southern California we have the Santa Ana winds,

which blow off the desert. Down wind was the community of Bear
Valley with 15,000 residents, with huge Ponderosa trees tinder dry

around their houses. They in fact were in jeopardy.

But there are so many things that have happened in addition to

that. The Forest Service forged a backdated document to revoke my
family's operating plan and our operation. They planted endan-
gered species on the roads that they blocked and they brought in

volunteers from the Sierra Club to do this. I found this unbeliev-

able until a Federal employee called me and told me he would be
a witness, that he was one of them and he is willing to testify. The
Forest Service took money from our operator to do a mine plan.

They had to do it. We couldn't submit this computerized generated
plan. They took the money and then six months later they said the

plan wasn't any good. When I asked for freedom of information doc-

uments, they sent a few pages from my file and a bill for $1400.
The State of California had a duplicate file on that project. There
were something like 1600 pages in there.

So what we have here is a bureaucracy out of control. And we
have a number of felonies that have been committed. When the

document was backdated, I filed a criminal complaint with the U.S.

attorney. The forest ranger eventually was promoted and sent to

the Custer National Forest. That is the only thing that apparently
happened.
The takings assessment by the U.S. Attorney's Office through the

Secretary's office said that we had an approved plan of operations

but the local forest said we did not. And we have been held up for

seven years. This has cost my family and the operating contractor

and I have over a million dollars, and still we don't have a permit.

V/e have endless meetings, one after another.

I think what we have here is a group of employees that are work-
ing for the Federal Government—I am not going to say it is the

Forest Service per se. They are not being supervised. These folks
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appear to have their own philosophical beliefs. They invent policy

and then they enforce it under the color of authority. And my case
is not unique. This is going on all over the west. I have talked to

many people who have similar problems. I think the Bighorn
Mountain Wilderness, however, has probably more than any given
area that I have seen.

What we are looking for is a technical amendment to get our
properties out of these wilderness that were put in there basically

under violation of NEPA, the Administrative Procedures Act and
Congress was deceived into believing these areas were wilderness.
The Forest Service lost our files when Congressional staff were ne-
gotiating with us to move the boundaries. The Forest Service and
the U.S. Geological Survey produced a map that was to be used by
staff. It left ten square miles of the geology and mineral deposits
and mines off of the Bighorn Mountain Wilderness. As far as you
were concerned in Congress, we didn't exist. And I have docu-
mented this and others have documented this, and we really be-

lieve there should be Congressional oversight.

We believe there should be an investigation, because as Congress
allows this to happen, it will continue to happen. People who com-
mit felonies in the bureaucracy need to be prosecuted just like any-
one else. And that is the way we are going to bring this sort of

abuse to an end.
I was a government employee's union president in State govern-

ment. We used to get these people out of government because we
considered them bad apples that gave all employees and civil serv-

ice a bad name, but today these people are protected by their su-

pervisors and it is just an unbelievable situation. We have talked
about why people are hostile to government. I think anybody who
went through this, and there are thousands of people in the west,

hundreds of thousands who are suffering from the abuse of the bu-
reaucracy—there is no control of these people.

So my request is that Congress do an investigation. I think the
Bighorn Mountain Wilderness is an excellent example of case his-

tory that will show abuse that is prevalent everywhere across the
West and where there is Federal lands.

The endangered species we have is locoweed, one of them.
Locoweed, it is now endangered. It is against State law to grow
locoweed knowingly because it is a poisonous weed that kills brows-
ing animals. When you clear an area, these are weeds, they come
in. The forest has been so protected from fire there are few open-
ings. These plants are fire dependent. And where the Forest Serv-

ice blew up the road, started the wild land fire, lo and behold, there
is an increase of 30 to one in the allegedly endangered species

there, which means the listing is really superfluous, because these
are dependent on fire and open spaces and disturbance. In fact,

mining, which was used as the excuse to list these plants—they
supposedly only grow in high grade limestone deposits. Mining ac-

tually, if you properly reclaim the area, would increase the habitat

of these plants. So U.S. Fish and Wildlife and the Forest Service,

they have it backwards. Mining is not a threat to these plants. It

can be well demonstrated. All the information we gave to U.S. Fish
and Wildlife when they were having hearings on this was simply
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ignored. They had their mind up to Hst these five so-called lime-

stone endemic plants.

So we have an industry in this area that is a $200 million a year
industry that is threatened by endangered weeds. And they are

really not endangered. Many of them grow all over the western Cor-

dillera, particularly the buckwheat that they have listed, the so-

called Cushenbury buckwheat. It grows in Idaho. It grows in Mon-
tana. It grows in Oregon, the Cascade Range, the Sierra Nevadas,
Arizona, New Mexico, if you look in the literature.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Mr. Fife, your testimony is so good, but we are

going to have to confine the testimony to around five minutes.
Mr. Fife. Thank you.

[Statement of Don Fife may be found at end of hearing.]

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you very much. I would like to call on
Robert Sanregret.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT SANREGRET, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MINING DISTRICTS

Mr. Sanregret. Thank you. Madam Chairman. I am Robert
Sanregret—which is French for "without regret." I am the Execu-
tive Director of the non-profit National Association of Mining Dis-

tricts, and I am also an attorney practicing mining law. The exam-
ples I am going to run through are mining examples, and I think
they are more than the sarcastic comment we hear that it is good
to have citizens complain, because then the citizen feels good, it

doesn't do any good, but it makes the citizens feel good to have a
citizen expression. And I don't believe that is true. I think the peo-

ple particularly in this room are on our side and hopefully will be
able to help us.

We desperately need help, because as Perry Pendley, the well-

known lawyer who testified a moment ago, pointed out, it is frus-

trating as a lawyer. I have folks coming into my office with a re-

cent Supreme Court case and saying gee, look, that is just like my
case—but I don't have a couple of hundred thousand dollars. We
have terrific examples of abuses that have happened, but the peo-

ple can't get out here to Washington to complain because it costs

too much, and these people are losing their mining properties.

I am going to direct my discussion here to mining properties and
I am going to run through several examples of situations where
these people just have no help. They are frustrated, and they have
walked away from good mining projects.

In preparation for my testimony today over the last several

weeks I was startled to learn that in the last three years the Unit-
ed States has dropped from number one in 1993 to number five

today in mineral exploration and development—and this is out-

rageous. The result will be our increased dependence upon foreign

mineral sources. It will result in rising mineral prices, and will in-

crease our trade deficit. How can one argue with this? The an-

swer—I have come to learn—is that the aggressive radical environ-
mental community does argue with what I just said. They want to

decrease the productivity of the United States to less than half
what it is today. The Sierra Magazine, Sierra Club magazine, has
a full page presentation on the Negative Population Growth, where
they want to decrease the population and the productivity of this
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country by more than half. Incredible. Plus the "War on the West"
is in not only the western United States, but also in the entire
western civilization.

Since the Civil War the Federal Government has chosen to keep
the land when a State was admitted to the union. I am not going
into that in much detail, but that is not authorized under Article

1, Section 8. We don't hear enough about Article 1, Section 8. We
hear a lot about it in the west, but you don't hear enough about
it here in Washington. I am not going to go into detail, but it

should be gotten into, because there is severely restricted authority
for the Federal Government to own real property. And here we are
today—discussing today how the Federal Government should own
and manage land. I would suggest to not you folks, because I am
sure you have, but we should all read Article 1, Section 8.

And also. Madam Chairman, R.S. 2477 is an extremely valuable
part of 1866 mining law, which opened up the West and was effec-

tive for 110 years. R.S. 2477 simply said that any trail, road or

right-of-way at any time from 1866 to 1976, when R.S. 2477 was
repealed by FLPMA, is today an open public road. R.S. 2477 scares
the heck out of Secretary Bruce Babbitt and the other aggressive
close-it-down radical environmentalists.

Let me run through a few examples rather quickly, some of

which are discussed in my written testimony of what is happening
out West. In August 1993, which incidentally is the year the explo-

ration budget started down, there was foisted upon the mineral ex-

ploration community a $200 rental fee per mining claim. Now at

the time it was proposed, it was proposed as a last minute deal in

the 1992 Congress. This $200 rental fee destroyed the mineral ex-

ploration base out west. 75 to 80 percent of the mining claims were
abandoned in the following year, and about another 10-20 percent
had been abandoned the prior year because the rental fee passed
in October 1992, and during that ten months about another ten to

20 percent were abandoned. It was a $200 hit in August and then
$100 per mining claim for every subsequent year. That greatly re-

duced the incentive for anyone to go out and explore for minerals.
I have some personal examples. Besides being the Executive Di-

rector of the NAMD and a mining attorney, I myself do substantial
mineral exploration and development. My partner and I had a
property that we had leased to a very large international South Af-

rican company, very responsible, very respectful multi-billion dollar

company. We had a $60,000 exploration budget for initial explo-

ration. I told them to be careful when they applied for the permit,

because they are going to run into the enviros. They said no, we
are big, we have got lots of money. They ran into the enviros. Out
oftheir $60,000 budget they had to pay $50 an hour for 10 hours
a day to an environmentalist to literally sit in a beach chair in the
100 degree heat with an umbrella over him and watch the drillers,

$9 and $10 an hour laborers, doing the drilling on what started out
to be a 15-hole drill program, reduced to a ten-hole drill program
because of the extra expense. And then after that, program two
was set up. I said hey, guys, now you know.
We were the claim owners and we were leasing to this group,

which we hoped would open a large mine, et cetera. The second
program had more restrictions, fences, little fences for the desert
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tortoise. The punchline is that the company sat through the second
drill program, then they said, ".

. . to heck with it, the rules in

California are crazy." They now have invested millions of dollars in

Australia where they chose to go, and those claims subsequently
were abandoned. I personally abandoned 98 percent of that group
of mining claims. There are useful minerals of all sorts on these

claims that will never be mined. And, they will never even be ex-

plored in the future unless somebody changes the procedures.

The next example is a mining company that was successfully op-

erating. They had 75 employees.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Excuse me, Mr. Sanregret. I would like to just

ask the clerk if we could give you another minute. I am trying to

keep the testimony fairly close to five minutes. You have come from
such a long way and it is so interesting that I have been very le-

nient on that, but I will hear from the chairman if I don't keep
some sort of order. So we will grant you another minute and then
Mr. Pombo and I both will be asking questions.

Mr. Sanregret. Thank you. Madam Chairman. I call this exam-
ple the contingent fee prosecution. A renegade employee of the

BLM recruited 15 different agencies, State and Federal, to pounce
on a mining company that was successfully operating. They ended
up with an array of environmental criminal complaints. No agency
would take it as an official agency complaint, but one of the indi-

vidual employees walked into the prosecutor, and as a private citi-

zen made the complaint. The prosecutor was happy to get it be-

cause he was on a contingent fee, believe this or not. The crimes-

against-the-land division of the county prosecutor got a percentage
of the fees they collected. And that was the motivation. Now, as

Perry Pendley would say: "This is super outrageous." As a result,

this company was prosecuted. They, too, said to heck with it. They
are closing and phasing out that mine, and are now in a very suc-

cessful operation in Mexico.
One final very quick simple example. The Grantham Talc Mine

owned by Pfizer Chemical was a very successful talc mine. The
enviros made a deal with them. Pfizer received a $50 million tax

deduction for donating the successful talc mine to the Nature Con-
servancy. That is $15 million that the taxpayers did not get, since

the company was in the 30 percent bracket. Pfizer packed the

equipment into containers, shipped it to communist China; and you
are now buying communist Chinese talc at higher prices. The trade
deficit has increased, and the talc is mined with arguably or alleg-

edly slave labor in communist China with no environmental con-

trols. The environment is worse off. So who benefited from that?

Answer, the "War on the West" benefitted.

Al Gore is quoted as saying that he wants to convert the West
from extraction to attraction. Well, Al Gore has another "wilder-

ness area" to attract tourists, if that is what will attract tourists.

Thank you very much for your additional time.

[Statement of Robert Sanregret may be found at end of hearing.]

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, sir. I would like to now call on
Jack Phelps from the Alaska Forest Association. Mr. Phelps.
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STATEMENT OF JACK PHELPS, ALASKA FOREST ASSOCIATION

Mr. Phelps. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I am the Executive
Director of the Alaska Forest Association. The association was es-

tablished in 1957. It represents the industry statewide. Thank you
for the opportunity to address you today.

Federal land management is a highly visible and important issue

to Alaskans. Fully two-thirds of our vast State is under Federal
ownership and Federal control. Since this includes two huge na-
tional forests, one of which, the Tongass National Forest, covers a
territory the size of the State of Maine, which I know would be of

particular interest to one of your Committee members, on industry
in Alaska is more affected by Federal management decisions than
the forest products industry. Unfortunately, the Forest Service
seems determined to manage Federal timberlands according to the
dictates of the national preservation movement rather than acting
on the basis of sound silvacultural science and proven forest man-
agement strategies.

We have two large national forests, and I would like to speak
briefly about both of them. On the Chugach National Forest we
have a severe forest health crisis. On the Kenai Peninsula, some
of which is Forest Service land and the rest mostly is State land,

we are looking at about 80 percent mortality rate on our white
spruce forest. And it very well may reach 100 percent by the time
the crisis is over. This is due to the spruce bark beetle infestation.

Now the beetle damage has moved heavily into the Lutz spruce in

the transition zones and is beginning to take a toll on the Sitka
spruce along the peninsula's eastern coast.

The emergency salvage law which Congress enacted last year has
helped. Timber sales are planned at Moose Pass, Sixmile Creek
and other places. But due to intense pressure by the anti-develop-

ment crowd, the Forest Service has now pared those sales back to

a size much, much smaller than is needed to aggressively attack
the problem faced by the forest.

One key reason given for this smaller than necessary harvest
was the alleged impact on tourism and the effect of logging on
viewsheds. I know you had a little discussion earlier about
viewsheds. Apparently, these folks believe the tourists would rath-

er see dead standing trees for the next dozen years, wind-thrown
dead trees on the ground for a decade or two beyond that, if we
don't have a massive destructive fire like the one suffered in the

Umatilla Forest where I used to work and log and provide for my
family before I saw the handwriting on the wall there and took my
family to Alaska in the mid-80's. And then beyond that they appar-
ently think the tourists want to look at grasslands for much of the

rest of the next century on the Kenai Peninsula.

We in the forest products industry and those of us who have an
interest in the health of the forest believe that active management
could restore those to forest lands instead of allowing them to go

into grasslands, which is what is likely under the current non-man-
agement ideas and concepts.
What the Forest Service should do both in the Chugach and in

the Tongass National Forest is manage the forest as a forest, not

as if it were a park. That means having timber sales where they
are appropriate. We should acknowledge, I agree, that particularly
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on the Kenai we may need the pubhc, the general pubHc and the

touring pubUc specifically, may need help in understanding the

beetle kill situation and the forest management response to that

beetle kill situation. And so I suggest since the Forest Service

wants to act like the Park Service, maybe they could do one of the

things that the Park Service does well. Maybe they need to get

some educational signage up along those roads so that as the tour-

ing public comes through they can understand why the forests are

dying and they can understand what the Forest Service is going to

do to help solve the problem.
Instead of doing that, educating the public that might be com-

plaining or worried about the effect of logging, instead of doing that

they back away and they cower in fear from the national environ-

mental movement and they do what they know they should not do,

and that is leave the forest to its own devices.

All of this points to a need for commitment to active forest man-
agement by the Forest Service and the Federal Government in gen-

eral, including a vigorous timber sale program. And I urge this

Committee to work for passage of a good strong forest health initia-

tive during the 104th Congress.
Finally, I would like to point out to the Committee that the prob-

lems on the Tongass continue. As you know, the majority of the vi-

brant forest products industry in Alaska is dependent upon timber
sales from the Tongass National Forest. It was only action by Con-
gress after the second world war in establishing a forest products
industry in southeast Alaska that gave southeast Alaska a stable,

year-round economy. That stable, year-round economy is still de-

pendent upon timber harvest. And it is very, very important that

we not allow the Forest Service to undercut that industry by put-

ting out on the table a forest plan that will undo the compromises
that this body established in 1990 that allowed a balanced use of

the Tongass in the Tongass Timber Reform Act.

The proposed Tongass Land Management Plan at this stage is

seriously flawed. It applies a new habitat conservation strategy on
the Tongass without any scientific investigation to see whether
that would be an appropriate strategy on the Tongass National
Forest. No science has been done to investigate that. It imposes un-
authorized PACFISH standards from the northwest into Alaska
lands, reducing the land base in violation of the spirit of the

Tongass Timber Reform Act. And the plan fails to provide sufficient

social and economic impact analysis of the various proposed alter-

natives on a community by community and industry by industry
basis, which I believe may well be in violation of the law, because
they did not consult—under NEPA they are required to consult

with the local community elected officials before they put these

plans into motion. And I do not believe there is sufficient evidence

that they did that.

To implement the plan as proposed by the Forest Service now
would do irreparable and unjustifiable harm to the forest products
industry of Alaska. I urge this body to do all in its power to get

the implementation of this plan delayed until they can build a plan

that is based on sound science similar to the one that was proposed
in 1992.
Thank you very much for this opportunity.
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[Attachment to statement of Jack Phelps may be found at end of

hearing.]
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Phelps. I would like to open

it up for questioning with Mr. Pombo.
Mr. POMBO. Thank you. Mr. Fife, in reading your prepared testi-

mony, I take from this that you are a scientist that has had work
published in scientific journals in the past and know a little bit

about the scientific community and how things work?
Mr. Fife. That is correct. I am an earth scientist. I have been

doing research for government academia most of my life. I normally
publish several scientific papers a year, although recently I have
been wrestling with paperwork for the bureaucracy, so I haven't
been able to crank out so much. But, yes, I have a background in

paleontology, a degree in paleontology. I have worked in fire

science and studying the return to fire intervals and also in engi-

neering geology designing dams for debris flows and other things
related to fire. So I have a very wide background in that sense.

Also I worked for the State EIR/EIS clearinghouse as reviewer.

That is the group that reviews all environmental impact state-

ments that are submitted to the State of California for southern
California for hydrology, geology, seismicity. I have done nuclear
generating plants, mines, polyuria things. I have worked for the
State department of real estate as a reviewer for all new subdivi-

sions and their impact on the local environment. So I have a wide-
spread background in environmental science and environmental re-

view work and regulations.

Mr. POMBO. So needless to say, you have a little bit of experience
in this field. In your testimony you make the allegation that the
U.S. Forest Service listed in their listing package on endangered
species, which would have been under the Endangered Species Act,

that they used junk science, that their peer review consisted of re-

viewing each other's work, that their references were to their own
work in listing this. I am sure you are aware that Fish and Wildlife

Service—Secretary Babbitt claimed that they peer review their

work. And in a number of other cases I have been involved with
I have noticed that it involved reviewing each other's work and
that that was their definition of peer review. In your experience in

the scientific community, have you ever run across that type of

peer review in the past? Or would you even call it peer review?
Mr. Fife. I wouldn't really call it peer review, because the re-

ports that I have seen tend to have so-called secret data. If you ask
for various reports, through the Freedom of Information Act, on
these allegedly endangered weeds, you will get reports back that

look like they went through the censor in World War II. There are

big black felt pen marks where the locations are listed.

Mr. Pombo. Secret reports. Do you mean that they are that con-

fident in their botanical data and their biological data that they
have to edit it before they allow it to be viewed by the public?

Mr. Fife. Well, I don't know if that is editing. I call it censoring
so that the public doesn't know the data. And as somebody who has
been a reviewer for scientific papers and journals, every time in my
experience that a person claiming to be a scientist has secret data,

the data doesn't support the conclusion. I mean every time. It just

doesn't make sense. If a scientist is a scientist, they are proud of
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the facts and the research they have done. They want everybody
else to see it so they can agree with their conclusions.

Mr. POMBO. So are you telling me that the data that was used
to list these plants as endangered could not have been printed in,

say, Nature magazine or Scientific American or any noted scientific

journal?
Mr. Fife. Not in my opinion. The Forest Service listing package,

the key there is to look at the first page of references. There are

14 references. Ten of them are in-house letter type reports on the

letterhead of the Forest Service or an environmental group that

they hired. And basically we couldn't even get all the data in there.

The other four references were just general textbook references

that didn't support their conclusions. I mean
Mr. PoMBO. So what you are saying is that the information that

was used to list endangered species to list plants as endangered
species could not have been printed in a science magazine?
Mr. Fife. It would never have gone through peer review in a pro-

fessional science magazine or journal.

Mr. POMBO. And yet it was OK to use it to put it on the endan-
gered species list?

Mr. Fife. Definitely. And not only that, our permits were obvi-

ously held up, the mining company party I mentioned and myself
and perhaps a couple of others, so they could get these officially

listed. They treated—they just didn't want to approve our permits
because the plants weren't listed. They couldn't wait to get us in

consultation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife for us to buy them prop-

erty or give them money to buy property was the feeling we all

had.
Mr. PoMBO. Another part of your prepared testimony you talk

about planting endangered species on the property. And you say in

here that they used a local recreation group to restore off road ve-

hicle damage, which was a road, I take it, that led into your prop-

erty. x\nd you have someone who has come forward to you who is

willing to testify that they planted an endangered species on your
property?
Mr. Fife. That is correct. I found this kind of unbelievable. First

they got a restoration grant from the California green sticker fund,

what I would consider under false pretenses. When they proposed
it, I happened to be at the State commission and opposed it ver-

bally and in writing. And I believe that is in testimony I gave in

Helen Chenoweth's task force last spring on abuse. They used this

$45,000 grant to block our roads with boulders, barbed wire, then
take heavy equipment, bulldozers, scarify the roads, scarify our
quarries and then bring volunteers in to plant the—well, other

—

not all endangered species. They planted some large plants.

Well, I heard from one of the recreational clubs locally that they

had had this group which was advertised in the local paper. I have
the ad where they were asking for volunteers for what they called

the cactus restoration. That was my property. These are mining
claims, but we have a discovery. We have a State report that took

a year to validate our find there. It was declared so important that

the State of California issued a zoning classification to protect it

from incompatible land use such as urbanization or wilderness
even. And I think that report actually wound up being used against
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us to expand the wilderness boundary so they would make damn
sure that we were included in the Bighorn Mountain Wilderness.
Because boundaries earlier that had been used for the RARE II

area didn't include so much of the property, but when this report
came out it now included all of our high-grade reserves, all our ac-

tive mining operations. Everything was in there.

Mr. POMBO. Just in conclusion, then, if the road leading into your
mine is now populated with a plant that is listed as endangered,
would you be allowed to access over that road?
Mr. Fife. Not likely.

Mr. PoMBO. Under the current implementation of the act, I be-
lieve it would be impossible.
Mr. Fife. Not only that, the plant supposedly only occurs in the

San Bernardino National Forest, but now the Bureau of Land Man-
agement is claiming—they are blocking or using it as an excuse to

close roads throughout the California desert conservation area. One
of the plants, the buckwheat. Professor Brooks at the University of

British Columbia published a book called Biological Methods in

Geochemical Prospecting several years ago, and this very species
was listed as a geochemical prospecting tool when the flower turns
purple or violet or wine colored if there are so many parts per mil-

lion of base metals, silver, copper, things like that. And this is a
plant that is used all over northern Canada for finding deposits
using geochemistry. And, you know, this is the very description of

this thing as being a unique endangered subspecies this buck-
wheat, Eriogonium ovalifolium var. vineum, as being so unique
that it only grows in the San Bernardino National Forest, only
grows on limestone or carbonate rock that we are mining and we
are one of the largest districts for calcium carbonate in the United
States.

Now, mind you, calcium carbonate—this is the other end of the
spotted owl spectrum in timber, because timber, of course, is impor-
tant in building and construction, but limestone is used in cement.
It is 80 percent of cement. It is about 50 to 60 percent of most plas-

tic. It is 50 percent of your tires, 20 percent of glass. It is used in

toothpaste as an abrasive, as an antacid, toothpaste and chewing
gum. It is Tums essentially. It is the cement of modern civilization.

So if you can find a plant or an animal that only lives on this com-
mercial limestone, you can shut America down if you can't mine it.

Mr. POMBO. Well, I thank you very much for your testimony and
that of all the panel. I think that these are the kind of issues that
we need to educate America on. You know a lot about them be-

cause they have happened to you, but the problem is that the aver-

age guy who is driving to work to a nine to five job has never even
heard of this before. So we have a long way to go before people un-
derstand what this battle is all about. Thank you.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Pombo. Mr. Vincent, when
you were negotiating with the Fish and Wildlife Service in the com-
munity committee, was there any mention about how dangerous
these bears were to human beings?
Mr. Vincent. There was a lot of discussion about the unneces-

sary fear that they felt the public had for the grizzly bear, that the

bear would not pose a problem, they indicated, and that we needed
to begin to educate the public that if we stayed away from the bear
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that the bear would stay away from us. Well, we were looking into
that, however. We did find in the internal documents of the Inte-

rior Department that they identified our ecosystem as having the
highest potential for human grizzly conflict of any ecosystem being
considered in the United States. And the reason for it was that
there are a lot of people who live where they are transplanting
these bears and they know that human grizzly conflicts do happen
and the grizzly bears normally win. So they told us to not be fear-

ful and then start blocking us away from the bears so that we
wouldn't have the interactions where the bears could win.
We have watched during the last eight years as the population

of bears has grown in the northern Rockies ecosystem, the crown
of the continent just 60 miles from us. We have watched as the
bear maulings have increased over the years. We have talked with
biologists who have said that we have created an unnatural popu-
lation and we will have some unnatural occurrences with bears,
more violence. Bears are at the top of the food chain. So we wonder
what our future is going to look like and we wonder with some
fear, particularly after what has happened to Mr. Schuller in his
effort to protect himself from a grizzly bear. He was 30 miles out-
side of a grizzly zone and shot in self defense and has been found
criminally negligent in taking a species, an endangered species.
What will happen to me—I live—and my kids if we try to protect
ourselves in the zone?
We believe what the Fish and Wildlife Service told us about our

safety about as much as we have been—as we have learned to be-
lieve about everjrthing else they have told us. We believe ap-
proached properly the grizzly bear and us probably can coexist, but
we might need a gun.
Mrs. Chenoweth. What about the children, did they give any

idea about how you protect the children?
Mr. Vincent. Well, I shared—yeah, they did. I share a true story

that is so absurd that lots of people don't believe that it is true,
but at the first public meeting my wife and I attended we asked
about our children's safety because we live at the mouth of the big-
gest stream in the Cabinet Wilderness Area. And a quarter mile
each way from our home is a public campground, and bears like
campgrounds. So we were fearful of our four young children. We
asked if we could send them out to play without worrying about
their safety. The indication from Dr. Servheen was yes, but we
might have to modify some of our behaviors. And he actually told
my wife to do as hikers are told to do in the park system where
the bears exist. If you go hiking in Glacier Park, they will give you
a trifold that heavily suggests you tie bells on your shoes and your
walking stick so that you will go tinkle, tinkle, tinkle through the
forest and the bears are supposed to hear the bells and run the
other way.
So Dr. Servheen told my wife and I that we would probably be

well advised to tie bells on our children when we send them out
to play. And then he also indicated that if there was a problem
bear, if there was a bad bear, that he would have someone deal
with it.

Mrs. Chenoweth. How do they know who the bad bears are?
There are black bears up there.
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Mr. Vincent. Well, bad bears have bells in their poop. There are
other ways to tell. It really does concern us, and particularly as our
population grows. We know it is going to be a growing concern and
especially in our ecosystem, because there are many places where
the ecosystem—if you look at our Cabinet/Yaak ecosystem on a
map, it is shaped kind of like an octopus. Grizzly bear habitat re-

gions kind of fan out from a center core area, the wilderness area,
and some places those bands of habitat are two miles wide. And
grizzly bears have a 50-square mile eating radius. And there are
people in between these arms, so the potential for human grizzly

conflict is incredibly real. Our question, as well, we would like to

ask who is going to be responsible if a planted, collared bear at-

tacks a civilian outside the grizzly habitat zone as they are practic-

ing tourism in our area. Who is going to be responsible? This is a
carnivore.

Mrs. Chenoweth. You know, although you did inject some
humor in this almost tragic testimony, the fact is the United States
Government is introducing serious danger that cannot just render
bodily harm but death. And it is beyond reason. Why haven't you
sued the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service over their grizzly bear
guidelines?
Mr. Vincent. The grizzly bear guidelines are in a recovery plan

that is not, according to the Fish and Wildlife, a decision document.
It is merely guidelines for the managing agencies. So if we disagree
with what we are being told we have to do with the grizzly bear
habitat, there is nothing to sue. They merely use it as a guideline.

It is not a decision document. There is no record of decision. There
is no public—official public input period. They have received no
input from the public. They had to have no peer reviewed science.

They had to have nothing except a guideline. It is not used as a
management tool against the U.S. Forest Service, so there is noth-
ing to sue against.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Well, Bruce, this is—Mr. Vincent, this is in-

credible and I can sense your frustration. And you all have come
a very long way, and even though there is Mr. Pombo and I, you
have created an invaluable record. And we won't let this drop.

With regard to the effect of guidelines on implementing manage-
ment decisions, I think that is something this Committee must deal

with, and I would like to work with you on that.

I would like to comment on Mr. Sanregret's comments. You are
so right on, and we are very careless in referring to land manage-
ment agencies as people who actually own the land. And I am one
who agrees with you. This has been a very interesting study that
I have involved myself in for a number of years, and it is interest-

ing that in the equal footing doctrines the courts have addressed
the fact that yes, we own water on an equal footing with the origi-

nal 13 states and even in the case involving California V BOR they
mention that, that we own the water by virtue of the equal footing

doctrine. But the fact is we also owned the land by virtue of the

equal footing doctrine also, and we have not asked the question
properly before the right court in order to get that question solidi-

fied, who owns the land. If we own the water, then we also must
own the land. So I thank you for your comments.
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And every time I hear lawmakers refer to federally owned land,

I quietly cringe, because if we speak it too often thoughtlessly, then
it becomes a reality. And we need people like you reminding us of
that. And I thank you very much.
Mr. Sanregret. Madam Chairman, if I might. We westerners

are in a tough spot because the only place this Federal land is is

in the west. And the stronghold of the easterners politically, strict-

ly politically, Democrats and liberal Republicans, we are far out-

numbered. Ajid if Al Gore really meant what he said—then it will

be a disaster for America.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Isn't that something?
Mr. Sanregret. It is. Right before the Civil War in 1850 the feds

chose to keep California's land on admission, because California's

status, prior to the Civil War, was a tricky situation. For some rea-

son they gave Minnesota their land on admission in 1858. But in

every State admitted after 1858,the feds kept the land. That is

kind of an interesting perspective on states' rights. There is a
movement, as you know, afoot to give "Federal" land back to the
states. A lot of states don't want it. They say hey, let the feds keep
it, it is too expensive to manage, and we don't want it. Some states

do want the land. It varies a lot, and is an interesting question.

Perhaps a little beyond why we are here; but I think it is related

because of the politics. We are outnumbered, and particularly if Al
Gore succeeds in reducing our western population and productivity,

we haven't got a chance. We need your help. Madam Chairman.
Mr. POMBO. If the Chairman would yield for just a minute. It has

exactly to do with what we are talking about. The Federal owner-
ship of lands, you know, we can make arguments for national
parks. We can make arguments for a lot of different things, but the
simple fact that the Federal Government owns half of the State I

come from, they dictate to a large degree what happens in my
State. And they want to maintain that control and they don't want
to give that up. And that is what this debate really boils down to,

is who controls it and where those decisions" are made.
Mr. Sanregret. Absolutely right. Congressman. I agree. It is

over 600 million acres we are talking about.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Pombo. Mr. Phelps, it is good

to see you again. Thank you so much for your very excellent testi-

mony. The fires that occurred in Alaska just last week and the
week before were tragic evidence of the results of mismanagement.
Mr. Phelps. That is correct, and as you are probably well aware,

in the west fire we lost 344 structures and the larger percentage
of those were homes. And we must take a more active role in man-
agement of the forest, especially in areas near where people are liv-

ing and working. But aside even from the human element, if people
are an important part of the land, then those decisions as we just
talked about have to be made with strong consideration to the view
of those people that live nearby. And that is the big frustration we
have with Federal management. And in the current round of dis-

cussions over the Tongass Land Management Plan we have been
told very clearly by the Forest Service that the opinion of someone
living in Florida who has never seen, never set foot, never had to

live and work in southeast Alaska has equal standing with those
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of us who do live and work there in providing input to the decision.

And we find that appalling.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Well, it is so apparent that we must right that

wrong. And I do know that we can't do it quickly, but we are well
on our way to first educating the people and then instituting cor-

rective measures in this body. And with that, I would like to men-
tion to you that those of you who testified, if you would like to re-

vise or extend your remarks, the record will remain open for ten
days. And aside from that I want to thank you for being here. And
this hearing is closed.

[Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the Committee was adjourned; and the
following was submitted for the record:]
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 30, 1987

I am pleased to send greetings to everyone gathered
for the annual meeting of the Idaho Trail Machine
Association.

My good friend. Senator Jim McClure, tells me that
you're a "can do" outfit. He says you not only
travel the trails but clear them, too, keeping them
fit for yourselves and others to enjoy. And you
look for no other recompense than the joy of a job
well done. Voltuiteer efforts like yours are the
American way, and I'm sure your g^d example will

move others to make the great outdoors a great
place for everyone.

God bless you all.

Qcrvv^-^ YCSj^jo-^
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Chairman Young, members of the Committee on Resources, thank you for the
opportunity to testify on the issue of "Federal Land Use Policies."

The BlueRibbon Coalition is a national organization representing over 500 member
organizations and businesses. Through these organizations and our individual membership
we represent the interests of over 750,000 "Off Highway Recreationists" (OHR). We.ve just

gotten you used to the term "Off Highway Vehicles" (OHV) to describe the motorized trail

user community and here we go introducing another acronym "OHR."

While our primary constituency is still motorized, we have many non-motorized
recreation members who realize the value of working together on "shared-use" trail

management. As an example the Back Country Horsemen of America are one of our
member organizations.

In the name of resource protection, many recreation user groups are being
systematically excluded from traditional use areas. Green Advocacy Groups (GAGs) and
preservationist oriented land managers are discriminating against first one user group, and
then the next. One by one, each interest group is considered guilty unless proven innocent
and then locked out of one area after another. Through administrative regulations and
biased interpretation of environmental protection laws responsible recreational users are
being denied access to historically used areas.

The GAGs and some Federal land managers are touting "Recreation and Tourism"
as replacements for our natural resource industries. In reality, they don't want recreation

allowed eltherl!!

Today 1 would like to highlight a particulariy ridiculous incident where hundreds of

thousands of dollars of taxpayers money was wasted.

In the spring of 1993 the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) began enforcing a vehicular

closure of a popular recreation area near American Falls Idaho (a small town near
Pocatello, our home base). The BOR has a blanket "closed unless designated open" policy

on land under their jurisdiction, but had not previously informed the public that this popular

recreation area was their land.

We advised the recreation public, when the order was given, to respect the closure.

We hoped for approval of a management plan for the area that would restore our

recreation access. Our members were honoring that request.

I visited the area with BOR personnel and had been in contact with them since

the closure. We hadn't been informed that there was a problem with violations, when
suddenly in the spring of 1994 all hell broke lose. The local media was ablaze with stories

of armed Park Service rangers patrolling the area to stop violators. BOR news releases

were deliberately composed to make us look like criminals.

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt had ordered fourteen armed National Park Service

(NPS) rangers, from all over the country, to American Falls to patrol the area. That's right

14 ARMED RANGERS!!! Can you imagine what that cost American tax payers? This is

just one more example of Secretary Babbitt's attitude that the American public has

unlimited resources to pay for his gestapo like methods of dealing with land users he and
his GAG friends don't approve of.
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I asked the head ranger if he could show me what evidence of violations he found

that justified 14 ARl^ED RANGERS. The only evidence he could show, was where a
couple of ATV riders had inadvertently entered the closed area on an unmarked trail. Their

tracks indicated that when they encountered one of the barricades that had been
constructed to block access to the area, they turned around and went back the way they

had come. The ranger even said, "If we had caught those ATVers in the act we would
have only been able to advise them of the closure because it was obvious they hadn't

deliberately entered the closed area."

We've never objected to enforcement of reasonable OHV regulations, but had been
opposing the closure. In fact, we told the BOR in 1993 that if they insisted on closing the

area they should actively enforce it right away. We feared they were deliberately setting

up a situation where they could cite evidence of violators to justify their plans for a
permanent total closure. The irony is that they didn't have any violators, but went ahead
with their strategy anyway.

This harassment by Interior Secretary Babbitt may have been in retaliation for our

involvement, with other Wise Use groups, in attempts to have him replaced. We felt it was
important to show our concern for the environment by asking President Clinton to replace

Bruce Babbitt with someone who will work with public land users instead of wasting tax

payers money on a personal vendetta.

My family and friends had been using this area for decades. It had been one of

the most popular OHV areas in South East Idaho for over thirty years and is still

considered "pristine." We have taken a handicapped outdoor group from the local

university on outings there. We have invited non-motorized recreationists to share the

area with us and it has become popular with equestrians and rock climbers. Now we are

kicked out, and they are invited to stay.

We have always shown respect for this area's natural resources and scenic beauty.

We've conducted litter clean ups and informed our members of the need to respect local

wildlife and other users. We have even built and installed cattle guards to eliminate any
possibility of conflict with grazers, who have also been kicked out now.

SEVERAL IMPORTANT FACTS ARE RELEVANT TO THIS ISSUE.

Fact number one: Recreational users of this area were only recently notified by the BOR
that they have management responsibility for this area. Most users assumed it was Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) "open" land, it was only through meetings with the BLM,
initiated by me several years ago, that we were told the area was BOR land.

Fact number two: When it was determined that the area in question was BOR land, we
offered to work with the BOR on a plan to manage recreation access. We indicated then

and now, our willingness to assist in the enforcement of reasonable regulations to manage
the recreational use of the area. The BOR said they would defer management of the area

to the BLM, who managed the BOR grazing allotments and much of the surrounding area.

Fact number three: A BOR archeologist indicated at a "Citizens Advisory Group" meeting

in 1992 that arrow head hunters were removing historical artifacts and OHV use wasn't

the main problem. It has since been indicated that the majority of the artifacts are located

away from the roads and trails. In our view, continued use of the existing roads and trails

would have minimal impact on the historical artifacts.
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Fact number four: Archeological resources have been removed from the south side of

the Snake River in this same area to construct the f\/lassacre Rocks State Park, boat dock

& parking area and pave over a hiking trail. Interstate Highway #84 and a rest area are

also on the other side of the river. It's likely there were artifacts there as well, but there

was never a fuss about them.

Discrimination is wrong whether it's because of race, religion or recreational

preference. Babbitt may have the strength of "his" federal agency, and some folks would

say it's foolish for a small group like ours to be so bold, but he's nothing but a bully. The
only way to deal with

a bully is to stand up to him!

This should have been a local issue, and easily resolved, but it seemed that the

BOR's attitude changed dramatically following the 1992 election. Babbitt's extreme

environmental fingerprints are all over it.

This is just one example of many. The National Park Service is trying to kick

snowmobiles out of Yellowstone and Voyageurs National Parks and youth groups aren't

welcome in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wildemess. Forest Service and BLM
management plans ail over the country seem to have a built in ratchet, restricting

recreation access further with each revision. Compare this with the "tetter of

commendation" to the Idaho Trail Machine Association from President Reagan (read copy

of letter enclosed).

We must not allow our federal land management agencies to discriminate against

responsible recreationists in this way. The Interior Department's handling of this incident

should be investigated by Congress.

CONCLUSION

The hate mongering and contrived user conflicts of the GAGs shouldn't be

rewarded. Secretary Babbitt, the Sierra Club and Earth First? do not represent the

environmental conscience of this country. We shouldn't call the GAGs "environmentalists"

and passively allow them to refer to Wise Users as "anti-environmentalists." Neither should

the "League of Conservation Voters Index' be the litmus test for Congressional

environmental responsibility.

Just who are the real environmentalists? Pushing to eliminate everyone's impact

on the environment but your own doesn't make you an environmentalist. The GAGs, and

their friends in the Congress and land management agencies are no longer "for" the

environment. They are just "against" everyone else's use of it.

Chairman Young and members of the Committee, recreationists shouldn't be

discriminated against by our land management agencies and treated like criminals.

Cooperation and volunteerism of our members should be recognized and rewarded. On
issues of environmental protection we should be innocent unless proven guilty, instead of

the other way around. We can use our natural resources wisely and "Preserve our natural

resources FOR the public instead of FROM the public."

Clark L. Collins
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TESTIMONY BEFORE HOUSE COMMITTEE

ON RESOURCES

June 18, 1996

by

NH State Senator Frederick W. King, Sr.

representing

Board of County Commissioners of Cods

County, New Hampshire
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The Senate of the State of New Hampshire
107 N. Main Street, Room 302, Concord, N.H. 03301-4951

FREDERICK W. KING Ofte 271-2111

Dislrirt 1

TTYfTDD
1-800-735-2964

June 18, 1996

Honorable Don Young, Chairman
Committee on Resource

U.S. House of Representatives

Room 1324, Longworth Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Young:

Thank you for inviting me to testify before your Committee on the subject of

"Citizen's Perspectives on Federal Land Use Policies'.

I am the State Senator from NH Senate District One which consists of nineteen

towns, the City of Berlin and twenty-three unincorporated places in Coos County,

the State's northemmost county. I also represent the citizens of five towns in

Grafton County. My District consist of small rural communities and is bordered

by Canada on the North, Maine on the East and Vermont on the West. Our
economy is closely tied to the timber and paper-making industries along with

tourist related businesses. Before I was elected Senator, I was employed as

Coos County Administrator. Coos County has a land mass of eighteen hundred

(1800) square miles and a population of 36,000. I continue to work for the

County part-time as administrator of the 23 unincorporated places. I have also

served twelve years as a Selectman in my town and I know I have a good sense
of what is important to my constituents.

I appear before your Committee to express the concems that my county has
relative to federal land use policies and the potential impact of proposed

legislation on the citizens of Coos County. I refer in particular to S. 1 163 and
H.R. 2421, The Northem Forest Stewardship Act. If these bills become law, the

economy of my County is in jeopardy and the historical multiple use of our timber

resource will be seriously threatened. These bills have the support of twenty-

eight of the most powerful, taxpayer supported environmental organizations in

the country. They have joined together in a formal organization known as The
Northem Forest Alliance and they have targeted twenty-six million acres

(26,000,000) for public ownership, land which would be designated as wildland

areas. The plan targets ten specific areas in northem Vermont and New
Hampshire and areas in adjacent Maine. They propose that these lands would
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remain in their 'natural state" and funding for these purchases will be available

through S. 1163 and H.R. 2421.

Today, three out of every ten acres of land in Coos County are publicly owned.

A substantial part of the 750,000 acre White Mountain National Forest (WMNF)
lies within my Senate District. Currently, the WMNF is severely cutting back on

timber harvesting activities within its boundaries. In fact, beginning in 1994, a

reduction in available harvest took place. The WMNF grows 30 million board

feet per year on a sustainable basis on the 60% of the land where harvesting

can legally take place. In 1994, the federal govemment proposed to reduce the

cut to 9.6 million board feet. At that time, one local sawmill operator was quoted

as saying, "We saw into lumber five million board feet a year. If they cut back

20 million board feet, four mills like ours won't have the wood*.

Recently, it was reported that one of the most respected national environmental

organizations in the country, The Sierra Club, adopted a policy that it will fight to

ban all timber harvesting on national forests, coast to coast. In 1996, Congress

authorized the purchase of an additional 480 acres which will be added to the

WMNF for a staggering price of $1.9 million or $3,950 per acre for woodland.

On its 1 997 "Wish List" the Northern Forest Alliance is proposing the addition of

another 5,000 acres to the WMNF at a public acquisition cost of $3.75 million

taxpayer dollars. The Alliance's 1997 federal funding request for the targeted

50,000 acres of Northern Forest lands (New York, Vemnont, New Hampshire and

Maine) including the 5,000 acres to be added to the WMNF is $8.5 million from

the Land and Water Conservation Fund and $6 million from the Forest Legacy

Program.

EXHIBIT A attached contains the details of the Norlhem Forest Alliance's master

plan for the northern forests including the lands in Coos County, New
Hampshire. The map on the sheet labeled page 5 indicates the total acreage

targeted for public ownership along with the 1997 priorities. Numbers 5, 6 and 7

indicate lands that surround my hometown of Colebrook, New Hampshire.

Number 5 is the headwaters of the Androscoggin River. This region straddles

the New Hampshire and Maine borders and stretches to the Canadian border.

On August 23, 1991, the federal govemment established the Lake Umbagog
National Fish and Wildlife Refuge at the headwaters of the Androscoggin River.

With this action, the federal govemment established an additional presence in

my Senate District. This river, one of the most industrially developed rivers in

New England, is the eastern boundary of Coos County and the eastern t>oundary

of my District. Number 6 on the map is the Connecticut River headwaters.

The Connecticut River forms the westem boundary of Coos County and my
Senate District. On December 11, 1991, the federal govemment created the

Silvio Conte National Fish and Wildlife Refuge which encompasses an area of

over 1 1 ,000 square miles, or 7.2 million acres along both sides of the
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ConnectJcut River in the States of New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and
Connecticut. The reifuge Isegins at the origin of the Connecticut River in

Pittsburg, New Hampshire and ends in Long island Sound. Number 7 Is the

Nulhegan River watershed in Vemiont with its eastern tx>unda!ry on the

Connecticut River. These lands in items 5, 6 and 7 are mainly the property of

large timber companies and contain the major source of timber fiber which is the

backtx>ne of the local economy.

Any changes from the historical pattem of use will devastate the lives of my
neighbors. With known patterns of timber harvesting on federal lands in the

WMNF, with the proposed ban on all future harvesting on federal lands and with

the proposed land grab of the organizations that form the Northern Forest

Alliance, I truly t)elieve that those of us who inhabit northem New Hampshire, the

northeast kingdom of Vermont and westem Maine have justification to fear for

the future of our children and grandchildren. Our heritage earned over
generations Is at stake. A few years ago when the James River Corporation

paper mills were threatened with closing, It was projected that overnight the

unemployment in Coos County could reach 35% to 40%. That crisis was
averted and today the mills are viable operations. They need timt)er fiber to

operate and we must protect the source of that timber supply.

It makes no sense to spend dollars which the federal govemment does not have
to purchase more land which it cannot manage and on which no trees will be cut.

Your Committee knows better than I do about the great need for more funding to

rebuild the infrastructure in the federal parks and forests. A 1991 GAO
document, Federal Lands Improvements Needed In Managing
Concessionaires, stated that the Park Service had a deferred maintenance
funding shortfall in 1988 of $1.9 billion and the Forest Service's maintenance and
reconstruction backlog for its recreational resources totaled $650 million in 1991.

We should adopt a public policy that focuses on today's needs and put on hold

all future acquisition plans unless as a nation we are prepared to sell an acre of

land every time we buy an acre. I cannot speak for the rest of the nation but I

can tell you that in Coos County, New Hampshire the private landowners have
made their lands available for the use of the public at no cost. New Hampshire
property tax pofides have made it advantageous for the landowners to hoM onto
their property for private use and we do not need federal govemment ownership
in order to protect these lands from environmental abuse. We have adequate
state and local land use controls and federal intrusion is not needed. We would
prefer to see scarce federal dollars spent on Medicare, Medicaid and programs
for the elderly and disadvantaged, not on the purchase of our privately held

property. When the govemment purchases our woodlands good paying jobs

are lost, local tax revenues are reduced and the cost of local sen/ices goes up
without compensation.
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S. 1163 and H.R. 2421 are similar bills. Both are designed to innplement

someone's perception of the recommendations of the Northern Forest Lands
Council. The original version of S. 7163 contained a key phrase (Page 8, Line 3)

which stated, "Willing seller with community approvar. This phrase clearly states

that if there is to be a federally funded land acquisition, the local town(s) must
approve, presumably by a vote at town meeting. In a revised version of the bill,

this language was deleted and replaced with 'acquisition of lands and interests

in land only from willing sellers'. This change is not acceptable because one
only needs to look at the price the federal govemment pays for land to see only

a fool would refuse to sell woodland to the govemment in New Hampshire.

Prices such as $3,950 per acre are beyond belief.

On June 13, 1996, 1 received from Congressman Bass a copy of H.R. 2421 and
it still contains language that community approval is necessary (P. 8, Line 3). It

would appear that the House has not agreed to the changes made in the Senate

or the copy supplied to me was not the latest version of the House bill. I would
respectfully request that in the absence of language that requires community
approval for federal land acquisition, that these bills be killed and the

appropriations be used to improve the existing facilities on federal lands.

Thank you for the opportunity to express the beliefs of myself and the County
Commissioners of Coos County on behalf of our citizens.

Sincerely yours.

state Senator Frederick W. hWig

New Hampshire Senate District One
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EXHIBIT "A"

The Northern Forest:

FY 1997

Acquisition Priorities

B
March 1996
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m Norlnem

roresl

Alliance

The Northeni Fomt Alliance U a coalition of regional, slate

and national organizations united in their commitment to

protect the Northern Forest of Maine, Ne\T Hampshire,

Vermont and New Tort

Yijion:

lb establish a sustainable 26 million acre Northern Forest

ecosystem, including preserved wild core areas connected by

corridors, managed Torest lands, and healthy, viable human
communities.

Hission:

Tb work together to protect and enhance the ecological and

economic sustalnabUity of natural and human communities

the Northern Forest

Goals:

The Alliance^ priorities are threefold:

• lb gain permanent prolecdon of wildlands, for their eco-

logical values and inherent beauty;

• lb ensure well managed Ibrests that supply wood prod-

ucts, support wildlife, and provide jobs and recreation; and

• Tb bund strong, diverse, locally based economies that

support vibrant oommunldes within the Northeni Fbrett

Fbr more Information about ttte Northern Forest Alliance,

please contact:

The Northen Fbreat Alliance

15SSttteSb«et

Montpdier, Vermont 05603
Tblephone: 802-295-5S56.

The Northern Forest:

FY 1997 Acquisition Priorities

Table of Contents

Introduction

LWCF Feder^ Project!

Forest Legacy Projects

• Fob Cntk, l^ Fab

Wildlands Map and

Acquisition locator map

Page I

Page 2

« 4

Pages

LWa State Projects Page 6

• lH>( 1na,1eflMMt

•ljbG««it,AilirMifadtPiri[

• bi|Mti Imr 1 Cany Uk. AtfirMdad Paii
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Northern Forest Alliance proposed Wildiand

...eas (i-io) and FY 1 997 Acquisition

Priorities (A-f)

Venront Mew Harroshire

10 Wildiand Areas

Ik Nonhtn Fgrtsi AliaiKt his fnfmti tht 10 Wildiand Aru ab«*c

8 ^rieritici for ai mttfratcd land offiimtiM effort tht Nonhtn

Ferw. Tk rKonoiudatma an kastd n tkt bett avahblt land

iofHMocMi, nttitt daa, and hai acMnatmi kiwwled^t.

FY 1997 Acquisition Priorities

Hk map aiovt is Integded on); tD {ire the pncral toaoon of the

Aliaiia^ \m aqubhiot pnoiiiics, and a she* ttcir fmimtf u At

AKana^ non coisprelientin, iaajnttd WUaads CMStnratiM

praposaL

1.
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m
Nortkein

trorest

Alliance

Adirondack Council

Appalachian Mountain Club

Appalachian lYail Conference

Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks

Conservation Law Foundation

Defenders of WUdllfe

Garden Club of America

Green Mountain Club

Green Mountain Forest Watch

John McKeith Location Photography

Maine Audubon Society

National Audubon Society

National Wildlife Federation

Natural Resources CouncU of Maine

Natural Resources Defense Council

New England Forestry Foundation

New Hampshire Rivers CouncU
New Hampshire WUdlife Federation

New York Rivers United

Residents' Committee to Protect the Adirondacks

Sierra Club

Sierra Student Coalition

Student Environmental Action Coalition

lYust for Public Land
Vermont Audubon CouncU
Vomont Land IVust

Vermont Natural Resources CouncU

The VWdemess Sodely

ABlance memb«n u of FfcbnMiy 1W4

Fbr more In/brmaOon about the Nortkem tbrat jiOtanei, pUot* coiUacL-

The Northern FbreM AUUnce
158 Slate Street, Montpeller

,
Vermont, 05609

lUephooe: 802-225-5258. .»
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P O Box 552

Kingfield, ME 04947

207-265-2049

Testimony before House Committee on Resources

June 18, 1996

I am David Guernsey, testifying today for the Maine Conservation Rights Institute, an

organization dedicated to conservation through private land ownership Last year I testified before

your Property Rights Subcommittee regarding the threat to property owners represented by the many

consortia of environmental groups and federal agencies Central to these was the Appalachian

Mountain Club and its relationship to the Forest Service and other federal environmental agencies.

This relationship is so incestuous that the AMC admits in writing to lobbying

"
for funding for Forest needs as identified bv USPS staff for whom lobbving is prohibited "

The Forest Service in return has looked the other way while the AMC expanded a nonprofit string

of small back country hikers huts in the White Mountain National Forest into a $3.5 miUion operation

which attracts many more miUions in membership fees All this has been in direct violation of the

AMC's permit, which waived any fee for use of the public's land, but allowed only minimal operation

of the huts plus a minor commissary.

The strength given the AMC by their White Mountain operation allowed it to form very powerfij

liaisons with other groups to promote an extreme envirormientalist agenda, threatening the welfare of

rural communities across the Northern Forest Region ofNew England and New York. Their influence

over the Department of Interior in a Maine dam relicensing case led the City of Millinocket to

complain

"We are appalled that an agencv ofour government repeatedlv ignores our vear round

environmental and economic interests to push an agenda that will radically change our lives for the

worse. We watch Imerior representatives activelv conspire with relicensing opponetrts to defeat

relicensing. This is not how government is supposed to work "

The Maine Governor's OfiBce, though more subdued, was no less condemning when it warned the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission against serving

"the interest of national advocacv groups whose agendas mav be less sensitive to State and local

interests than to winning support fi-om their membership whose concerns mav be more philosophical

than realistic.
"

The FERC process grinds on with no resohition in sight.
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House Committee on Resources

June 18, 1996

Page 2

Saddleback Mountain Ski Area in Rangeley, Maine, is another example ofthe undue influence of

the Appalachian Mountain Club on the public policy deliberations of Federal agencies For the past 1

1

years the National Park Service has held Saddleback hostage, demanding all manner of land use

concessions which would prohibit further development of Saddleback's property

Saddleback, on the other hand, has ofiFered to GIVE the Park Service the entire corridor which

the law requires be protected The Park Service has refused to accept this gifl The impasse has gone

on so long that Maine's Legislature passed the attached RESOLUTION urging the Park Service to

accept the gif\ and to
"
reach a speedy, reasonable and fair settlement with the ski area

"

Environmental groups reportedly lobbied hard against this resolution, particularly the part urging the

Department of Interior to accept the gift. The impasse has still not been resolved

The AMC uses its hut system on free National Forest lands as a headquarters for much of its

advocacy, characterizing such eflForts as "public education". One particularly egregious instance had

the AMC giving visiting school children the task of producing skits on

"what the world would be like ifpeople keep abusinp the planet."

There is NO pubhc oversight of such activities, yet I can just imagine what would happen ifWE
tried to use public land to have kids produce skits on

"what our communities would be like if environmental regulations keep abusing our economies "

A memo of a joint meeting of the AMC and the Forest Service sums up the AMC position

regarding its use of the public's land:

"
Every goal and objective toward which we work is for the public's benefit and every dollar of our

revenues is circulated back for the public good.
"

This contention is in the league with the legendary statement of the late Charles Wilson, President

of General Motors, claiming that

"What is good for General Motors is good for the country
"

At least General Motors contributed to local economies, and Mr. Wilson prefaced his statement

by agreeing that "What is good for the country is good for General Motors" It is a safe bet that the

AMC does not think in these terms.
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The AMC's permit to operate its hut system on National Forest land expired last October We
had every hope that the adverse publicity would result in a fair process for renewal and that our and

the general public's interests would receive appropriate consideration. We must now concede that

these hopes have been in vain.

In spite of the public concern with the millions of dollars in direct and promotional benefit

received by the AMC through its violation of the previous lease, the AMC submitted a Master

Development Plan which was little more than a promotional document It contained NO financial

data. It made NQ reference to the restrictive terms of the previous lease or its violations thereof

Rather a subsequent
"
Clarification" blatantly admitted that

"Our proposal recommends that the USPS include all of our current operations and programs in

the new permit ."

A reasonable public land management agency would have rejected this "Master Plan" out ofhand

as inadequate The White Mountain National Forest ofBce did not Instead it joined with the

Appalachian Mountain Club to sponsor jointly a series of promotional "open houses" and "listening

sessions". Speakers were cautioned to stick to the topic of the "AMC Master Development Plan for

the huts or closely related topics." The Forest Service waited until May 28, 1996, to send copies of

the Master Plan (dated September 21, 1995) to those unable to attend, asking that written comments

be received by June 1 . After receiving public comment, the Forest Service plans simply to determine

"whether we will accept the MDP as submitted or ask AMC to revise it.
"

No mention has been made of adopting a process to determine whether the past record of the

AMC warranted such most favored user status No mention has been made of determining the value

of the lease or how the public might best receive &ir compensation for its lands. The White Mountain

National Forest is the public's asset, not a Forest Service resource.

All we ask is a fair process: one which treats the AMC the same as other permittees on public

land. The AMC has every right to speak its own mind on public issues. It is not however, entitled to

free public land from which to promote its parochial interests. The Forest Service should begin the

process anew, starting with an independent appraisal of the direct financial potential plus indirect

promotional vahie of the hut system, the crown jewels of the White Mountain National Forest.
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The AMC permit renewal is symptomatic of a much larger problem: the improper and unfair

influence of wealthy, elitist nonprofit environmental organizations over agencies of the Federal

Government. The AMC boasts that fully 74% of its 68,000 members earn $40,000 or more per year -

hardly a representative slice of our citizenry. They unabashedly promote the interests of their societal

upper crust with tax exempt money as well as with the cash flow from free public land and who knows

how many government and tax-exempt foundation grants. To rural communities trying to stay alive,

they are the current embodiment of Theodore Roosevelt's
"
malefactors of great wealth ", champions of

modem day rich man's socialism These privileges are unwarranted Groups like the AMC and their

supporters should be made to pay their fair share.

Thank you for your consideration.

Attachment: Resolution of State ofMaine Legislature dated March, 1996, memorializing Department

of Interior to settle dispute with Saddleback Moimtain Ski Area.
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^Meoi^im
^11 tl]t ^car of (&ur ^rb Nineteen ^uiibreb nub ^tnety-^i:

JOINT RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE DEPARTMENT OFTHE
INTERIOR TO SETTLE AN 1 1 -YEAR DISPUTE BETWEEN THE NATIONAL

PARK SERVICE AND THE SKI AREA LOCATED ON SADDLEBACK MOUNTAIN

^uUe, your Mcniofiali:>ls, ihc Mcmbcrb of ilic One Hundred und Scvcniccnth Ixgi^^liiiurc uf llic Slalc uf Muinc now assembled in ihc Second

Regular Session, most respectfully prescni and pclilion the Dcparimcnt ofihc Interior as follows:

^HUliereaS, there has been an 11 -year dispute between Ihc ski area located on Saddleback Mountain and (he National Park Service of the

Department of the Interior regarding the acquisition of a corridor to protect the portion of the Appalachian Trail that crosses Saddleback Mountain in western

Maine, and

^[I[li]Cre2]S, the uncertainly of this dispute has prevented (he ski area located on Saddleback Mountain from implementing an expansion plan that

has been approved by state regulators; and

jQphereaS, ibis dispute and the resulting impasse threaten the existence of the more than 100 jobs provided by Ihc ski area and prevent the

creation of new jobs at the ski area; and

^[]IIr|erenS, these jobs arc critical to the economy of western Maine; now, therefore, be it

JtVCSOillCni Thai We, your Memorialists, recommend and urge the Department of the Interior to reach a speedy, reasonable and fair settlement

with the ski area located on Saddleback Mountain; and be it further

^Kesolbeb: That Wc further urge the Department of the Interior to accept the offer of the ski area located on Saddleback Mountain of a gift of

land to serve as a corridor to forever protect the Appalachian Trail; and be it further

^xBSiOiutiiZ That suitable copies of this memorial, duly authenticated by the Secretary of Slate, be transmitted to Ihc Secretary of the Interior,

Bruce Babbitt, and to each member of the Maine Congressional Delegation.

^tt j»eitiitr (Sliumbcr

Read and Adopted

^arcl| 7, 1996

Sent down for Concurrence

Secretary ^

cskIcoI of the Sciulc

^oiiac of ^l^rprcsciilnliiirB

Read and Adopled

^nrcl) 13, 1996

V In Concurrence

y Clerky^

ATTEST:

Speaker of the House of Represenlativie#

St^John W Bcooil

ofFranklio Couniy

ScQ. I. Joel Abromsoo
of Cumberland County

Seo. Jane A. Ameio
of Cumberland Couniy

Sen- Georgette B. Berubc
of Amlroscuggin County

Prcuikni Jeffrey II BullanJ

uf Cumberland C4tunly

Sen. David 1. Carpenter

uf Yufk Cuunly

Sen. N«imun K. FcrguMm. Jr.

of Oxfmd County

Sen, W John llalhaway

of York Couniy

Sen. R. Leo KicfTer

uf Aioo&iuok County

Sen. Willis A Lord

of York County

Sea. S. Pctci MilU
of SomcRH:! Couniy

Sen. Joan M. Pendextei

of Cumberland Cuunly

Sen. Mary H. Small

of Sagadahoc Cuunly

Sen. Albert G. Stcvciu, Jr.

of Androscoggin Cuunly

Rep. lidward l_ Dcxicr

or Kingficid

Rl-P Waller R. Guoley
of l-arminglon

Jin tEr.t.H.a..u Ultirrruf . I have eaUM:d llic NC^I ol Hie

SlJlc t4i iK- lieri-u alliicd (iJVLN uiwlcr my lund jl

Au^UT^ii, lJiu.Jifleeiiih U^y ot M^fcfi, in llie yv.

Secretary ol Stale
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My name is Bruce Vincent. I am a fourth generation logger from Libby, Montana. 1 am

also the executive director ofCommunities for a Great Northwest - a non-profit

grassroots group and President of The Alliance for America, a national grassroots

umbrella with over 680 member groups from all fifty states.

In early 1988 the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USF&W) announced to our

small town that the grizzly bear population was going to be augmented in the Cabinet

A'aak Ecosystem. At a series of public meetings in the CabinetA'aak area the local people

expressed their concern over the proposed augmentation. The concern centered several

portions ofthe plan including:

1

.

The proposed 'cross fostering' of cubs. Grizzly cubs had already been

purchased from a zoo in Michigan and the cubs were to be transported to

our area where they would be placed in a den with a black bear mother.

2. The proposed 'embryo implanting' process where grizzly embryo's would be

implanted in a black bear mother.

3. Thelackofdataonpast and current grizzly populations. We were told that the

existing population would have to be increased to at least 90 bears - but the

agency admitted that it had no idea how many bears had historically used

the area nor did they know how many were currently inhabiting the area or

how many bears would be required to reach a 'viable population'.

4. The potential socio-economic impact of the single species, human exclusive

language in the grizzly bear recovery guidelines indicated that all fiiture

forest management decisions in grizzly habitat would be made with the

primary goal of recovering grizzly bears at all other resource values

expense.

Our community and several others in the area mounted a campaign to have a human voice

in local grizzly bear management decisions. After a great deal of heated debate a local

involvement team of habitat managers, wildlife managers, and local elected and opinion

leaders from a broad cross section of the public was formed.

This 'community involvement team' has been meeting regularly for the past eight years.

We have had some spirited discussion as our diverse interest groups have grappled in

good faith with the question ofhow to recover the grizzly bear while protecting the

economic and cultural values ofthe local population of humans. The detractors of the

plan turned down their heat as they waited to see if in fact the federal agency was dealing

with our people in a fair and forthright manner. In fact, our local area county

commissions, chambers ofcommerce, grassroots groups and others wrote to congress for

several years begging for the monies necessary to continue the population studies that

were being conducted under the plan. We did not want the job to be done halfway - we
wanted some answers and some solutions.

I truly wish that I could tell you that we have been successfiil in adding a local voice to the

managemem decisions ofthe grizzly - but I can not save for a few early examples. For

instance, cross fostering was dropped as was the silly embryo implant idea and instead the
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agency began a 'catch, transport and release' project with British Columbia bears. Using

this method ofaugmenution four bears were trapped and, with monitors, released into the

CabinetA'aak during the last eight years. Ofthe four released one is dead of natural

causes and the others have lost their monitors.

The list of gross failures that this recovery attempt has yielded is daunting.

One ofthe first undertakings of the involvement group was an education campaign.

Tough questions about grizzly bears and their recovery needs were asked by the public

and the group printed a pamphlet that, we thought, gave truthfiil answers to those tough

questions. The educational pamphlet was then mailed to every box holder in the counties

impacted by the grizzly recovery. We soon learned that we had been misled and the

education we received ended up being in bureaucratic doublespeak.

Page eighteen of the manual (copy attached) answered the often asked question about

logging and other activities in grizzly habitat by stating flatly that there would be no

change in forest management with a recovering population of grizzly bears because the

existing forest plan included all management requirements for a recovered population of

bears - we just didn't have the bears yet. The pamphlet also stated that there would be no

increases in grizzly habitat areas without full public involvement.

A few months after the pamphlet was mailed, however, the Kootenai Forest released it's

TISCAL YEAR 1990 MONITORING REPORT AND 1991 PREVIEW and revealed

shocking news. One the third page of the report (attached) the sharp drop in timber sales

offered was explained:

"increases in the habitat area and changes in standards (for recovery ofthe grizzly

bear) since the forest plan was written in 1988 have restricted timber sales in many

areas."

The 30% drop in timber sales was not due solely to grizzly bear management but grizzly

bear management was listed as on ofthe two leading reasons for the drop in sales - and we

had been told there would be NONE.

In F^ruary of 1992 the Kootenai Forest Monitoring Report further explained that on

timber land within the grizzly habitat only 42% ofthe forest plan timber target had been

reached while the rest ofthe forest had seen an 80% compliance rate. That same report

(attached) stated that grizzly habitat had increased by some 248,000 acres on the forest

since the forest plan had been adopted. These changes were made because of

'clarifications' by the USF&W on what constituted habitat and were made with absolutely

no public involvement.

56% of the roads in the forest were gated or in the process ofbeing gated to disallow

human motorized access. Some of these roads had been in use for decades and the gating

curtailed the berry picking, firewood gathering, hunting and pleasure driving of thousands
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of forest visitors. Some ofthe roads gated were in the grizzly habitat outlined in the forest

plan, others were in the areas that had been 'clarified' into grizzly habitat.

The Forest Service announced the settlement of a court suit on man^ement of timber in

the Upper Yaak drainage that included a drastic reduction in the planned timber harvest in

order to satisfy the demands set forth by the litigants and the court concerning grizzly

habitat.

The community response to this information was predictable outrage. Clearly the

'pamphlet' that all of the participants had been signatory to had not be forthright in

discussing the impact of our grizzly plan.

A community meeting was scheduled with the USPS and the USF&W and the public

asked the two agencies what was going on The USF&W maintained, even in the face of

the evidence presented, that there had been and would be no economic or social impact

from grizzly bear management. (Dr. Chris Servheen, Grizzly Recovery Coordinator, sent

a biting letter to Kootenai Supervisor Shrenk indicating that he was wrong to name the

grizzly bear as a problem and questioning his abiUty to manage forest land. Copy upon

request.) The Forest Service maintained that there had indeed been drastic changes in

management requirements that had adversely impacted their abiUty to manage timber and

other values. The USPS also maintained that the entire forest's grizzly habitat had grown
and that it was, as of 1991, being managed under the most restrictive guideline language

possible even though the forest plan called for a three tiered approach.

At that public meeting Mayor Fred Brown asked for scientific data to support the need to

close forest roads. Dr. Servheen admitted that the studies used to dictate road

management for the grizzlies in the Kootenai were studies completed in the mid 1970's on
elk populations in the Blue Mountains of Eastern Oregon.

The meeting concluded with no information being given to the public to clear up the

nagging question of'who was telling the truth? ' One thing was certain, however - the

sales on the Kootenai continued to drop, lawsuits by extreme environmental organizatiotis

continued to be filed or threatened regarding the grizzly bear, roads continued to be closed

to protect the grizzly bear and the people of the area began to understand that they were
being lied to...by someone.

After many more citizens meetings, letters and phone calls fi-om our group and our local

leaders to agency personnel and elected officials in Helena, Denver, and Washington, the

answers to our questions remained unsolved. Further damaging the public support of the
grizzly program was an admission made to the media by a local grizzly biologist that after

four years of studying the grizzly bear (with money our community helped to secure) the

only definitive information they could share was that they 'couldn't count bears' because
they were so elusive.
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In late 1992 and several times in the years since the community involvement team has

asked that the USF&W or the USPS complete a socio-economic impact study on the

grizzly recovery plan to ascertain the truth to the claims by the USF&W that there are no

inipacts from the recovery or the truth to the USPS (and public) clamis of substantial

impact. The request has been denied because, they claim, they are not required by law to

do it and there is no money to complete such a study.

It is now 1996. The grizzly population studies we begged for have been slowed and then

stopped at the 'we can't count bears' level. The augmentation program of transporting

bears has stopped. Our roads continue to be gated. Our timber sales program continues

to drop. Mining proposals have met with outlandish grizzly bear habitat mitigation

requirements. Our saw mills have seen a 70% reduction in employment.

The counties ofBoundary, Idaho, Lincoln, Montana and the communities of Libby, Troy

and Eureka, Montana, and Bonners Perry and Moyie, Idaho, have joined our grassroots

group in filing suit against the Porest Service for failure to manage for a healthy

ecosystem. The basis for our Mountain States Legal Poundation represented suit is that

the USPS has been required to manage our forest for the grizzly bear and in doing so has

ignored the forest health problems that need to be addressed in the Kootenai in order to

avoid the cataclysmic, stand destroying fires that are certain to visit in the coming years.

The people of the CabinetA^aak are now asking why the agency is pursuing with vigor the

recovery ofthe grizzly in two other new ecosystems (North Cascades and Bitterroot

Selway) if they don't have enough money to complete the job in the CabinetA'aak.

The people ofthe CabinetA^aak wonder why the agency can't study the impact of their

recovery program before moving to new areas and proclaiming to the citizens of these

new areas that 'there will be no impact from recovery'.

The people ofthe CabinetA'aak read with fiustration the USF&W reports that the

'CabinetA'aak Ecosystem Recovery Plan is proceeding exceedingly well'.

The people ofthe CabinetA'aak read in disgust the agency claims that the 'citizen

involvement group' format has worked in the Kootenai National Forest and should be

repeated elsewhere.

The people ofthe CabinetA'aak acted in good faith to make the grizzly recovery plan

work in their area and have found instead that the information they have requested has

been withheld and the information they have been given has been wrong.

The Grizzly Bear Compendium and both the old and the revised Grizzly Bear Recovery

Guidelines have indicated that in recovering the grizzly bear the single most important

factor is human acceptance of the recovery process. Most who are asked to coexist with

this species would concur. The agency and the recovery plans it is implementing are

tragically mistreating and misrepresenting their treatment of this single most important
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element I believe that if something is not changed soon, the existing recovery plan for the

grizzly bear will have done more damage to the hope ofgrowing grizzly bears in the

Cabinet A'aak in ten short years than lack of a recovery plan could have done in decades.

There is room in the Kootenai National Forest for grizzly bears and people. As a matter

of fact, since grizzly bears are adaptive animals that do not eat trees and what they do eat

can be produced using fire or logging there is room for grizzly bears, people, mining,

recreation and logging The USPS, the State of Montana and the large private industrial

land owners of the area have proven to be good, straight shooting neighbors in their

efforts to work with the local population in achieving this noble goal. What a tragedy for

the bear and the people that such a solution seems to be beyond the abilities of the

command and control, switch and bait tacticians currently in charge of this species for the

US Fish and Wildlife Service

Sincerely Yours,

Bruce A. Vincent

5957 Champion Road
Libby, Montana 59923
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Wolf Recovery - The Forest has an obligation to provide for the recoveiy 01 aO thraaterwd and endangered
species. Cuniantly there is a plan (or the recoveiy of ttie wolf in the northeast comer of the Forest. Forest

monitoring indicates that wolf recolontzatlon Is occuning both within and outside the designated recovefy

area What effect this could have on other resource uses is unicnown at ttiis tifn&

Continuing Focest Issues that May StlD Affect ttw Forest Plan:

The Forest Plan Initially identified and addressed 13 public issues. TTieywere: Timber Volume, Transporta-

tion FadTitles (primarily new roads and their management), Roadless Recreation, T & E Spedes, Special
Wildlife Habitat (especially old growth, riparian areas and snags). Local Economic Impacts, Wilderness.

Minerals and OS/Gas, Wildlife and Fish Habitat (including water quality protection). Esthetics. l.andownefsfiip

Adjustment, Diseases and Pests, and Firs Management TTie following are those that stffl appear to resist

resolution:

T & E Species (Grizzly Bear Management) - Standards for grtzzl/ bear hat>itat management continue to

evolve, and some aspects were not weO clarified during Forest planning activities. CtariRcatioh itens have
included habitat defineation and road access managemert. TTiese have had significant effects on timber
sale scheduling aiKf have also affected other resource use such as racreatlon access aiKl mining proposals.

Wildlife and Fish Habitat (State Wster Quality Management) •dai incadon of State Water Quality Standards
and Best Management Practices (BMP's) has resulted in stricter compliance ttan anticipated when dealing

with catastrophic events such as ttie harvest of insect-infested timtjer. As a result, timber outputs have been
more difficult to acfiieve tfian anticipated. Concerns have also taen expressed about ttie adequacy of ttw
Forest water yield model, especially where private land Is intetmingied with National Forest Thismodells
used to calculate compliance with ttie Forest Plan water qualily standards. These standards require adher-

ence to ttie State Water Quality Standattls.

Local Economic Impacts (Timber Supply) - The shortage of avaBable timber is becoming a concern for the
economic well-being of the local communities because of their strong dependence on NaUonat Forest

timtwr. T1mt)ervt>iuffleundercontracthasfalIenftDm 590 MMBFto233MMBF in the last 5 years (FY 87-91).

Timber Volume (TIfflber Inventory) - A recant inquiry from ttie pubBc has raised reasonable questions atXHJt

how forest inventory data was used in the FORPLAN model during the development of the Forest Plan timtaer

harvest calculations. These questions raise the possBiOity that the inventory was overstated which would
mean that the harvest calculations migfit also be In error on the high sida

> Transportation FadOties (Road Management and Public Access) - Strong concerns are being expressed

/ about ttie lack of pubBc road access to various areas for firewood gaitiering, huddebeny piddng, hunting,

I
handicapped and senior cittzensat)illty to move about SIC. Some of these concerns infer that road access

\j. restrictions are more than intended in the Forest Piaa

Special Wildlife Habitat (Old Growth and Snag Habitat Management) - The management of old growth
habitat is still evolving and the potential impact on otfier resource uses is still uniaiowa Concern is also

growing tfiat serious sfioitages of snag habitat are developing in many locations on the Forest This is the

result of previous timber harvest practices and firewood gathering. What effect this could have on future

timtier sale poTides is uniaiowa

Minerals snd Oll/Gss (Potential Mlnersl Development) - The proposed development of major mines on the

Forest and the possit>ility of additional mine developrnents will have implications for tfie management of

norwnineral resources on ttie Forest and for the community as wea Exampiesare: recreation access and
grizzly best recovery.

WlldDfe and Fish Habitat (Elk Securtty/Cover/Forage) - Experience is suggesting that the relative kjcation

and size of elk cover areas may be more important than ttie actual amount or percentage of cover protrided.

This is also related to a concern ttiat Inadequate elk security is t)eing provMed in several areas on the Forest
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waterstied effects. TTie estcmated total land involved is over 356.000 acres. About 1 80.000 acres of

National Forest land are affected, whicfi includes about 100,000 acres of suitable timt>er. Ounng
development of the Forest Plan no allowance was made lor sucfi reductions in timber harvest on

National Forest land in intermingled ownership.

TlmtMr Harvest Deferrals: When timber sales are being planned, a site-specific analysis is done to

determine how to best meet Forest Plan objeaives. On occasion, not all objectives can tie met. and

as a result adjustments can result in a deferral of formerly planned harvest acres to some future time

beyond the Forest Plan 1 0-year period. In addition to harvest acres deferred beyond the current Plan

period to provide for watershed recovery, a number of deferrals have been made for unexpected

conditions such as appeals and litigation. Others have been made because of poor cost-benefit

situations. To date, over 17.000 acres have been deferred from timber harvest lor these and other

reasons.

SuKable Timber Management Area Changes: Ounng site-specrfic timber sale projea analysis,

mapping errors are occasionally found concerning the exact location and on-the-ground situation of

management areas. Most of these errors concern minor boundary changes, and are made and
reported promptly to correct the conditions inaccurately portrayed on the Forest Plan map. Examples
a< these needed changes are: non-productive forest land found within productive forest areas:

locations discovered with regeneration problems; and newly found stands of old-growth habitat. The
result a( all these boundary and resource situation changes made over the last four years is a net

decrease of 12,817 acres in management areas suitable for timber harvest.

Other Infonnal MonKorIng Results

The Forest conducts informal functional monitoring in addition to the formal process the Forest Plan pre-

scribed. This has also revealed conditions indicating reduced outputs from management areas suitable for

timber harvest The primary resource areas noted are: Grizzly Bear HabKat, Elk Security, Wildlife Snag
Management, and Wildlife Hiding Cover. In addition to these functional monitoring items, recent expen-

ence in a large portion of the Forest (the Upper Yaak) has helped to illustrate some of these cumulative

resource effects.

Qrlzzly Bear Habitat: The Forest Plan provides for 1.035.000 acres of grizzly bear habitat. Ounng
Ifie analysis for the Upper Yaak EIS, clarifications for grizzly bear habitat management brought 248.000
acres within the standards and guides for grizzly tsear management. Of this, 143,000 acres were m
suitable management areas which had taeen programmed for timber harvest at levels higher than

acceptable for grizzly t)ear management.

Elk Security: The Forest Plan provides for elk managemer« on about 1 ,300,000 acres of summer
range. About half of this acreage (645,000 acres) is located within the suitable timber management
areas. The Forest Plan assumed that adequate opportunity for elk security could be provided in all

summer range areas. This assumption is proving true in most cases, but some areas are being

discovered where elk security appears to tje betow a level which would meet Forest Plan goals lor elk.

Estimates indicate that about 84,000 acres of suitable timber in elk summer range might be involved.

Wildlife Snag Management. Because of previous timtser harvest practices in many areas (primarily

dearcutting in kxJgepole pine timber or seedtree cutting and prompt overstory removal in mixed
conifer timtier), increased numt>ers of live, green leave trees are now required to meet standards for

replacement snags for cavity nesters and small mammals. The increased number of leave trees was
not anticipated in the yield calculations used to project the Forest harvest schedule. Although it has
some effect on maximizing timber harvest on suitable management areas, the exact implications have
not yet been defined.
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KILL lOGGIHG. MCKING OR OTHtR HUMAN ACTIVITIES BE INCREASIIKLY
RESTKICTEO IF BtAR NUMBERS IIHCRtASt?

No. Current riKinagemerit under the iCootenai Koreoi Plan will not
Ch iqe i$ a result of the placempnt. There should be no chancfe
in current wanageficnt if btor nuntjerb 'jrd<1u.iny incrcd^c or
decrease. fiitjer sales and <ici:ess lu uubl it lands should not
be affected by oear presc-ntn. Act ivi lies on public lands in the
Cabinel/Taak ecosystem are currently designed to mirlmlze
negative impacts to bears through the ervironmcnlal assessment
process.

WILL OCSIGNATEO HABITAT fOR GRIZZLY BEARS BE EXPANOEO ON THE
BASIS Of MOVEMENTS Of PLACED BEARS?

No. Recovery areas are delineated in the Grizzly Bear Recovery
Plan. The recovery area will not be increased or changed due
to niovenients of replaced bears. There tuay eventually be limited
changes to the recovery zone boundaries as note Inforratioci
becomes available on the grizzly, but this would be done witti
public Involvement.

What Have the Problems Been?
The results of Forest Plan monitoring over

the last three years show that (or several rea-

sons timber outputs have declined, in some
areas, a particular timber sale would not cause

problems by itself. But, the cumulative effects

of that sale plus past activities (including activi-

ties on non-Forest Service land) put the area

over the limits set in the Forest Plan.

Monitoring has shown that mo factors are

significantly affecting timber sales on ilie

Kootenai One factor is the standards for re-

covery of the grizzly bear. Increases in the

habllaLarea and changes in standards since

the'^i^orest Plan was written in 1986 have re-

stricted timber sales in many areas. The specif-

ic changes are included in the revised Recov-

ery Plan tor the Cabinet-Yaak Ecosystem, from

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Another fac-

tor Is the number of watersheds that are ai

hydrologic limits. This has resulted mainly from

accelerated harvest of dead lodgepole. l>oih

on National Forest and private land. The heavi-

est impact is in areas of inlerminglecJ owner-

ship.

What Is the Effect on Timber
Available for Sale?

The combination of all the limiting laciors

identified in monitoring shows that limber sale

levels will be reduced about 30% from those

projected in the Forest Plan. This offeci on lini

ber outputs is significant, and the trends will

continue to be monitored so thai adot)uiiie

information is available to assess the situation

at the 5-yoar review ol the Forest Plan, due to

begin in October of 1992. A more detailed

cussion of the monitoring results may be
In the FY 90 Forest Plan K^oniioring ropi
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Committee on Resources, U. S. House of Representatives Jane 18, 1996

Chairman Young and Members of the Committee:

I am a professional geologist with more than 2S years experience in government and
private practice. In 1962 I received a B.Sc. in Paleontology from San Diego State
University, and in 1968 a M. Sc. in Geology and additional studies were completed at the
University of California at Los Angeles and Riverside, University of Dayton, Ohio and
University of the Philippines, Manila, Republic of the Philippines. My professional
work has involved paleoecology, environmental geology, geologic-soils-fire mapping,
petroleum and mineral expl<»'ation, development, permitting, patenting, mine
planning, and preparation of plans of operation, reclamation plans and environmental
impact statements, federal and state land use planning. From 1981 to 1989 I served as
the Secretary of Interior's appointee for Geology, Energy and Minerals to the California
Desert Multiple Use Advisory Council for the 25 million acre California Desert
Conservation Area. During the 1980*8 I was Senior Editor (and contributor) of two
landmark volumes: Geology and Mineral Wealth of the California Desert (656 p) and
Geology and Mineral Wealth of the California Tranaverte Range* (699p) covering 40
million acres of southern California. Presently I serve on the San Bernardino County,
California Industrial Advisory Board and also as Chairman of the American Land Rights
Association Non-Renewable Resource Committee.

THE BIGHORN MOUNTAIN "WILDERNESS"
(aka GRANITE PEAK RARE n AREA)

The Bighorn Mtn. "Wilderness" comprises portions three historic roaded mining
districts. Lone Valley (est 1864), the Blackhawk (est. 1880), and Ruby (est. 1890)
covering about 39,000 acres in the northeastern San Bernardino Mountains of
southern California designated by the "California Desert "Protection" Act in 1994. this

act included more than 100,000 acres of National Forest lands surrounding the
California Desert Conservation Area that were all found unsuitable in the 1984
California National Forest Wilderness Act In 1983-4 I worked with Senators Cranston
and Wilson staffs regarding the 12,500 acre Granite Peak RARE II Area. It was declared
unsuitable for wilderness because it contained numerous impacts of man, roads, cabins,
mines, and high mineral potential.

With the passage of FLPMA in 1976 boundaries of the Bighorn Mtn. Wilderness were
drawn by government staffers using 30 year-old 1 inch = 1 mile scale and out-date 16

minute USGS quadrangles when new 1970*8 7.5 minute USGS quadrangles were
available. This was in direct violation of NEPA requirements to use the best available

and current data. Myself and others brought this to the attention of federal wilderness
specialists and when they ignored our complaints, we met personally with Frank Greg,
the current BLM Director who instructed them to use the newer maps, but only in a few
cases did that happen. Another dirty trick was the redefinition of the five(5) classes of
USGS roads to exclude class 4 and 5 dirt roads and create vast areas "roadless** federal

lands for inclusion in wilderness. Millions acres of the western United States suddenly
became "roadless" through the simple dirty trick of changing a definition. The U.S.

Geological Survey's authority as the official map making government agency extends
back to the last century. And the official USGS definitions of what is a road are
contained in their instructions to topographic mapping. All the members of this

committee in 1978 signed a bipartisan letter by Rep. James Santini to the Interior
Department protesting it was not the intent of Congress to make a road not a roadl
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The use of the old 1947 USGS Lucerne Valley 16 minute quadrangle resulted in putting
a portion of the active Partin Mine in the Bighorn Wilderness as the mine was put into
production in the early 1960*8 and did not exist in 1947! Other active mines and mineral
deposits such as my family's Smart Ranch Mine were included in the "wilderness
study area." This was the beginning of the nightmare of federal abuse. I testified

several times in the last few years before Congressional Interior subcommittees
alerting them that the Partin mine was doomed. A field visit by Forest Service
Washington D.C. stafT was made to no avail. Now we have allegedly endangered weeds
that "only grow on commercial grade limestone", the commodity we were mining.
Between the endangered weeds and the Bighorn Mtn. Wilderness the bureaucracy
stalled Partin Mine permits for 6 years — apparently to have the weeds officially

listed and the area Congressionally declared wilderness. Partin finally threw in the
towel and abandoned the mine last year. Millions of dollars in mineral reserves were
lost, now the area has become a defecto "weed preserve."

ALLEGEDLY "ENDANGERED LIMESTONE ENDEMIC WEEDS"
INCLUDING NOXIOUS TOXIC LOCOWEED, THREATEN MINING AND JOBS

Calcite(calcium carbonate) is the mineral that makes up limestone, and is the cement
ofmodem civilization. There are only about a half dozen highgrade limestone districts

in the entire United States. Our society and standard of living could not be sustained
without it. Highgrade limestone or caicite is a substantial part of almost everything in

our daily lives, cement of construction, flux for refining steel and sugar, a major
component of glass, paper, plastics, rubber, paints, lighting, crayons, explosives and
anti-acid for chewing gum, turns, toothpaste, motor oil, and air and water purification.

What if one could find or invent an "endangered" plant or animal that only grows on
commercial grade caicite limestone? This could shut down our construction and
manufacturing industries to an even greater degree than the spotted owl has the timber
industry.

The ESA is being used as another "tool" to shut down and curtail mining in the
northeast San Bernardino Mountains. With virtually no real scientific peer review via

scientific journal articles and with "secret data" the USPS and the USFWS botanists

have listed five WEEDS that supposedly only grow on limestone or carbonate rock.

They have listed them because the weeds are allegedly being threatened by mining. A
careful review of the USPS listing package reveals that self serving "junk science" was
used to list these weeds (i.e. ten of the fourteen reference on the first page of the listing

package are unpublished, in-house, self serving reports and the remaining four are
general background). They are printed on the letter lead of the San Bernardino
National Forest or some environmental groups working for or with the San Bernardino
National Forest. Their conclusions are based on information and localities that the
USFS staff maintains must be kept secret. As a scientist who has published in

scientific journals and at meetings and as a reviewer of hundreds of environmental
documents for government agencies, I can assure you that that real scientists are proud
of their data, and it must be available for peer review before it can be accepted to

prove any conclusions.

The USFS and USFWS have ignored credible evidence submitted to them that the
plants (all "invader species" that thrive in cleared open spaces...weeds to the average
person) in question have been found growing on non carbonate substrates. Also Rancho
Santa Ana Botanical Garden's research botanists have been growing most them in non
carbonate granular soil for several years. The Forest Service botanists maintain most of
these weeds are being threatened by limestone mining and that the weeds won't
revegetate in mined out areas. A careful review of old mined out areas reveals other
wise. In fact, one of the best examples of natural revegetation is in the USFS's own road
material quarry in Lone Valley where one of the species oval leaf buckwheat
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iBriogonium ovalifolium var. vineum) makes up about 20% of the invading weeds. Even
through there is an ESA listing on this bnck^«^eat, work by Professor Brooks at the
University of British Colombia indicates this weed is not restricted to the San
Bernardino National Forest, it is used all over western north America as a geochemical
prospecting tool...when there are a few parts per million base metals or silver in the
substrate the flower turns "vineum" or wine colored in latin. The criteria the USPS &
USFWS maintain makes this weed unique and endangered in the San Bernardino
National Forest. Lead-silver and base metals are found at numerous locations in the
northeast San Bernardino Mountains. Most if not all these weeds, like snail darters,
will be found in other areas. Consulting botanists confide that they don't dare suggest
that the weeds may not be endangered, because they will be black-listed by the
government agencies and will become unemployed.

"MANUFACTURING WILDERNESS" HAS SIDE EFFECT
OF PROVING WEEDS ARE FIRE AND DISTURBANCE

DEPENDANT TO EXPAND HABITAT

The USFS and USFWS botanists have maintained that the weeds are not dependant on
wildland fire for habitat nor will they grow in areas highly disturbed by mining. Again,
the Forest Service's own activities prove them wrong on both counts. On September 14,

1991 the Big Bear Ranger District brought the U.S. Marines to blow up the historic
Horse Thief Flats Cabin, Root Cellar, and the RS 2477 USGS Class 4 road to Horse Thief
Flats (3N03A) in an apparent attempt to mannfactare wilderness by removing human
structures and roads ftvm the proposed Bighorn Mtn. Wilderness.

As mentioned earlier Senators Cranston and Wilson had deemed the area unsuitable for
wilderness in 1983-4 because of human impacts such as these. Four (4) of blasts to
destroy the historic Horse Thief Flats road were on the Fife's Smart Ranch Calcite
deposit. The last blast blew about 40 tons of material into the air and sent hundred of
hot molten pieces of shrapnel into the tinder dry forest which had been in a drought
condition for 6 years and had never burnt in historic time. The last blast was late in
the evening and was heard 16 miles away by thousands of people living in Big Bear
Lake. The Forest Rangers went home and Marines went back to Camp Joseph
Pendleton in San Diego County. The molten metal started dozens of small fires during
the night They burnt for 18 hours unattended until a citizen reported a column of
smoke the following afternoon.. Fortunately the Santa Aiia winds that had been
blowing earlier had stopped or the coalescing fires would have swept down wind into
the communities of Bear Valley where 16,000 people reside.

I and many others protested the blasting and closing of the road to the Forest
Supervisor Gene Zimmerman and to several members of Congress. Ranger Rebecca
Ans sent several citizens and myself an apology and rebuilt the road and buried the
evidence (remains) of the historic rock cabin in a slit trench . Fire suppression and road
reconstruction reportedly cost at least t200,000. The San Bernardino National Forest
archeologist, Marilyn Mlazovski, whose job it is to evaluate the historical significance
of historic sites before they are destroyed, was totally unaware of the blasting of the
historic cabin until I told her. Among local archeologists and many historical
researchers the Forest Service has a reputation for destrosring historical sites.

Today the site where the 40 tons was blown out of the road hosts a healthy population of
two of the allegedly endangered weeds parish's daisy (Erigeron parthii) and the
locoweed(Asfra^a/us alben»)\ This should not be of any great surprise, as humans
invented agriculture about 10,000 years ago by disturbing the soil so seeds could grow
easier and without competing vegetation. However, the most significant fact is these
two weeds have invaded the area where the Forest Service started the wildland
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fire.^now there is about a 30 to 1 increase in the allegedly endangered parish's daisy
and locoweed ! Similarly, the oval leaf buckwheat ( Erigeron ovalifolium var. vineum)
invaded fire breaks in the 1976 Coyote Flat fire several miles to the west. It is event
these weeds will proliferate after fires or when areas of the forest are cleared of brush
or even the dominant pinyon-juniper woodland cover, or by mining, fire breaks, or
other activities. If mined out areas are seeded with the allegedly endangered weeds,
they may produce more than 100% habitat conservation! The USFS and USFWS may
have it just backwards^.mining could be used to increase habitat. However, evidence
is mounting that these weeds should not have been listed in the first place.

The destruction of the historic Horses Thief Flats cabin, tditch was in near-perfect
condition was a sad event for those of us who revere our local histoiy. Tbe mining camp
dates from 1869 when Sidney Waite initiated mining there along Arrastra Creek. The
Flat is called Horse Thief Flat because maruding Indians hid horses, mules, and cattle

stolen from the coastal ranchos of the early 1800's in this hidden valley. A 1946 stoty in
a local newspaper describes "Historic Horse Thief Flat" and illustrates the historic
rock cabin from an earlier sketch. If the site was historic in 1946, it surely was
historic in 1991 when the USFS and USMC packed it full of ammonium nitrate, C-4
explosives, and blew it to kingdom come. The asbestos lined chimney and asbestos
reinforced hydraulic hose left in the cabin was blown all over Horse Thief Flats.

Apparently several serious violations of NEPA, and perhaps the 1906 Antiquities Act
and the 1979 Archeological Resource Act were violated. A newspaper report in the
local Big Bear Grizzly quotes the Big Bear Ranger District saying they destroyed the
historic cabin and root ceUar(calling it a WWH Ammo bunker!) and the road to intercept
drug trafficking. My observation is that most drug trafficking is happening on North
Shore Drive close to the Big Bear District Ranger Station! This may be a serious misuse
to the military for "rewilding" an area. The fire was never reported by the local
newspapers onJy the drug cover story. Review of the fire dispatcher logs from the USFS
and the California Division of Forestry suggest that the documents covered up just who
start the fires— perhaps another violation of law.

PERMnriNG THE FIFE/RIGHT STAR QUARRY
SMART RANCH CALCTTE UMESTONE DEPOSIT

NOW ON GOING SEVEN (7)YEARS

After more than twenty years of exploration, development work the Fife family had
found and proven an economic calcite deposit. Under the 1976 California State Mine
Reclamation Act (SMARA) deposits of exceptional importance to society are to be
classified and zoned for minerals extraction to protect them from incompatible land use
such as urbanization or wilderness that might preclude society access the the deposit.
In 1988 the Fife deposit was nominated to the State Board of Mines and Geology for
classification. Alter a field examination of the deposit and a year of public hearings the
Fife family's Smart Ranch Limestone deposit was Classified and an Open File Report
(OFR 89-12) was transmitted to all government agencies including the San Bernardino
National Forest. The deposit included a network of access roads, drill sites and test
quarries all constructed legally over the years the deposit was being explored; and
small scale production had been occurring as earlier as 1949. The deposit is in the
Lone Valley Mining District with a 140 year history of mining. The USFS was the largest
miner in recent years with a large aggregate and asphalt hot mix plant and
decomposed granite quarry and cold mix asphalt mixing bowl operation which
supplied Bear Valley and the county and state highways with paving materials,.

The Forest Service permitting nightmare started on or about April 10, 1990 when Larie
Richardson, manager of Right Star, Inc.( aka North Star Minerals) our mining operator
and myself met wiUi Rangers Rebecca Aus and George Kenline at the Fife /Ri^t Star
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Quarry io Lone Valley in order to explain how we planned to amend the existing 1987
Smart Ranch Limestone Deposit -Notice of Intent to Operate (essentially a permit to use
of oar USGS Class 3, 4, and 6 Roads bollt in the 19S(f» and ISWa to do shallow cobra
drilling, and bulk sampling. As two m^jor government projects adjoining the site, the
Doble Dump and the Lone Valley OHV staging area and trail system had been approved
with an Environmental Assessment (EA), we were told it would take about 3-4 months to
get an amended permit this was essentially reopening the existing Fife/Right Star
Quarry which had operated periodically since 1949. All necessary buic infrastructure
aiready was in place. We planned to be in production by August 1990.

FALSIFICATION OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENT(S) BY BIG BEAR RANGERS
TO REVOKE RECLAMATION AND OPERATING PLAN

A very complete "Operating and Reclamation Plan" for an estimated nuudmnra of 40,000
tons per year was submitted on or about July 20, 1990. This was prepared by Larie
Richardson and Donald Fife, working with U.8. Forest Service specialists in geology,
biology, archeology, planning, hydrology, and landscape architecture, etc We asked
each specialist what they needed in the plan and we then passed the draft language of
the plan on to them for comments before we included in the final submittaL We didnt
expect any problems as the Forest Service had asked us to expand our original 1 1 acres
to cover 37 acres so we would not have to come back in the future for an expanded
reclamation plan. As we were told by USFS staff this was one of the most complete and
professional plans that had ever been submitted to the Big Bear Ranger District- This
meant a lot to us, as this is the largest higfagrade limestone mining province in the
western U.SJ^ Under NEPA regulations the plan is automatically approved in

thirtyOO) days. The Forest Service had a few minor questions and was therefore granted
an additional sixty(60) days, under NEPA regulations, if the USFS does not respond in

writing by certified mail with objections, the plan is automatically approved. During
the first thirty (30)day period the Operation and Reclamation Plan was revised to

respond to Forest Service staff questions. This revision was sent by Certified Mail to

the Big Bear Ranger District, and was received on or about August 22, 1990, triggering a
NEPA sixty (60) review period, which would expire on October 21, 1990.

October 21, 1990 came and went without any notice or objection trom the USFS, and
according to NEPA regulations, our revised plan was thus automatically approved.
Upon checking with Larie Richardson to make sure there was no legal notice received
by him or Right Star, Inc by the deadline, 1 called Mr. Buster Lamoure, our permitting
consultant in Montana. Prior to his retirement Buster was Chief of Land and Minerals
for the USFS in Washington D.C. and he is an expert on federal permitting regulations.

Mr. Lamoure requested I arrange a field meeting at the Fife/ Right Star Quarry with
Forest Supervisor Charles Irby and District Ranger Rebecca Aus, the persons
responsible for reclamation plan approval.

After several days attempting to reach Ranger Aus or her assistant Ranger George
Kenline in the Big Bear Ranger District and Supervisor Irby in the San Bernardino
National Forest Headquarters none of my calls were returned. Finally, Ernie
DieiUng, Land and Minerals Officer for the SBNF returned my calls. Mr. Dierking set

up the field meeting Mr. Lamoure had requested for November 1, 1990 lit die quarry.

On the morning of November 1, 1990, Messrs. Ernie Dierking and George Kenline, staff

of the SBNF, met with Messrs. Larie Richardson and John Kling of Right Star Inc, and
Donald Fife and Richard Brown representing the Fife family owners. To our great
surprise Ranger Kenline hand-delivered to Mr. Larie Richardson and us a letter

(Certified Mail R.RR. #P 104 794 594) dated October 10, 1990 regarding our operaUng
and reclamation plan received by the Big Bear Ranger District August 22, 1990. This
letter dated October 10, 1990 which was never received by Right Star or Fife, until the
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field meeting of November 1, 1990 more than a week after our plan was automatically
approved under NEPA regulations on October 21, 1990. Thus the SBNF denied our
operating plan for 40,000 tons per year. Their contention was that we now needed an
Enviromental Impact Statement(EIS) because despite the fact that the Fife/Right Star
quarry already existed and 11 acres had already been disturbed by past mining and
exploration activities since 1949, 37 acres would require publishing a notice in the
Federal Register. Under duress Right Star was forced to accept a 10,000 ton bulk
sampling permit at the existing quarry while the SBNF processed the EIS which we we
told would take less than a year. As months turned into years the SBNF even extorted
cash from Right Star to work on "an overtime basis" on the EIS and for their computer
expert to do a computer simulation of the final reclaimed quarry. Months passed into
years with continued promises that it would just be a few more months until the EIS
would be processed. After six month of inquiries on the whereabouts of the computer
generated graphics of the reclaimed mine, we were told their computer experts worii
wasn't acceptable„however, the SBNF kept the cashi

The SBNF appears to have done eversrthing possible to misinform the public about our
mine and to make it controversial, such as: (1) Suppressing the fact that this is an
existing quarry periodically operated since 1949; (2) misinforming the press that the
proposed operation was for 200,000 tons/year rather than 40,000 tons/ year; (3) illegally

blasting historic structures and a public access RS 2477 Road (3N03A) on our deposit
out of existence in the proposed Bighorn Mtn. Wilderness in order to qualify large
portions of our Smart Ranch Limestone Deposit as a roadless wilderness; (4) dumping
junk cars in our quarry staging area to give us bad public image during the time the
SBNF and San Benuu^no County were having a public campaign to clean up junk and
abandon cars in the forest: and (6) delaying permits and targeting Right Star and other
limestone producers with flawed "studies" alleging that several weeds only grow on
lime8tone(carbonate endemic) vdien they were essentially only looking at areas in and
around limestone quarries. About 5% of the SBNF is underlain by carbonate/limestone
rock. In one field season an independant botanist working in the field found most of
the five allegedly endangered limestone endemic weeds growing on other soil/rock
tjrpes such as scam, schist, quartzite, and granite that make up about 80% of the SBNF
bedrock. The Partin and Fife/Right Star permits were apparently being held up until

the weeds were officially listed by the USFWS or the 1872 Mining Law was repealed. At
every chance Forest Service employees had, they blamed their mining problems on the
horrible 1872 Mining Law!

The October 10, 1990 letter denying our permit appears to be falsified(backdated) with
the specific intent of denying us our Constitutional , Civil, and Property Rights to use
our property and our principal source of income. The content of the October 10, 1990
letter itself is incriminating.„the last paragraph states; "The next meeting with you is

scheduled for November 1, 1990 at the mine site." This November I, 1990 meeting wa»
not even conceived until after the October 21, 1990 deadline; and it was at the specific
request of Buster Lamoure to Donald Fife that he arrange the meeting on November 1,

1990 at the mine location which was accomplished by myself via Ranger Ernie Dierking
on or about October 26, 19901 The delays regulting from the action or inaction of these
government empUtyees has cost Right Star and the Fife family not less than a million
doUarsI

TAKINGS ASSESSMENT UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER 12630 FILED
AND CROONAL COMPLAINT TO U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

After the backdating of the October 1990 letter by the Big Bear Ranger District, I as a
former government employee union president felt that a serious crime had been
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committed and I drafted a criminal complaint for the U.S. Attorney's OfHce in Los
Angeles District Mr. Larie Richardson of Right Star Inc. in whose name the permit
was to be to be issued, was reluctant to file charges as he believed the SBNT staff

would have everything permitted in a few months. Frustrated, I filed a takings
assessment for a 6th Amendment taking for the July 1990 plan for 40,000 tons per year
tinder Executive Order 12630 with the U.S. Attorney and the Secretary of Agriculture in

Washington D.C. on January 22, 1991(Certified Letter P 6S8 533 276). On or about
March 26, 1990 I received a response dated March 20, 1990 ft^m Department of
Agriculture stating that .."It is our understanding that your plan of operations was
approved February 6, 1991. We encourage you to continue working with the district

Ranger and her staff."... Sincerely, James R. Moseley, Assistant Secretary, Natural
Resources and Environment.

When Mihen confW>nted with this document confirming my request about the July 1990
plan for 40,000 tons per year the Forest Service told Mr. Richardson, Right Star
manager, the approval only applied to the bulk sampling permit. Did Forest Service
staff lie to the U.S. Attorney and the Secretary of Agriculture? Or to Right Star? We
continued to get promises that the EIS and Operating Plan would soon be approved in

just a few more months and months grew to three years and I finally convinced Mr.
Richardson to sign and file a criminal complaint with Mr. David C. Scheper, Chief,

Criminal Complaints Division, U. S. Department of Justice, Los Angeles, California on
January 9, 1993. The Justice Department turned our complaint over to Inspector
General Leon Snead's Office of the Department of Agriculture. On February 3, 1993
Right Star received a response from Brian L Haaser, Director , Program Investigations
Division. The letter dated January 29, 1993 state8~."We have forwarded your complaint
to the Forest Service national office and have requested that they make an inquiry into

your allegations and furnish their findings to this office for review. Upon receipt of the
Forest Service findings, we will determine if an investigation by this office is

appropriate....". Several months later Forest Service Special Agent Gordon Greg
working out of the Tahoe National Forest Office in Auburn, California interviewed
Messrs. Walter Farrell and Larie Richardson and myself in Right Star's El Toro,
California Office. Special Agent Greg was given copies of the milestones in the SBNF
Permitting Process.

Shortly there after our criminal complaint was forwarded in January 1993 to the
Inspector Generals Office, the SBNF issued a press release that District Ranger Rebecca
Aus was being promoted and sent to the Custer National Forest in South Dakota.

MISAPPROPRIATION OF STATE OHV "GREENSTICKER" FUNDS TO REWELD
FIFE/RIGHT STAR QUARRY, SMART RANCH LIMESTONE DEPOSIT AND PRIVATE

RANCH BUILDING AT HISTORIC SMART RANCH

Despite the fact that the SBNF had received the State Open Report OFR 89-12

identifying classifying and zoning the Smart Ranch Limestone Deposit for mineral
extraction, or maybe becauae of this report, the SBNF supported by Joyce Burk
reportedly Chair of the local Sierra Club, applied for the so called Cactus Restoration
Grant to rewild or destroy the existing roads, drill sites and test quarries on the Smart
Ranch Limestone Deposit and the private ranch buildings on the private property at

the historic Smart Ranch! The project boundaries approved by the SBNF staff almost
exactiy correspond to the outline of the Smart Ranch Limestone ore body, except for

^diere the boundary swings out to include the buildings at Smart Ranch! Robert
Phipps, the resident owner does not intend to let the Forest Service "rewild" his

property and he told me the story how he had to run the SBNF staff and their bulldozer
off of his spring a while back before they destroyed the ponds he and the SBNF fire

suppression staff created to have local water available for helicopter water drops in

I of wildland fire.

8
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In the spring of 1990 I attended the California State OHV Commission meetings where
about $8 million dollars was being granted BLM and USPS projects for Off Highway
Vehicle (OHV)recreation. To my great surprise I found a so called Baldy/Cactus
"Restoration" proposal OR-2-SB-27,(Grant ^plication F7 91/92) for $90,000 to "Restore"
or "rewild" Baldy Mesa on the west end of the SBNF and the Fife family's Smart Ranch
Quarries and deposit in Lone Valley. I testified against the grant before the OHV
Commission and followed up with my protest in writing to the commission in a May 1 1,

1990 letter (Certified Mail # P 367 907 274) with copies to SBNF Supervisor Chuck Irby
and Pacific SW Regional Forester Paul Barker. The State OHV Commission told me they
would not approve a grant that was going to have negative impact on my family's mining
business. The following year the SBNF resubmitted the grant application for
Baldy/Cactus "Restoration" and it was approved without notifying the owners of the
Smart Ranch Limestone Quarries and Deposit or the private owners at historic Smart
RanchI

During the summer and fall of 1993 the SBNF proceeded to destroy our test quarries,
drill sites, and access roads by scarifying the roads with bulldozers and heavy
equipment. Boulders brought from Mitoubishi Cements Cushenbury quarry several
miles away to block some roads and other roads were fenced off with steel posts and
barbed wire. Interestin^y Big Bear District Ranger Dan Craig used the U.S. Mail to
send out a scoping letter required under NEPA to seek public comments on the
proposed closures after the work had apparently been already completed! This is

documented in a California Off Road Vehicle Association (CORVA) letter dated
November 16, 1993 to SBNF Supervisor Gene Zimmerman trom Ken Carpenter, Lands
Access Committee Representative to the SBNF.

An article in the weekly Lucerne Valley Leader tells of a Sierra Club project on June
19, 1993 where volunteers are needed to assist the SBNF in their Cactus Restoration
project to "restore" OHV damage. The damage happens to include our mining
business and the historic Smart Ranch apparently. I didn't hear of the restoration
active until after June 19, 1993. And what I saw on the ground where our blocked
roads and numerous small plants or seedling in the former roads. Member of a local
recreation club told me that some of their members had attended the "restoration" work
party and that SBNF staff botanists were using volunteers to collect and plant the seeds
of the ESA listed "limestone endemic weeds" on the access roads and the highgrade
portions of the Smart Ranch Limestone Deposit to preclude mining. I found this hard to
believe until several months later a witness contacted me and described exactly the
same story. This witness actually claims to have done some of the planting and
apologized for any harm that may have been done. This witness will testify to this
planting, but wants to keep a low profile until needed as the witness feels threatened by
others miho were present the names of witnesses) are available to the chairman of this
committee on request.

Recently I requested a FOIA fi^>m the SBNF on the Baldy/Cactus OHV " Restoration"
Grant to review just what was in the file and who may have been planting "endangered
limestone endemic" weeds on the Smart Ranch Limestone deposit. Tlie SBNF took
several weeks to respond with 190 pages fk^>m the file and a bill for tl, 400.001 I

rejected the bill and sent a check for $39.80 for the photocopies! As I have spent many
years dealing with grants as recipient or dispenser of grant funds as well
coordination of federal , state and local grants, I know all involved agencies have
duplicate files. Thus, I made the same FOIA request to the California State OHV
Greensticker Fund. They sent me a letter explaining it was a large file and it would
require $139.00 to photocopy. To my surprise it contained more than 1,000 pages! Yes,
this file probably contains some of the government employees who planted the
allegedly endangered weeds on the Smart Ranch Limestone Deposit!
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TEN SQUARE MILES OF MINERALS AND GEOLOGY MISSING FROM BIGHORN MTN
WILDERNESS AREA AS DESERT PROTECTION ACT MOVES THROUGH CONGRESS

IN THE SPRING SUMMER AND FALL OF 1994
SMART RANCH LIMESTONE FILES DISAPPEAR WHEN CONGRESSIONAL STAFF ARE

CONSIDERING BOUNDARIES OF BIGHORNMTNWILDERNESS

All of the above are documented in our files. In the spring, summer, and fall of 1994
the SBNF lost all of our files: plans of operations, notices of intent, reclamation bonds,
and even ten square miles of geology and economic minerals of in the proposed Bighorn
Mtn. Wilderness they had recently commissioned from the U.S. Geological Survey and
U,S. Bureau of Mines, disappeared .....lost just as congressional staff were considering
the final boundaries of the wilderness. By the time the bill was on the floor of the U.S.
House and Senate Congress had been deceived and fooled into thinking the Partin
Mine and the Smart Ranch Limestone quarries and roads didn't exist. The rest is

history we became instant pristine "manufactured" wilderness by someone's design,
when the California Deseri "Protection" Act was passed in 1994.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, we would like a Congressional inquiry
to clarify the deception of Congress and we could use a technical amendment to

exclude the wilderness boundary running through the middle of our active mine and
mineral deposit. We also request more Congressional oversight of the USFS
administrative and field staff, seven(7) years is too long to wait for a simple mining and
reclamation permit to reactive and existing mine. As a former governmental employee
processing permits and EIR/EIS documents, I don't believe this agency or their
employees should have any right to review or approve anjrthing. lliey are either
incapable of following federal regulations or law, or the staff follow their own
personal agendas.

file Bighorn Mtn. Wilderness would make an excellent case history representing many
problems and abuses typical of the breakdown in federal land use management in the
public land states and federally managed lands throughout the United States.

Your consideration of this testimony is greatly appreciated.

Donald L. Fife
American Land Rights Association

Note: Photographs of the Historic Horse Thief Flats Cabin before and after it was blown
away are available from the ALRA on request. Also Photographs of the historic R8
2477 Road (dNOaA)blown away and photos of the wildJand fire damage.

On July 28, 1994 CBN News broadcast the story of the Bighorn Mtn. Wilderness and
Uie historic Horse Thief Flats Cabin and roads as part of their first segment of the "War
on the West".

10
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Historic Horse Tliief Flat
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Figure 2v Mineral Resources Potential of the
San Bernardino National Forest, California
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Testimony of:

Robert A. Sanregret, A.B., H.B.A., J.D.
Executive Director of

The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MINING DISTRICTS (NAMD)

The Decline of Mineral Exploration and Development
In the United States

Heard Before:

THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Resources

The Honorable Don Young, Chairman

at

1324 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

June 18, 1996
2:00 P.M.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for allowing me as an active mining developer, and as the

Executive Director of the National Association of Mining Districts

("NAMD") , to present testimony on the decline of mineral exploration and

development In the United States, with some specific examples.
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I. nrrROPVOTtON.

The National Association of Mining Districts ("NAMD") is an

association of Mining Districts as authorized under the enabling clause of

the U.S. Mining Law (30 U.S.C., Sections 21 et seq.), as follows:

"Mining District Regulation by Miners : . . . The miners of each
district may aake regulations not in conflict with the laws of
the U.S., or with the laws of the state or territor-y in which
the district is situated, governing the location, the manner of
recording, amount of work necessary to hold possession of a
mining claim. . . [markings on the ground, records, information
needed on location notices], etc." 30 U.S.C., section 28.

Overregulation and regulatory abuse is killing the mineral exploration

and development industry in the United States — as witness the recent

reported facts of the precipitous decline of U.S. mineral exploration and

development. It is significant that most major mines and most major

mineral deposit* in the United States have been discovered by independent

individual mineral prospectors under the U.S. Mining Law.

II. OVERVIEW — THE DECLIMB OF THg UMITED STATES FROM FIRST IN THE WORLD

TO FIFTH. IM MIMEBAI. EXPLORATIOM AMD DEVEmPMEMT.

In just the last five years the United States has dropped from first

in the world to fifth , in mineral exploration and development (in both

actual dollars spant and parcentages) . This startling fact has been

recently discussed in some detail in the following: (a) the U.S.

Geological Survey 1995 Annual Review; (b) the Gold Institute "Exploration

Survey"; and (c) the S.M.E. Mining Engineering, May 1996 "Mining and

Exploration Overview." The effects of and reasons for this precipitous

decline of U.S. explormtion and development must be reviewed and examined.

For over 100 years, the U.S. Mining Law had operated to efficiently

locate, identify and develop minerals on public lands, and was aptly

referred to as "the world's premiere remaining example of an incentive-

based free enterprise system at work." The United States needs mineral

exploration and development under the Mining Law today more than ever

before. The former Soviet Union lost the "Cold War" largely because we

were more productive , particularly including our efficient mineral
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exploration and development under our Mining Law.

The U.S. remains strong today, despite the fact that Russia, Mexico

and China have many times the mineral reserves and mineral potential of the

United States. However, these foreign powers are slowly but surely

figuring out the free enterprise system and our incentive-based Mining Law;

and when they do, they will be in a position to "bury us" economically, as

they have been unable to do militarily. This will happen , unless we keep

our own mineral exploration and development industry alive and well under

the present Mining Law. The efficient development of minerals under the

U.S. Mining Law is the primary reason that the United States has remained

economically and militarily strong from the days b«fore the Civil War,

through both World Wars, to the present. The United States would be a

third-rate power today if it were not for the effective mineral exploration

and development under our incentive-based U.S. Mining Law.

Today the United States, and most of the world, are subservient to

Russia, China, South Africa and other unsteUsle countries for virtually all

of our chromium, manganese, graphite, rhodium, platinum and other essential

minerals. It is a distinct possibility, if not a probability, that the

United States will be subject to political and financial extortion by

unfriendly foreign mineral cartels, which would b« much more damaging to

our productivity and to our national security than vers the envisioned oil

crises of the 1970 's and of 1991.

III. SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OP OVERaEGDIATION AMD RZGUIATORY ABOSE.

Since 1990 ths numbsr of mining claims in the Hsstsm United States

has dropped from mors than 1.2-million to less than 300,000 today. The

primary reasons for this loss of over 75% of our U.S. mining claims are the

increased federal restrictions and overregulation (particularly Including

the aggressive use of ths Endangered Species Act and "Potential Habitat"),

increased taxes and fees, and ths hostility and anti-mining policies of

most of the federal govemmsnt agencies. Following ara sobs specific

examples of these "anti-mining" federal policies:

(a) Auenist 1993 "Rental/Maintenance Fees ." On August 31, 1993,

the "sudden" imposition of a "rental fee" of $200 per mining claim, plus an
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annual "^maintenance fee" of $100 per mining claim, was effected by Congress

through the Interior Appropriation Bills. These burdensome fees were a

major reason for the abandonment of 75 to 80% of U.S. mining claims

(approximately 900,000 claims) in 1993.

(b) The 1992 " Beach Chair Tortoise Observer. " In 1991-92 a

mineral exploration company, on behalf of a major mining company, commenced

an exploration program on a particular 1,000-acre potential mining project

in the Mesquite Mining District in Imperial County, California (east of the

Mesquite Mine) , with the first step being a planned drilling program of 15

test holes.

The environmentalists, alerted by the B.L.M., objected to the drilling

program; and the ELM then attached a condition to the approval of the

proposed drilling prograa where the exploration company was required to pay

an environmentalist "observer" $50-per-hour, 10 hours-per-day to "observe"

and "watch out for desert tortoises." This "Beach Chair Tortoise Observer"

during the 2-w««k teat drilling period literally sat in a beach chair for

10 hours daily, at $50/hour, and watched the $10/hour drillers working in

the lOO-degree desert sun. I personally have been working in mineral

exploration and development in this area for over 20 years, and on only one

occasion during this 20 years did X see a desert tortoise. This

unanticipated budget expense reduced the test drilling program to only 10

drill holes. On the coBpany's next round of test drillings, additional

"tortoise safeguards" were added — and the exploration company "gave up,"

abandoned the project, and is now at work in Australia.

(c) Prosecution qq a "Contingent ££«•" During 1990-1991 the

Morning Star Mine in the East Nojave Desert in California was operating

successfully, with over 75 workers employed at the mine and by

subcontractors, and paying substantial taxes to San Bernardino County and

to the State of California. In 1991 some temporary business problems at

the mine were compounded by a protracted thunderstorm, winds and flash-

flooding — all of which temporarily shut down the mine. Immediately

following the large storm, a contingent of about 25 agents from 15 state

and federal agencies descended on the mine and proceeded to write up an

array of "violations" of various laws, regulations and policies. The usual

policy was to allow the mine operator a chance to cure the alleged

'iolations, particularly since the mine was located in a remote harsh

desert location which had just suffered a big thunderstorm.
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The California Stata "Fish and Gam* D«pai-taent" chos« not to make a

criminal complaint on the alleged violations, which would be the normal

route for a criminal prosecution. However , a group of several individual

agents chose to visit the County Prosecutor "as individuals . " and to lay

out the array of alleged violations of laws and regulations — and to

request prosecution by the County District Attorney.

The Prosecutor handling these individuals' complaints was the head of

the District Attorney's "Criaes-Against-the-Land" Division of the County

Prosecutor's Office, which was partially funded by a percentage of the

fines received from convictions for "crimes against the land" —
effectively placing this Division of the County Prosecutor on a contingent

fee basis, since they received a percentage of the fines collected from

their own prosecutions. The trial resulted in convictions and fines; and

the mining company has since moved its primary operations and employees out

of California to Mexico.

(d) Destruction of the Eagle Mountain Iron Mine and the Fontana

Steel Mill . One of the first ousters from the U.S. of a major mining and

processing operation tooK place In 1983 In California, when the Eagle

Mountain Iron Mine and the Fontana Steel Mill (in Riverside County,

California) closed in 1983 due to environmental pressures and Kaiser's

economic problems, the Japanese stopped dumping steel in the U.S. and

raised their steel prices substantially. Most West Coast steel today was

purchased from Japan, and Japan purchased much of its Iron ore from Brazil.

The tragedy of the Eagle Mountain Iron Nine closure Is that hundreds of

millions of tons of usable Iron ore are today lying fallow and readily

available in the U.S., while we buy Japanese steel at higher prices.

Brazil has cheap labor and minimal environmental controls; millions of tons

are shipped fron Brazil to Japan, and from Japan to the U.S., in diesel-

powered freighters; and the world environment is more polluted. Kaiser

created an estiaated $l-bllllon annually in total iron, steel and related

economic activity before Eagle Mountain and Fontana were forced to close

down. The 1983 Kaiser closure destroyed and "exported* an estimated 20,000

jobs and $l-bllllon of Genuinely productive economic activity. Efforts to

reopen the Eagle Mountain Iron Mine have been unsuccessful because of the

unrelenting pressure from the radical environmentalists who continue to

aggressively fight any development or mining anywhere in the United

states.
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(E) Rhodiiip. The price of rhodiua is extremely volatile,

ranging from $500 to about $5, 000/ounce, dropping back today due to the

current protracted recession, with industry predictions of much higher

rhodium prices in the future. Rhodiua is a platinum-group metal used in

catalytic converters, and is imported primarily from South Africa. Rhodium

is kjiovm to exist in small quantities on U.S. public lands; but exploration

for rhodium in the United States has effectively stopped.

(F) Talc . We are now overpaying for Chinese talc. In 1987 a

large U.S. talc mine was closed because of environmental pressures, the

equipment was loaded into containers and shipped to Mainland China; and

today we are no longer exporting talc, but are now importing talc which was

mined and processed in China with cheap or reportedly virtual slave labor,

and with no environmental controls—all to the detriment of our trade

balance, local jobs and our standard of living.

(G) Fiberglass . Currently we are overpaying for Turkish

colemanite, a major component of fiberglass. Colemanlte was mined in the

U.S. until several years ago when the mine closed; and our major supplier

is now Turkey. Hopes of reopening and developing the U.S. colemanlte

nines, or of discovering new sources in the U.S. has virtually disappeared.

(H) Mercury . we are overpaying for mercury. By means of a

false environmental scare, the major U.S. mercury mine at New Idria,

California, was closed, dismantled, and the homes and jobs of several

hiuidred workers were literally destroyed. After the demolition of the

houses and closing of the operation, it was learned that there was no

"environmental hazard" at all, because the gravel and tailings upon which

the town had been built were completely safe and free from mercury and

other hazards, and the readings on mercury were less than even the

stringent "safe" and "normal" background standards.

(I) Wollastonite . Wollastonite is a non-metallic mineral which

plays a critical role in energy conservation by utilization in high-

temperature ceramics, paints and plastics. Wollastonite is increasingly

important in the development of energy-saving automobiles and other

products. The major producer of wollastonite is Finland. Today, the

world's largest kno%m wollastonite deposit lies undeveloped on our public

land, which has recently been added to the Death Valley National Park. The

evelopment of this prospective world-class U.S. wollastonite mine would be

curtailed or stopped under current U.S. mining restrictions.
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If more U.S. mines are restricted or closed, the present U.S. mineral
production would have to come from elsewhere — colemanite and boron from

Turkey, talc and rare earths from China, and steel from Japan made from

iron ore shipped from Brazil. Our strict U.S. environmental controls do

not exist in Brazil, Turkey or China, by "exporting" U.S. mining overseas,

the result would be a decreased U.S. gross national product, a decreased

U.S. standard of living, an increased U.S. trade deficit, and increased

world pollution. The "revenue" raised by S.257 would be minimal, compared

to its tremendous costs. The U.S. public is "losing," the U.S. mineral

exploration and development industry is being devastated; the world

environment is suffering; and the U.S. will pay more, possibly much more,

for the very same minerals which would lie untouched on public lands in the

United States.

The danger flag is up; and now is the time for Congress and this

Committee to fully investigate and determine the short and long term

detrimental effects of the destruction of the incentive-based Mining Law

and the de facto nationalization of the U.S. mineral exploration and

development industry.

VII, COST TO THE U.S. ECOMOMY AMD THE U.S

PUBLIC OF MANY BILLIONS OF 'yT-U^Rff-

Please consider the following tremendous costs to the U.S., and to the

U.S. citizens, which is resulting from the current federal anti-mining

policies:

(1) Increased Prices of Minerals . The cost of many essential minerals

and rare earths would rise because of the disappearance of the supplies and

identified future sources of these minerals from United States public

lands. The U.S. would be subject to the uncertainties of unreliable

foreign sources and cartels for many essential, critical and strategic

minerals, ju&t as we were in the oil "shortage" of the 1970's, and in other

envisioned oil "crises." We are already paying excessive prices for

foreign steel, chromite, mercury and talcum powder.

(2) Fifth Amendment "Takings . " Billions of dollars of eminent domain

awards would be due to the present owners of mining claims and businesses

destroyed or impaired because of hostile policies and regulations. The

U.S. government would be liable for these inverse condemnation takings
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under the Fifth AMend>ent, as reafflmed in recent U.S. Supreme Court

decisions. such takings, and specifically including "regulatory talcinqs,"

are compensable, as set out in Executive Order 12630 of March 15, 1988.

For example, in 1980 a federal lease which had been restricted by

wilderness regulations was held to be a mere "shell" lease, and a

compensable taking. Existing nining claims and businesses which are

subjected to new impairing restrictions and "policies" would also be

"takings" of property requiring compensation under the Fifth Amendment.

(3) Non-Compensable Losses and Homelessness . Thousands of U.S. jobs

have already been lost and persons made homeless by unwise and unthinking

legislation and regulations, and many more would result from hostile

regulations, "policies" and laws which would follow. Particularly hard hit

would be independent family mining businesses, private exploration and

mining development companies, related service and support businesses,

equipment sales and service — and, of course, the thousands of future

prospective mineral exploration and development businesses and individuals.

Most of these privets future losses of businesses, income and property

would be non-compsnsabl* tindsr the Fifth Amendment.

(4) Dependencs Qpon Unreliabls Foreign Sources for Minerals . The most

serious "cost" of the current federal anti-mining policies, and the most

serious effect of the devastation of the U.S. mineral exploration and

development industry, would be the increased dependence of the United

States upon foreign sources for essential minerals and rare earths which

are indispensable to maintaining our dominant position in the critical

areas of military hardware, space technology, nuclear fusion and super-

conductivity. W« will be unable to keep our "edge" if a foreign nation or

cartel chose to not set us their particular essential minerals. Ho dollar

value can be placed upon the U.S. retaining its position as the world

leader in high technology research, security and national defense. The

list of affected minerals is long and varied, including: Iron ore, rare

earths, rhodiua, palladium, other platinum group metals, precious metals,

talc, titanium, chromium etc.

VIII. COWCLDSION

The present U.S. incentive-based mineral exploration and development

-ystem works efficiently under the present U.S. Mining Law (including the

"1872 General Mining Ac^," and the hundreds of amendments, regulations and

8
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court decisions) . This efficiently-operating mineral exploration system

locates, identifies and "inventories" U.S. mineral deposits and reserves

for future use, at no cost to the public. Thousands of individuals and

mineral exploration companies have been devastated by the excessive and

abusive regulations, restrictions and fees under the current federal

government anti-mining policies and will have a detrimental effect on the

U.S. trade balance and the gross domestic product by the continuing

"exporting" of thousands of jobs and businesses, and by necessitating

increased importing of essential minerals.

Today, when the citizens of many nations are liberating themselves

from years of excessive and inefficient nationalization and government

regulations, the U.S. Congress should encourage and expand the efficiently

operating incentive system of mineral exploration, identification and

development which has worked well. The U.S. mining industry is already one

of the most environmentally-regulated in the world. Federal overregulation

and anti-mining policies have already seriously hurt the U.S. mineral

exploration and develop—nt industry, with no substantial "revenue" or

commensurate benefit to the United States.

This Comaittee, and Congress, should fully examine whether or not the

incentive-based U.S. Mining Law should be expanded . not destroyed .

We will be happy to provide this Committee, or individual members,

with substantial additional information and data on the facts and

statements set out in this tastijiony, most of which are readily available

in industry and public rscords.

Thank you for allowing me, iuid the National Association of Mining

Districts (NAMD) , to present this testimony.

ROBERT A. SANREGRET, Executive Director
NATIONAL ASSOdATIOa OF MINIMC DISTRICTS ("NAMD")
17621 Irvine Blvd., Suite 100
Tustin, California 92680
(714) 731-1335; FAX (714) 731-3745
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GEOLOGY AND MINERAL WEALTH OF THE CALIFORNIA TRANSVERSE RANGES
Edited by

Donald L. File and John A. MInch

Observations on the status and state-of-the-art of economic

geology in the Cahfornia Transverse Ranges.

The purpose of this volume is to document and disseminate

some of the new information on geology and mineral resources of

the Transverse Ranges. These Ranges are one of the principal

geomorphic provinces of California. They extend from Point

Arguello and San Miguel Island along the Pacific Coast eastward

some 300 miles to the Eagle and Chuckawalla Mountains just west

of the Colorado River. They range up to 50 or more miles wide

and cover an area roughly equivalent in size to Massachusetts and

New Jersey combined. The Transverse Ranges Province consist of

a series of long, narrow east-trending mountain ranges and valleys

that are transverse to the northwest-trending Coast Ranges on the

north and Peninsular Ranges on the south. Tectonic features are

generally related to east-trending fault zones, however, the

northwest-trending San Andreas fault makes "a great bend" as it

passes through the province. The region is tectonically active and
has probably been distinguishable as a separate province since the

late Mesozoic or early Cenozoic, although not in its present con-

figuration. Rock units from nearly all major eras and periods are

represented, beginning with Precambrian rocks over two billion

years old.

The last comprehensive work on geology of the region was in

the Geology of Southern California Bulletin 170 of the California

Division of Mines and Geology edited by Richard Jahns in 1954.

The last documentation of individual mineral resources or com-
modities in the region are usually found in The California Journal

of Mines and Geology dating from the 1940's or I950's. The last

comprehensive stale-wide summary of mined resources was in

Mineral Commodities of California Bulletin 176 of the California

Division of Mines and Geology edited by Lauren Wright in 1957.

Since I960, very little in-depth regional research has been under-

taken by goveri!meni or academia with economic geology as a

major objective. One possible exception has been the recent

regional studies and classification of aggregate resources by the

California Division of Mines and Geology brought on by a

resource crisis created when planners and government leaders did

not have factual up-to-date information available on which to

base sound land use decisions.

During the past 30 years, there has been a revolution in explora-

tion geology and mineral economics; while every text book on the

subject has been thoroughly revised several times. However,

geology and mineral resources of the Transverse Ranges have

been largely neglected in the literature.

During this same period, the population of California has

doubled and now represents the single largest industrial and

agricultural market in North America. If the gross regional prod-

uct of California were ranked with the gross national products of

nations, it would rank with the top ten nations in the world.

Mineral exploration is the R & D of mineral industry. Regional

economic i;-ology and mineral commodity studies are the founda-

tion of mineral exploration. The lead time to open a new mme
now in Calilornia commonly exceeds 20 years or more. Basic

staie-of-the-art regional geologic and specific mineral commodity
studies are necessary to keep California and the United States

competitive with the rest of the world and to maintain our stan-

dard of living. Composing only SVo of the world's population,

Americans consume about 20% of the world's production of non-

fuel minerals. Each Californian requires on the order of 40,000

pounds of new mineral commodities each year just to maintain

his or her standard of living.

California is now one of the most important mineral and
hydrocarbon producing states. However, we also import mineral

commodities to supplement our growing economy from all over

North America and the rest of the world. Many of these imported

commodities are known to exist here and many if not most could

be found and developed under proper political and economic in-

centives. Of particular importance are the bulky nonmetallic low

unit price commodities for which the freight cost to California

may exceed the purchase price elsewhere. Examples are mineral

filler extenders and phosphate rock. As the largest agricultural

state in the United States, we are the largest consumer of

phosphate and import 100% of our supply, yet we have done
almost nothing to promote exploration and development of

known local phosphate occurrences and deposits that could

potentially save millions of barrels of petroleum (a strategic com-
modity) which is used to process and import phosphate from

other regions. Mineral filler extenders, such as limestone, mica,

silica and talc, used as filler to replace petroleum in expensive

petroleum-based plastics, paints, and rubber are commonly pur-

chased east of the Mississippi River for less than the cost of the

rail transportation to California.

The Transverse Ranges are host to several giant petroleum

fields and major deposits of diatomite, iron, kaolin, high-calcium

limestone, titanium, and tungsten. Significant known deposits or

occurrences of alumina, barite, borate, cerium, chromium cobalt,

columbium, feldspar, gold, mica, molybdium, phosphate, silica,

silver, tin, uranium, vanadium, yttrium, ytterbium and many
other elements or minerals strongly suggest society needs to con-

sider the Transverse Ranges as an importrani repository and

future source of these and other mineral commodities.

The Transverse Ranges are found in Santa Barbara. Ventura,

Kern. Los Angeles. San Bernardino, and Riverside Counties. Ap-
proximately 90% of the nonurban areas of remote continental

shelf and/or mountain terrane is federal or stale lands, and under

the management of ihe Forest Service. Bureau of Land Manage-
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men). Park Service, Depanineni of Defense, and Stale Lands

Commission. Nearly 50% of California is federally owned, and

contrary to popular belief, federal ownership of the state has been

increased by more than 2 million acres during the past few years

Because of their federal ownership these lands are not generally

threatened by urban or other development. Like most of the re-

maining western public lands, there is a misconception promoted

by an influential but obscurant vocal minority that all public

lands must be "preserved" or "saved" from multiple use by

designating them for the consumptive land use (non-use) known

as "wilderness"; a status which exceeds the strictest status of a

National Park or National Monument, and, of coiuse, total

removal from the industriai-energy-mineral base of the United

States. Since 1964, the nation has reduced its industrial-energy-

mineral base through actual or defacto wilderness withdrawals

(resource freezes) of an area nearly twice the size of the State of

California. And, this at a time when the Soviet Union is expand-

ing their industrial energy-mineral base into the vast expanse of

the Asian Continent. The Soviet Union has almost a 3 to I advan-

tage in energy-mineral land base over the United States. Each new

wilderness or resource freeze has the effect of increasing the

Soviet advantage in exploration area and exporting present and

future jobs overseas. Many of these jobs are created in Soviet

block countries.

This volume contains a samphng of reconnaissance mmeral

resource studies for proposed wilderness areas (Wilderness Study

Areas-WSA's) taken from open-file or unpublished Hies of the

U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Bureau of Mines, and U.S. Bureau

of Land Management. Most of these add to our knowledge of

these areas, but the professionals were given the impossible task

to "inventory" the WSA's with only cursory geochemical,

geophysical, and geological reconnaissance studies. Commonly,
few if any excavations, drill holes, cores, or detailed geophysical

or geochemical surveys were available. The regional economic

mineral data base for large areas are generally inadequate for

rigorous statistical treatment; "low mineral potential" really

means "unknown mineral potential" in a substantial percentage

of the WSA's.

The authors generally are experts in their specialities and their

professionalism is widely respected. However, the task of "inven-

torying" the mineral potential of such large geologically complex

areas for possibly unique mmeral occurrences is impossible. Nor-

mally only previously identified resources are documented in such

reports. This is especially so when "only deposits that are

economic at the lime of the examination" will be considered in

the mineral potential of the area. The size of the potentially

economic targets could be as small as a few tens of feet in length

or diameter. For example in the Oriental Mine in Alleghany,

California, one ore-shoot which measured 22'xl4'x6' pro-

duced an astounding 35,600 ounces of gold worth more than

S14,(XX),000 at today's prices! It is extremely doubtful that a

reconnaissance mineral study into a virgin territory could identify

such an ore-shooi. Yet. more than 1 .(XM.OOO ounces (S400 million

1982 dollars worth) of gold has been mined from narrow, ir-

regular and highly erratic ore-shoots in the immediate vicmiiy

along part of a Jurrassic plate-boundary now known as the

Melones fault zone.

Ruff and Unruh in the South Coast Geological Society's 1980

Geology and Mineral Wealth of the California Desert volume

describe S600,000 worth of specimens mined and shipped to

Europe from the Copper World Mine, in San Bernardino County.

This mine lay abandon for sixty years and it Is doubtful that this

resource would have been identified in a typical mineral inven-

tory.

Another virtually impossible^o-"inventory" mineral resource

was found by a non-metallic mineral producer who discovered a

dolomitic marl from a common-looking lacustrine deposit in-

creased fuel efficiency in the kiln feed by Sit. With a fuel bill of

S2,000.000 per month that adds up to a $1,200,000 savings the

first year.

A common conclusion of many of these reconnaissance

wilderness mineral reports is that 1) because the area has been

"prospected for more than 100 years" and no mines exist, and/or

2) the old mines are abandoned and "worked out" that no

mineral potential presently exists. Obviously, these are not scien-

tifically valid reasons for assuming low or no mineral potential ex-

ists. All of the above have been said of the San Gabriel anor-

thosite complex and Mt San Antonio areas of the central

Transverse Ranges, yet this volume documents some of the most

significant mineral occurrences or deposits in the state are found

there. For example, the Curtis Tungsten Mine in Cattle Canyon

was walked over and worked for placer gold by hundreds of pro-

spectors and miners for more than a hundred years. Several years

ago a small miner named Andrew Curtis discovered in an old

auriferous channel what is now reported to be a world class

scheelite deposit with potential to supply a significant portion of

the United States demand for tungsten. It should be pointed out

that this deposit is currently being recommended to Congress for

inclusion in the Sheep Mountain Wilderness Area!

Another "ase is the Rare Earth deposit at Mountain Pass,

California, where 60% of the Western World's rare-earth reserves

were discovered by three uranium prospectors. Herb Woodward,
Jim Watkins, and "Pop" Simon, in 1949 in a belt several thou-

sand feet wide and several miles long, and perhaps 3,0(X) feet

deep The Sulfide Queen Gold Mine operated for years almost on

lop of the rare earth ore-body. Hundreds of prospectors and

dozens of geologists had walked over it, while millions of

motorists drove over it on their way to California. There was sud-

denly so much rare earth materials, as well as no known way to

process it, that the deposit would not be considered economic,

and, therefore, not a valid discovery under today's mining laws

and excessively strict rules of marketability. As in practically

every mineral discovery, it took considerable capital to make the

deposit economic. In 1980, Warren Warhol in the South Coast

Geological Society's Geology and mineral Wealth of the Califor-

nia Desert notes "
. . .Ihai many of the uses of the rare earths

were developed only after their commercial availability was

demonstrated . . .on a scale which was only made possible by
the Mountain Pass orebody. The research and development ef-

forts that followed created . . .the economic value of the

orebody. It is easy to overlook the significance of this order of
events: that is, the discovery value and its contributions to the

technologies of chemistry, metallurgy, glass, electronics, and
petroleum refining. The lesson to be learned is plain: if this area

had been closed to mineral entry in the past, not only would the

benefits from this resource have been postponed, but its value

would still not be established."

The vast majority of deposits cannot normally be identified by

simply walking over them and sampling the surface. Detailed

geologic mapping on scales at least two orders lower than

1 :24,0(X) are generally needed to identify and delineate potential

economic targets. Expensive core-drilling, subsurface excavations
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and economit studies are frequently needed to prove a discovery.

Producing mines or economic mineral deposits are rarely just

"found" or "discovered".

Regional geophysical studies can be important, but their limita-

tions are frequently not recognized in identifying mineral poten-

tial in wilderness study area. For example, Robert L. Wilson,

Chief Geologist for Kaiser Steel, was surprised to find thai the

spacing on government areomagnelic maps of the Eagle Moun-

tains were so widely spaced that the contour of magnetic data

failed to show a magnetic anomaly over their Eagle Mountain

Iron Mine with reserves exceeding 300 million tons of predomi-

nantly magnetite! This mine is 6 miles long and a mile wide, and is

reported to be the fourth largest open pit mine in the United

Stales, and the largest iron mine west of the Mississippi River!

New mining operations usually come into being from a neces-

sity to meet or fill a need of society to maintain or advance the

standard of living. In other words, an existing or potential market

must normally be identified. A prominent exception, above, was

the discovery of the Mountain Pass rare-earth bearing carbonatite

which contains most of the western world's rare-earth reserves.

The discovery suddenly produced a quantum leap in available

rare-earth elements which justined the risV of millions of dollars

for research. This single discovery has made the United States the

predominate world producer of rare-earths, such as europium,

which activates crystals of yttrium to produce red color in televi-

sion picture tubes; and samarium, which when alloyed with

cobalt, produces a magnet so powerful that used in the conven-

tional electric motor it increases efficiency by more than 25%.

With the coming light-weight plastic battery, samarium may be a

significant factor in development of the pollution-free electric

automobile!

It can be inferred from the Andrew Curtis Tungsten and Moun-

tain Pass deposits, as well as from hundreds of other deposits, the

small-miner/prospector/geologist/explorationisi is not obsolete

in the exploration process. In view of the lack of federal, state,

and academic mineral resource studies and support during the last

few decades, many of the recent discoveries would not have been

made without the small miner or independent exploralionisi.

However, this should not be too suprising since the history of the

west is in large part a history of discoveries by the small

miner/prospector. Large resource companies identify the major-

ity of their exploration targets either directly from the small ex-

plorationisl or from evidence of their previous efforts. Most suc-

cessful major and many small mining operations were reviewed by

literally dozens of companies over a period of years before some-

one made the commitment in dollars and cents to risk making

the "mineral discovery" an operating mine.

The exploration capital needed to evaluate even the small

mineral deposits as economic commonly exceeds a million dollars,

and for larger, single deposits, may exceed tens of millions of

dollars Most small explorationists must bring their prospect to a

large mining company and convince them their "discovery"

merits capital outlay for more exploration and development.

The mining engineers and geologists who have been assigned the

task of making mineral "inventories" or "assessment" of vast

areas proposed for wilderness in the Transverse Ranges and other

regions of public lands, have actually been the victims of a myth we

geologists have perpetuated. Mason Hill in his response upon

receiving the 1981 American Association of Petroleum Geologists'

Sidney Powers Award, correctly identified a major intellectual flaw

in the concept of the mineral "inventory":

Actually, geologists are partly to blame because we have been

persuaded to tell the decision-makers hat much oil is left to be

found. They have flattered us by saying, 'Only you geologists can

know ' Consequently, many of us have iried, rather than to admit

that quantifying estimates of undiscovered oil is impossible.

Perhaps the outstanding example of this effort to please our

bosses comesfrom figures provided by the U.S. Geological Survey

in 1975. 1 claim that all such estimates are meaningless, and only ac-

cidentally could they lead to good economic and political decisions.

I do not fault their methodology, including expressing the amounts

of oil at 5 and 951ii confidence levels What I do fault is the

underlying assumption that undiscovered oil can be quantified. We
know, and the public needs to know, that each occurrence of oil is

unique. Only by drilling reasonable prospects, usually based on op-

iimistK geologic interpretations, can oil be found and barrels

counted. Estimating amounts of undiscovered oil in any potentially

favorable area before drilling is patently impossible. Adding up

estimates of undiscovered oil in all such areas only compounds the

fallacy of the basic assumption—that geologists can know about

how much oil remains to be discovered.

Although estimates of undiscovered oil 'manufactured' by other

agencies, institutions, and even by the oil industry itself now
generally agree with the Survey 'sfigures ( or vice versa ) , any quan-

titative estimates of the unknowable can only serve to mislead the

decisonmakers. What the industry (and society) really needs is

more geologic and geophysical work, more exploratory wells, more

financial capacity, and more governmental andpublic support - not

obstructive tactics—to find new oil. If the current pessimism ( or

optimism for solar energy) persists, we are likely to leave great

quantities of a relatively cheap, clean, and efficient source of

energy in the ground. This we cannot afford.
"

If this is true for petroleum, then the complexity of identifying

—"inventorying"—unique one-of-a-kind metallic or nonmetallic

deposits is infinitely more difficult. Mineral assessment does not

only deal with evaluating geologic and mineralogic factors in the

field, but to be valid must assess all future raw material demands

for manufacturing, tnilitary, and agricultural needs. Thus, the task

of identifying or inventorying mineral reserves or even potential

resources over a large area is so complex, diverse, and dynamic,

reason dictates that as much land as possible should be perpetually

left open in the United States to mineral exploration. Exploration is

not incompatible with other multiple uses, including wilderness,

because vast regions are needed to search for geologic anomalies

that are the potential economic mineral deposits. Once a deposit is

identified, only a tiny fraction of the exploration area is needed to

extract the resource. At Mountain Pass, most of the western

world's rare earths come from an area of less than 30 acres, yet this

is the only known deposit of its kind in all of continental North

America. Rational exploration would suggest that as much land as

possible be left open as many mineral deposits have been found by

accident, not by any systematic search; or while looking for some

other resource.

For example, the worlds largest borate (borax) deposit near

Boron. California, documented by Siefke in the South Coast

Geological Society's 1980 Geology and Mineral Wealth of the

California Desert, was found accidently by a physician, John

Suckow, while drilling for water. This deposit has for the past fifty

years made the United States the predominate producer of borates

in the world.

Conservation is defined as the wise use of a resource Preserva-

tion is only one aspect of conservation. We should not attempt to

make all of the public lands a wilderness park, this concept is
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gradually endangering the concept of preservation of trucly unique

areas like Yosonitc, tlie Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, and other

true national treasures. These should obviously be preserved,

however, the cost of locking up liVt of the western public lands we

can ill afford. Because so much of our national wealth is now being

locked up in wilderness parks, when society discovers the true im-

pact and cost, aD wilderness will tend to lose credence.

Many uninformed conservationists have suggested we "bank"

the nations mineial resources in wilderness areas without any idea

of the cost to American society. In 1978, Anders, Gramm and

Maurice al the International Institute of Economic Research at the

University of Califoniia, Los Angdes published the results of their

study entitled "Does Resource Conservation Pay?" It contains

some very sobering answers to the cost of "banking mineral

resources" in the public domain, such as wilderness parks.

Conservation was considered a comparative compound interest

problem. "If use ofa resource is delayed, the price of the resource

may rise during the period of withholding. Alternatively, the

resource could be extracted and sold and the net proceeds could be

invested. If the rate of appredalion is greater than the rale of

return, conservation is rational. .
." However, "at any time during

the twentieth century, enforced long term conservation ( withhold-

ing) of mineral resources would have been a poor economic deci-

sion" for both the generation which made the decision and those

which later used the resource. "Imminent exhaustion ofa resource

has historically not been a validJustificalionfor enforced conserva-

tion, either by stockpiling or by leaving the resource in the

ground.

"

The above authors cooduded, after studying the historical prices

of 14 depletable resources including aluminum, petroleum, and

precious metals, that none would be more valuable if produced to-

day than their value produced each year and the pront reinvested at

the prevaihng rates. To stockpile one barrel of crude petroleum in

1900 would have required a 1975 price of $12,900 per barrel to

break-even. The average break-even price for the 14 depletable

resources stockpiled in 1900 etceeded the 1975 market price by
929,000 percent'.

The unmistakable conclusion, given the tens of millions of acres

now withdrawn or being proposed for exclusion from energy and

mineral exploration in the consumptive land use known as

wilderness, will cost American sodely not millions or billions, but

trillions of dollars m lost economic opportunity over the next few

generations This economic loss will effect not only our future stan-

dard of livmg and quality of life, but will fall hardest on those at the

lower end of the economic spectrum. Perhaps the greatest effect

will be on the security of United States itself.

In a 1940 speech at Berkeley, California, Olaf P. Jenkins, then

Chief Geologist of the California Division of Mines, recognized a

critical concept which was soon to be tested by the impending sec-

ond World War:

No nation on earth possesses all the various minerals needed. In

lime of peace, to overcome this deficiency, the necessary deficient

minerals are imported. In lime of war, however, restriction of im-

poriaiion may be so serious to certain industries of a nation as to

cripple thai nation both from a military standpoint and from a

siandpoini of internal development.

Present day naliotuU defense should not and does not consider

military defense alone, but it is studying with great care that

possibiliiy (which may turn out to be much the more serious) of
economic warfare, should the balance of power become so un-
balanced as to leave one power to dominate the earth. This could

come about should one power possess all the various minerals

neeited in aO its industries.

Il behooves us all, therefore, who are in this work of studying

minerals, their origin, development, and their significance to the

growth and existence of a nation, to look towards the strategic

problems of national defense as in large part the problems of the

mineral industry.

These concepts are just as true today as they were in 1940, and

they will certainly be true for the foreseeable future. However, the

Soviet Union, with one-sixth of the world's surface area and the

largest energy and mineral resource base of any nation, is

precariously dose to possessing all of the various minerals needed

to become independent of other nations.

As the Soviet Union with its nearly three-fold advantage in land

to find energy and mineral resources expands into the vast expanse

of Asia, it will likely reach total self-suffldency in strategic energy

and mineral resources. Once this has been achieved, it will not need

to conquer territory, but will oidy need to politically destabilize

sources ofraw materials vital to the West to inflict grave economic

damage. Fred Warshofsky updates Jenkins 1940 statement in his

1981 Reader's Digest arlide Strategic Minerals: The Invisible War:

"While most Americans are worrying about the energy crisis, an

even more serious resource crunch could bring the U.S. economy to

its knees. Of the 36 non-fuel minerals essential to the United States

as an industrial society, we are crucially dependent upon foreign

sourcesfor 22 of them. In 1980, we were obliged to import 911* of
our chromium, SSIt of our platinum-group metals, 931* of our

cobalt, and 9Tk of our tantalum and manganese. By contrast, we

were only 42'h ilependent on imported oil.

Chromium, for example, is widely used in oil refining, petro-

chemicals, conventional and nuclear power plants, tanker trucks,

gas turbines, industrial machinery and in all stainless sieel. In some
applications, demanding high strength and high-temperature corro-

sion resistance, there is no substitutefor chromium. Yei our major

sources of supply are South Africa and the Soviet Union.

Cobalt, essential to jei engines, nuclear-propulsion systems,

high-speed cutting tools, synthetic-fuel production and high-grade

steels, comesfrom Zaire and Zambia: manganese, essential to steel-

making, is imported primarilyfrom South Africa, Brazil and India,

tantalum, used mainly in machinery and electronic components,

comesfrom Thailand, Canada, Malaysui and Brazil: and platinum,
used for its properties as a chemical catalyst, comes largely from
South Africa and the Soviet Union.

"

Even gold has become a strategic commodity. Each commercial

or military jet requires a signincanl fraction. The chrome steel jet

engines are welded together with SSIt gold-lSS nickel alloy which

is highly resistant to vibration and metal fatigue. A thin layer of

gold is sandwiched in the aircraft windshield so that low voltage

current can be trickled through to de-ice the windshield. An or-

dinary 747 requires about 150 ounces of gold for its construction.

Gold is also in great demand for electronic components of space

probes and satellites. A recent U.S. Bureau of Mines monthly com-

modity summary listed about 445,000 ounces of gold bullion im-

ported into the United States. The Soviet Union supplied 40% and

the South Africa 38% of our imporu for the month reported!

As documented by Clark, Ely, and Ruff and others in this

volume, the Transverse Ranges have significant occurrences of gold

and a geologic environment favorable for various kinds of deposits,

including large low-grade disseminated occurrences like Home-

stakes Napa County in northern California or Gold Fields Mesquiie

deposit at the southeastern end of the Transverse Ranges in Im-

perial County.
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California as a leading energy and mineral producing slate has

an exceedingly oul-dated resource information base on which to

make muUibillion dollar resource decisons. How can we remedy the

vacuum left by the neglect of mineral resources of the last genera-

tion?

First we must realize that true conservation means wise use not

necessarily preservation. And also that mineral exploration is not

necessarily incompatible with wilderness. We must make rational

decisions with up to dale and factoal information. This must be

weighed with economic and national security resource needs. We
must understand the dynamics of geologic exploration and mineral

economics. A mineral inventory or assessment is only valid when it

addresses present and future resource needs of agriculture,

manufacturing and natioruU defense. It should be understood thai

there is a substantialprice tagfor designating vast wilderness parks.

A closer working relationship between federal and state govern-

ment, academic institutions, the mineral industries, and other af-

fected segments of society must be re-eslablished. A first step in this

direction would be for government and industry to promote centers

of academic excellence in both northern and southern California

for mineral technology, mineral economics, and mineral and

energy exploration. A generation ago we had several such schools,

or departments and these should be revitalized.

In the l9S0's, California had a technical and research presence of

the U. S. Bureau of Mines within the state. This should be re-

established in both northern and southern California, in conjunc-

tion with appropriate state resource agencies and the local academic

communities. The U.S. Geological Survey should have a stronger

Held presence in southern California to compliment the Menio
Park office in northern California.

Urban as well as non-urban "loss of energy and mineral

resources" should be addressed statewide as the Urban Master

Plan, Bulletin 198 of the California Division of Mines and Geology

recently (1973) did for aggregate and other resources threatened by

urbanization.

The excellent topographic and orthophotographic mapping pro-

gram of the U.S. Geological Survey should be continued and ex-

panded to give 1:24,000 scale coverage statewide, especially remote

potentially mineralized areas. The degree of basic geologic knowl-

edge is usually related to the adequacy of the topographic map
available for geologic mapping.

Studies of mining distrias should be updated with new economic

and geologic models of ore accumulation. These districts should be

designated Known Mineral Resource Areas (KMRA's) much like

KGRA's were designated for geothermal resources during the

I970's.

Publications such as Mineral Commodities of California and the

Legal Guide for Prospectors and other important publicatioiu

should be updated and published. It is strongly recommended that

the State Division of Mines and Geology or other institutions reac-

tivate the California Journal of Mines and Geology or similar vehi-

cle for timely dissemination of economic geologic information.

This volume has been prepared by volunteer efforts somewhat
along the editorial guidelines of the discontinued California Jour-

nal of Mines and Geology. It is our intent, to stimulate economic

and geologic interest by academic institutions, federal and state

resource agencies, miners, exploration managers, mineral commod-
ity specialists, planners and legislators in the Transverse Ranges.

Donald L. Fife and John A. Minch—Editors

PROLOGUE

Mineral inventory or assessment of large areas must consider not only the geology and mineral economics of the region, but to be
meaningful to society, must consider all present and future mineral commodity demands for agriculture, manufacturing and national

defense. Until such insight is possible, no final mineral inventory or assessment can be made. Long term economic stability and military
survival favors the society with the most diverse, accessible, productive, and secure energy and mineral resource base. Therefore, as
much area as possible should remain open perpetually to energy and mineral exploration.

Donald L. Fife and John A. Minch.

Editors 1982

EPILOGUE

"Appraising mineraJ resources is an emerging science. A final, once and for all "inventory" of any mineral resource is nonsense. Mineral

reserves and resources are dynamic quantities and must constantly be appraised. As known deposits are exhausted, unknown deposits arc

discovered, new extractive technologies and new uses are developed and new geologic knowledge indicates new areas and new en-

vironments are favorable for mineral exploration."

From Mineral Prospecliues 1975,

U. S. Geological Survey Professional

Paper 940, by Vincent McKelvey, 1976

Direaor, U.S. Geological Survey (1972-1978)
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^cj Appalachian Mountain Club

July 1, 1996

The Honorable Don Young

Chainnan

Committee on Resources

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

Attn: Kurt Christensen

Dear Chainnan Young:

Thank you for inviting the Appalachian Mountain Club to testify before the

Committee on Resources on June 18 in response to the testimony of David W. Guernsey

of Kingfield, ME. Our testimony, from our Board President, Samuel F. Pryor 111 ofNew
York, is enclosed for inclusion in the hearing record.

While we appreciate the invitation to testify, we regret that it was tendered less

than 24 hours before the hearing, leaving us with little abilify to attend in person. We are

especially disturbed that this is the second consecutive year that the committee has

invited Mr. Guernsey to testify, and in both appearances he has chosen to attack our

organization with inaccurate and grossly misleading statements, without our organization

being provided a comparable Opportunify to provide our ()erspective.

We trust the committee is interested in hearing all sides of the issues involved,

and hope you will find our testimony helpful in achieving that goal. Should a critic of

our organization again be invited to testify before the conunittee in the future, we
respectfiilly ask that the AMC be afforded the same courtesy.

Thank you. Please do not hesitate to call me at 617-523-0655, cxt. 365, if I may
be of assistance.

Sincerely,

Kevin T. Knobloch

Director of Conservation Programs

Enclosufe

cc: Samuel F. Piyor III

Andrew S. Faiender

NbinOfficc* Five )oyS«re«, Boston. MA 02108 61 7-52>0636/ FAX 617-523.0722

Pinklum Notch Vnitoc Colter • Bo)i 298, Route 16, Gortum, NH 03581 603-466-2721/ business & reservahons FAX 603- 466-2720/ programs office FAX 603-466-2822

ML Creylock VuiUi Center <i Bascom Lodge • Box 1800, Lanesbom, MA01237 413-443-0011 or 413-743-1591/ FAX413-442-W10
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Appalachian Mountain Club

Testimony Before the House Committee on Resources

Task Force on Private Property Rights

July 1, 1996

Samuel F. Pryor III

President

Appalachian Mountain Club

On behalf of the Appalachian Mountain Club, I would like to thank the Chairman

for the opportunity to respond to the June 1 8 testimony of David W. Guernsey of

Kingfield, Maine.

I must confess that we are astonished that the committee would invite Mr.

Guernsey back for a second consecutive year to single out and attack our organization,

frequently with inaccurate and grossly misleading statements, without according our

organization with a comparable opportuinity to speak to the committee. We learned of

Mr. Guernsey's invitation to criticize our organization only the day before the hearing,

June 1 7, and only after our staff contacted the majority staff to express our sense of unfair

play did we receive an invitation late that day to testify before the committee ~ far too

late, of course, to prepare testimony and fly to Washington, D.C. for the next day's

hearing.

However my purpose here isn't to belabor points of protocol but rather to counter

Mr. Guernsey's reckless testimony and hopefully to set the record straight. We hope the

Committee will be curious about the fact that in his extensive testimony Mr. Guernsey

failed tofind a single redeeming quality about our organization.

The Appalachian Mountain Club is a 120-year-old, non-profit recreation and

conservation organization with 70,000 members throughout the Northeast United States.

In the context of this oversight hearing it is critical to state that AMC is a non-partisan

organization; we have Republicans, Democrats and Independents alike in our 1 2-state

membership. In fact, I am a longtime leader in the Republican Party; my immediate

predecessor as AMC President was also an active Republican.

We were founded in 1 876, and our earliest activities were in the White Mountains

ofNew Hampshire, where our members built trails and shelters, placed registers on

mountaintops, drew panoramas and maps of the region's ranges, and recorded scientific

MainOftice* Fivelov Sinvl, BiiMim. MA021(» 61 7-S23-0(vV)/ FAX (.17-523-0722

1 Nolch Visilof Ccnlir • Box 21», Rmili- l^, Corh,im, NH 03S81 MlMt.A-2721/ busini^ss 4 n-*rvalfon5 FAX 6U3- 466-2720/ proRrams ofricv- FAX «l3-t66-2IQ2

Mt Creylock Visitor Crnirr & Bascom Lodge • Box IWH), Uintsboro. MA01237 41 3-443-U()11 or 41 3-743-1 SOI/ FAX 41.3-442-4(110
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observations. Today the AMC provides a wide range of public services to hundreds of

thousands of forest visitors annually al no cost to the taxpayers and is responsible for

bringing millions of dollars into the local economy.

AMC's Partnership With the White Mountain National Forest

The Appalachian Mountain Club has worked in partnership with the USPS since

1911 (with formal permits since 1939) to provide backcountry management,

environmental education, public information and conservation in the White Mountain

National Forest (WMNF). The result is that this public-private partnership brings

services and programs to the public that taxpayer-funded government programs alone

would be unable to provide.

Under permits with the USPS, AMC operates seven full-service backcountry huts

(an eighth hut, Lonesome Lake, is in Pranconia Notch State Park), Pinkham Notch

Visitor Center, Joe Dodge Lodge, the Camp Dodge Volunteer Center and a series of

backcountry shelters in the White Mountains. The AMC's huts are open to the public

and are staffed with professionals trained to conduct search and rescue operations and
'

provide information on everything from hiking routes, weather and safety to the local

ecology and geology. Together with the U.S. Forest Service, we have introduced

generations of Americans to the joys of backcountry recreation and discovery of the

natural world.

In 1995, for example, AMC's public service contributions in the White Mountains

included:

• More than 1 ,500 middle-school children attended AMC's Mountain Classroom and

spent two to four days at Pinkham Notch and the huts studying field sciences and

natural history.

• More than 2,000 children became Junior Naturalists through our fun and educational

program for children 6 to 12.

• Approximately 500,000 National Forest visitors received trail, safety and other

information and services (including hiker shuttle vans, rest rooms, showers and

parking) from the AMC's facilities — at no cost to the taxpayers.

• Some 6,000 visitors attended evening lectures through the year while more than 2,200

participated in workshops ranging in length from half a day to two weeks.

• Volunteers and staff, trained in search and rescue technique, coordinated or assisted in

68 search and rescue missions in the White Mountains.

• Volunteers and staff spent about 27,000 hours building and maintaining 350 miles of

trails in the WMNF, including 1 10 miles of the Appalachian Trail.

• Research on the forest has enhanced scientific understanding of acid rain and

visibility-impairing smog, the impact of mountain air pollution on lung fiinction in

hikers, helped bring back from the brink rare species of alpine plants, and working

with private landowners on sustainable timber harvesting.
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Mr. Guernsey alluded to AMC's lobbying for funding for forest needs. Because

we work to encourage responsible stewardship of the WMNF, we do advocate, fully

within the limits placed upon us as a 501(c)3 tax-exempt organization, for funding and

other resources to adequately manage and maintain the forest. We believe the

information we bring to Congress helps our representatives understand the interests of our

the public and the forest users with whom we come in contact. Had the AMC and other

organizations and individuals not been strong advocates for the creation of the White

Mountain National Forest nearly a century ago, neither the forest nor the multiple benefits

the public derives from it might exist today.

AMC Invests in the Forest

Mr. Guernsey, as he did a year ago, makes inaccurate statements about the

financial performance of these operations. Unlike for-profit permitees on national forests,

such as ski areas and timber harvesters which often take profits earned on the forest out of

the region and the state, the AMC, as a non-profit, re-invests all revenues earned within

the WMNF back into our operations and programs on the forest. In fact, AMC invests far

more into the WMNF than it earns.

Over the past 30 years, the term of the current permit, AMC has invested more

than $10 million in its WMNF facilities. The remote location of the huts and the AMC's
commitment to minimizing the environmental impact of their use, makes their operation

both complex and expensive. Though the AMC generated $3,680,000 in revenue from its

WMNF operations in the form of lodging, food, and merchandise sales last year, our

operations on the forest cost $4,620,000. The shortfall of $942,000 was made up through

AMC membership dues, donations, grants and other sources of income from throughout

the Northeast region. In other words, AMC consistently subsidizes its public programs

and services on the WMNF with revenues generated elsewhere.

If we were to include in this accounting a conservative estimate of the value of

efforts by AMC volunteers in the WMNF (60,000 hours in 1994 at the minimum wage of

$5.1 8/hour), who, among other contributions, help build and maintain trails for the public

to use, then at least another $3 10,000 would be added to this overall AMC investment.

This brings the total to well over $1 million of
"
subsidy" to the WMNF and its visitors in

1994 .

We believe that this financial information demonstrates AMC's long-term

commitment to public service and stewardship, a commitment which reflects our role as a

non-profit permitee on public land. AMC is audited annually by the independent public

accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand and we have made our certified financial

statement as well as detailed internal records available to the public.

AMC Contributes to the Local Economy
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Mr. Guernsey says, "At least General Motors contributed to local economies,"

implying that our organization does not. In fact, AMC contributes significantly to the

northern New Hampshire economy. We employ 50 people full time and 200 seasonal

staff in and around the White Mountain National Forest with an annual payroll of $2

million, and we purchase approximately $1 .2 million worth of goods and services in the

region every year. A recent analysis by Northern Economic Plaimers of Concord, N.H:, a

leading economic consulting firm with extensive exp)erience analyzing the state's tourism

and recreation Industries, determined that AMC's operations help create an additional 900

North Country jobs and is responsible for $63 million in annual economic activity in New
Hampshire.

Permit Renewal: An Opportunity to Improve a Strong Partnership

The 30-year permit under which AMC operates our facilities on the WMNF
expired last October, and, with a one-year extension in place, a public permit renewal

process is underway.

Mr. Guernsey suggests we have been operating in violation of our permit because

we have developed volunteer trail maintenance programs, educational programs and other

services not explicitly spelled out when the permit was written 30 years ago. A more

responsible telling of the story would have cited a formal Memorandum of Understanding

between the White Mountain National Forest and the Appalachian Mountain Club, signed

by both parties on January 10, 1992, which stipulates that the AMC will provide services

in the areas of backcountry management, environmental education, public information,

land use\conservation, research and trails.

He also questions the fairness of the process of a series of "listening sessions" on

the permit renewal application which the U.S. Forest Service convened in Gorham, N.H.,

Concord, N.H. and Watertown, MA, on three separate evenings this past May. Again,

only a fraction of the story is told. TTie listening sessions were widely publicized; the

Forest Service hired independent facilitators to conduct the meetings. About 1 ,000

people attended the sessions altogether. A total of 196 people spoke, and no one who
wished to speak was denied the opportunity. Of those individuals, 1 70 spoke in strong,

unequivocal favor of renewing AMC's permit, 21 gave conditional support and five

spoke against renewal. The deep good will which the vast majority of these speakers feel

toward AMC's role in the White Mountains went unmentioned by Mr. Guernsey.

These public sessions are only the beginning of what promises to be a rigorous

renewal process, and which will include the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
requirements which any permitee on public land must imdergo.

We see the public comments during the permit renewal process as a chance to

leam about what we can do better. As an organization which has the privilege of
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operating facilities within the borders of the White Mountain National Forest, we take

very seriously the responsibilities which come with being a permitee on public land.

We are working very hard to better reach out to and communicate with our

neighbors in the White Mountains and our employees contribute their energies to these

communities in which they live. Given past misunderstandings, however, we realize that

to build trust and effect positive change it will take time and consistent evidence of our

responsiveness to local concerns.

Even as we make these essential efforts, AMC's organizational mission is to

promote the protection, enjoyment and wise use of the mountains, rivers and trails of the

Northeast. The White Mountain National Forest is a much loved and used public

resource under considerable stress from development, pollution, and overuse, stresses

which do not respect the forest's boimdaries For example, the air quality monitoring site

near the summit of Mount Washington, operating by the AMC in partnership with the

WMNF, tracks air quality data for ground-level ozone, nitrogen oxides and acidity which

is showing that air pollution from urban centers outside ofNew Hampshire are harmful to

the forest.

Treating All Permitees Fairly

The US Forest Service has the challenging responsibility ofjudging the relevant

issues and responses in this permit renewal process. Without question, AMC should be

held to the highest standards of accountability and performance. In the interest of

fairness, credibility and best management of the Forest, however, it is critical that any

special conditions deemed appropriate to an AMC permit also be applied evenly to all

other permitees on this and other national forests, including ski areas, timber concerns

and concessionaires. This may well not be what Mr. Guernsey has in mind when he says,

"All we ask is a fair process: one which treats the AMC the same as other permitees on

public land."

We are excited by the future of the long-standing partnership among the AMC,
the public and the Forest, and look forward to incorporating many of the positive and

thoughtftil ideas which we've heard at these listening sessions, and the suggestions which

yet lay ahead in this process, into the way in which we do our work.

Again, I want to thank the Committee for providing AMC with an opportunity to

respond. 1 hope any member of the Committee who has any questions, concerns or

comments will contact me directly, and that next year, should a critic of our organization

be invited to testify before this Committee that the AMC be accorded the same courtesy.

We'd be delighted to testify even in the absence of a critic. Thank you.

# # #
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